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The NS32532:
Real-world performance
for real-world applications.
At National, we believe that ahighperformance 32-bit microprocessor should
be worked with, not around.
That's why the NS32532 offers you
some of the highest performance specs in
the industry.
Yet it's performance you can use.
Because the NS32532 was created for realworld designers working on real-world
systems to meet real-world needs.
PERFORMANCE
YOU CAN COUNT ON
The NS32532 is capable of delivering
15 MIPS peak performance, 8-10 MIPS
sustained, at 30 MHz.
Not "no-op' MIPS. Not benchmarking
MIPS. Not RISC MIPS. But genuine VAX®
11/780 MIPS.
You're looking at 16,600 Dhrystones
per second.
Not to mention high integer performance
and high floating-point performance.
With arange of FPU solutions that deliver
up to 8million double-precision Whetstones per second.
Below: NS32532 chip
Left: VME532 evaluation board; NS32532
block diagram; competitiveperformance
comparison*
Sources.
NS32532 —August 1987 Performance Evaluation Tests
80386 — "Me 80386: AHigh- Performance Workstation
Micropsocescor -Intel Colp.,June I, 1986
68020 —SUN31 20
@ 25MHz, as published
by Sun Micros3 ,
stems

The NS32532
•8-10 MIPS sustained, 15 MIPS peak
•20-, 25-, and 30-141z devices
•On-chip 1,024-byte 2-way set associative
physical data cache
•On-chip 512-byte direct mapped physical
instruction cache
•Hardware cache invalidate for highperformance cache coherency
•On-chip demand-paged memory management including 64-entry fully associative
Translation Lookaside Buffer
•4-stage instruction pipeline including
instruction prefetch and branch prediction
•2-clock basic READ/WRITE cycle
•1-clock burst-mode transfers
•Unique bit-manipulation and stringhandling instructions
•Highly symmetrical and orthogonal instruction set producing compact code
•Extremely fast context switch (3.6 ps) and
interrupt service (1.3 ps)
•Fabricated in M2CMOS
•370,000 transistor sites
•SAMPLES AVAILABLE NOW

SUPER-MINI PERFORMANCE
ON ACHIP
The NS32532 achieves its superior
performance because it integrates key
systems functions on asingle piece
of silicon.
Only the NS32532 incorporates on-chip
data and instruction caches, demand-paged
virtual memory management, and a4stage instruction pipeline.With instruction
prefetches and branch prediction. Plus a
hardware cache invalidate mechanism
that ensures cache coherency

SCALABLE PERFORMANCE
The NS32532 is one of seven CPUs
based on the same 32-bit architecture.
With the same orthogonal, highly symmetrical instruction set.
Which means you can migrate your
design throughout the entire performance
range without having to re-engineer your
software at any level. And you can build
consistently competitive systems without
resorting to some "more innovative'
architecture that leaves you and your software investment in the lurch.
PERFORMANCE THAT'S
READY FOR YOU TODAY
We've already begun sampling silicon.
We've already ported UNIX® System V.3
and VRTX? And we've already produced
aboard-level implementation — afully
integrated, fully populated, plug-and-go
VME-compatible native environment...
available now for evaluation. So are nearly
150 other members of the Series 32000'
family, including coprocessors, peripherals, development tools and optimizing
compilers.
To talk about putting our performance
into practice in your application, call our
Application Engineers toll free: 800/
538-1866, ext. 532 or 800/672-1811,
ext. 532 (within California).

National
A
KSemiconductor

Series 32000 is aregistered trademark of National Semiconductor Corp.
VAX is aregistered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
UNIX is aregistered trademark of AT&T Bell Labs
VRTX is aregistered trademark of Hunter &Ready Corp.
1987 National Semiconductor Corp.
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THE
$17
DIGITAL
TELEPHONE

The low cost, fully featured digital telephone-on-a-chip has arrived!
Mitel's MT8994 and MT8995 D-Phones include all the standard interfaces
to get your advanced digital telephone sets, cellular radio products and
integrated voice/data terminals to international markets fast. Fabricated
in low power ISO-CMOS, these designs operate from a single 5 Volt
supply. On-chip filter codec and speaker phone functions simplify your
design. It's all part of Mitel's family of ISDN interface solutions.
Get all the details today.
United States San Diego CA (619) 276-3421 •San Jose CA (408) 249-2111 •Oakbrook IL (312) 574-3930 •Boca Raton FL (305) 994-8500
Europe Denmark +45 1-612566 •West Germany +49 711-7701522 •United Kingdom South Wales +44 291-423355
Canada 360 Legget Drive Kanata Ontario Canada K2K 1X5 (613) 592-5630
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•in 1000 quantity, SU.S.
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IT TAKES TIME, BUT JUSTICE DOES TRIUMPH
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Robert W. Henkel
EXECUTIVE EDITORS
Samuel Weber (technical), Arthur Erikson (news)

Belatedly, a key man behind the microprocessor
is getting the attention he deserves: this month,
Federico Faggin receives a Marconi Fellowship

MANAGING EDITORS GROUP
Bernard C. Cole, Lawrence Curran,
J. Robert Lineback, Tom Manuel,
Benjamin A. Mason, Jonah McLeod,
Stan Runyon, Howard Wolff, Jeremy Young

is my friend Federico Faggin. Several corn-

SPECIAL PROJECTS
Stan Runyon, Lucinda Mattera

panies and people in recent years have bee n
quick to grab credit for developing the mi-

ART DIRECTOR
Fred Sklenar

croprocessor. And usually Federico's name

It often takes a heckuva long time, but
ijustice usually triumphs. Latest example

doesn't come up. But in Rome on April 28,
he w ill be awarde d th e prestigious Marconi

DEPARTMENT EDITORS
CAD/CAE:
Jonah McLeod (San Mateo)

International Fellowship for—you guessed

Communications: Tom Manuel
Components: Samuel Weber

it—"his

gles out individuals who have made highly
original
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(Chicago)
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Packaging & Production: Jerry Lyman
Semiconductors: Bernard C. Cole (San Mateo)
Software & Microprocessors: Tom Manuel
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contributions to the implementation

of the microprocessor." The fellowship sin-

Computers & Peripherals: Tom Manuel
Jonah McLeod (San Mateo)
Lawrence Curran (Boston)

contributions

to

communications

technology. Some observers have felt that
Federico's role in moving the microprocessor to market has been
.
gnored

and his technical contributions played down. No more.

Federico notes that pioneering work had already been done at
Fairchild and Rockwell when Intel's Ted Hoff, aided by Stan Mazor,
proposed an architecture and an instruction

set for a group of

standard components that could be programmed to handle the calculator needs of Japan's Busicom. Federico was hired in April 1970 to
design this chip set and was told the architecture and logic design
had already been done, that only some circuit design and chip layout
work remained. "But that is. not what I found," recalls Federico.
He resolved the remaining architectural issues and did the logic
and circuit design and layout. One of those chips was a 4-bit CPU,
th e 4004. "I felt that something very important had happened, but
that perception was not shared by Intel management, who thought
it was good only for calculators." In November 1971, thanks to
Federico's

prodding,

Intel

announced

the

4004.

More

processors

rolled out, including the 8080, which really got the microprocessor
ball rolling. But Federico had grown restless, so he decided to start
a company that would be dedicated to the MPU market. Zilog was
founded, and soon Federico had designed another winner, the 7,80.
And he's still at it. He believes that semiconductor technology is
about to bear another child: building structures using the same
principles of information processing as the animal nervous system.

Paris: Jennifer Schenker

The best way to go about this is to build massively parallel struc-

United Kingdom: Peter Fletcher

tures of analog computation elements, he says. Within 5 to 10 years,
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he predicts, "we will be able to build a neural system chip the size of
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a whole wafer and containing over 1 billion components. It is at
once a marvelous and disquieting possibility."
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Newsletters

COVER:

Electronics, 21

•Sun aims at OS/2 with its
Unix-based business computer
•Why is IBM letting
competitors peek at
its chip technology?
•Digital goes optical with
12-inch WORM drive
International, 54

•Siemens wants to limit
sGs-Thomson's access
to Jessi technology...
•...If so, sGs-Thomson wants
Jessi's Eureka funding cut
•Japan opens superconductivity
project to foreign competition
RISC, 31

Users of Motorola's 88000 chip
band together in the RISC battle
Personal computers, 32

What's holding up the
PS/2 clones?
Avionics, 32

Aircraft power control finally
goes solid state
VHSIC, 33

After three years, there's aVHSIC
interoperability standard
Design automation, 34
Tek-Mentor deal may solve
aslew of problems
Lasers, 40
Record-setting laser may see
military duty
Industrial, 44
Philips moves to grab
automatic-toll market

4

ne pace c

ckens in networking, 67

When the networking ideal—any computer working with any other
computer—is reached, it will revolutionize the way people work:
employees split among offices on two or more continents will be
able to collaborate as if they were all in the same room. And on
every front, the development pace is quickening
• Computers are on the verge of the open-systems era, 68

What's making it areality is the International Standards
Organization, which is finishing the standards through all seven
layers of its Open Systems Interconnection reference model
• The race to interconnect computer networks is on, 70

The vendors of bridges, routers, and gateways are jockeying for
position in the osi-product market. These products should start
appearing in large numbers next year
• Wide area nets explode as standards emerge, 75
The market for communications gear is about to soar, with ISDN
equipment setting the pace. Coming up are plenty of new chips,
high-speed switching systems carrying both voice and data, and
hardware and software to manage the market
• The LAN war pits IBM's Token Ring vs. the world, 80

And the stakes are high—office networking sales should be an $8.2billion market in 1991. Other issues are the transmission medium
and the speed, with many systems reaching at least 10 mbits/s
• Work station vendors factor in connectivity, 83
Spreading applications among unlike machines, standards, and
protocols is the name of the game
• LAN chip makers grapple in a turbulent market, 87
Many back Ethernet and Starlan; others get behind the IBM Token
Ring, MAP, or Arcnet; afew eye Fiber-optic Distributed Data Interface
• Mapcon takes on factory network configuration, 95

Industrial Technology Institute's tool uses artificial intelligence
techniques to lay out networks that meet MAP 3.0 standards
Intel's ambitious game plan in embedded chips, 97
The chip maker is embracing both RISC and flash EEPROM
technologies as part of its strategy to grab market share in the
high-end embedded-controller market, and it's scaling down the 80386
for designers of general-purpose systems
PROBING THE NEWS
Texas Instruments' Mark Shepherd speaks out, 49
In an exclusive interview, the man who helped make TI and the

electronics industry what they are today looks back at what he's
accomplished, and ahead at what he thinks the future holds
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Newsletter, 25
delivers a500-fold
speed boost in agraphics lc...
•...And its 16-bit V33 is four
times faster than its predecessor
•Microchip links three tool suites
to cut weeks off DSP design
*Crystal Semiconductor goes for
two new markets with 16-bit
analog-to-digital chips
• NEC

Semiconductors, 103
•Intel makes reprogramming its
64- and 256-Kbit flash EEPROMS
easy and endows the chips with
access times as fast as 150 ns
•A disk-controller chip from
Cirrus Logic doubles system
performance for high-end IBM
Corp. PC ATS and compatibles
•Teledyne Philbrick's trio of
power hybrids saves $70,000 to
$90,000 in engineering and design
costs for customized power
supplies
•A cache controller from Austek
Microsystems runs at a25%
faster clock speed than its
predecessor chip
Military/Aerospace
Newsletter, 101
•Should the U. S. limit foreign
ownership of defense contractors?
•Plessey gets abig incentive
to save money
•Magnetek's ship-board power
system won't quit when
it overloads
•The Pentagon sets up the
Defense Manufacturing Board in
order to sharpen U. S.
competitiveness
•Now there's afast way to
produce inexpensive cockpit
prototypes
Electronics/April 14, 1988
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Belatedly, akey man behind the
microprocessor is getting the
attention he deserves: this month,
Federico Faggin receives a
Marconi Fellowship
People, 8
GenRad's Anderson moves the
focus to customer support
Letters, 12
Electronics Week, 112
builds the fastest
silicon chip ever...
•... As aCornell research
team makes fastest GaAs device
•Motorola pleads guilty to
overcharging the government
•Japan's lead in exports to the
U. S. is slipping
•At last: ROM BIOS for making
hardware for PS/2 clones
• IBM
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M68000 Family
Growing
to meet
your
changing
needs.

Your high-performance
systems require awide range of
microprocessor and peripheral
support. The versatile M68000
Family serves those needs with
product that's well documented,
easy to use, cost effective, easy
to get and as varied as your
applications.

Versatile solutions for your data communication needs.
Motorola has developed
afamily of high-performance
communications controllers
called Serial Processing Units
(SPUs) based on amodular
design concept.
The MC68605 X.25 Protocol
Controller (XPC) independently
generates link-level commands
for X.25 and X.75 networks.
It expertly terminates the Link
Access Procedure Balanced
(LAPB) at the full 1.544 or
2.048 data rates provided by Ti
facilities. It has passed rigorous
Defense Data Network certification tests, and its global
acceptance is suggested by use
on packet networks all over
Europe.
The MC68824 Token
Bus Controller (TBC) is the only
single-chip VLSI implementation
of the IEEE 802.4 Media Access
Control (MAC) sublayer defined
in the Manufacturing Auto-

mation Protocol (MAP)
specification.
This high-performance microcoded communications engine
also supports the real-time
extensions required in MAP version 3.0, on-chip diagnostics,

MAC-level bridging,
and implements the recommended standard
MAC-to-physical serial
interface.
The MC68184
Broadband Interface
Controller is, with RF
circuitry the broadband
modem required for
each node of abroadband MAP network.
In addition to the
SPUs, M68000 communications peripherals
include the MC68661
Universal Synchronous
Communications
Controller, the MC68652
Multi-Protocol Communications Controller, several
DMA circuits and avariety of
miscellaneous single- and
multifunction devices.

modes all add up to the competitive advantage for your
M68000 MPU-based product.

Motorola's HDS-300" hardware/software development
station can give you an important edge in slashing development time and moving your
product to market when you
design in one of the industry's
leading M68000 family
MPUs.
It simplifies and speeds up
debugging and testing of your
MPU hardware and software,
and in the appropriate configuration can also provide
source-level debug for even
greater development-time
reduction.
Labor-saving features
include real-time no wait-state
emulation to 25 MHz, system
performance analysis and 'C"
language source-level debugging. Cost efficiency is achieved
with amodular approach that
permits operation with any of
the available emulator modules, including MC68030,
MC68020, MC68010,
MC68000 and MC68008.
There are so many more
reasons why the HDS-300
development station is the ultimate emulation and analysis
tool for systems based on
M68000 Family processors.
Discover them.

UNIX is aregistered trademark of AT&T

HDS-300 is atrademark of Motorola Inc.

The highest-performance 8/16/32-bit MPUs smooth the
migration path for your products.
Common internal 32-bit
architecture. Object-code software compatibility. Just two of
the reasons M68000 Family
microprocessors from the 8-bit
MC68008 to the latest 32-bit
entry the MC68030, give your
products both the highest performance and the smoothest
migration path.
Operating speeds range from
8MHz for low-cost applications
to the industry's fastest general
purpose MPUs at 25 MHz.
And, products based on
M68000 Family MPUs are the
6

standard for UNIX® operating
systems, CAD/CAM workstations, next-generation office
automation, multi-user/multitasking departmental computers, color graphics as well as for
real-time factory automation.
M68000 MPUs are also
preferred engines for highperformance artificial
intelligence with large linear
addressing requirements.
Large, flexible 32-bit register
set, large linear address space,
powerful yet simple instruction
set and flexible addressing

Emulate in real
time, debug in
record time, with
M68000 Family
development
system.

Electronics/April 14, 1988

Literature packs
supply M68000
Family device
and application
information.

Create three different highperformance systems with our
$98 design kit.
It's worth alot more, of course,
but we put the irresistibly low
$98 price on our MC68000KIT
so you'll never forgive yourself
if you don't experience the
flexibility versatility and performance of the M68000 Family.
The design kit has just
what you need to create three
M68000-based systems.
Three MPUs include
the MC68000 16-bit generalpurpose standard, the
high-performance 16-bit virtual
memory MC68010 and the
cost-effective 8-bit MC68008
with the 32-bit internal architecture of the MC68000.

Six flexible family peripherals
are included so you can design
for your specific applications.
The MC68440 with dual
independent DMA channels
provides DMA control.
System timing and parallel I/O

requirements are handled by
the MC68230. The MC68901
is amultifunction circuit with a
single-channel UART for data
communications, in addition to
an 8-source interrupt controller, four 8-bit timers and eight
parallel I/O lines.
Three different serial communications devices, MC68681,
MC68661 and MC68652,
complete the parts complement,
and the kit also contains the
documentation you'll want
for converting these highperformance M68000 Family
devices into superior systems
of your own design.

..‘
The MC68000KIT is available only through authorized
Motorola distributors. Contact
your Motorola distributor to
take advantage of this great
$98 value.

M68000 Family now offers
surface-mount packaging.
PLCC-packaged family
peripherals include the
MC68824 and MC68605
SPUs (84-lead), MC68440
and MC68442 DMA devices
(68-lead), MC68681/2681
DUART (44-lead), MC68230
Programmable Interface/Timer
(52-lead) and the MC68901
Multifunction circuit (52-lead).
And this is only the beginning.
As customers develop the
ability to utilize surfacemount packages, Motorola is
putting the M68000 Family in
"J" leaded, Plastic Leaded
Chip Carriers. Several MPUs
and over ahalf-dozen varied
peripherals are already available now or later this year.
The MC68000, MC68HC000
(HCMOS) and MC68010 are
available now in the 68-lead
package. The MC68008 is
available now in the 52-lead
version.
Electronics/April 14, 1988

Heralded
Motorola
M68000 Family
training courses
now available on
audio cassettes.
Three Motorola-developed
training courses for the
MC68000, MC68020 and
MC68030 are now available on
audio cassettes. Both of these
low-cost courses include course
notes and appropriate technical
literature as well as the tapes.
Course MTTA1 is an overview of the MC68000 microprocessor, teaching the MPU
itself: pins and bus operation,
addressing modes, instruction
set and exception processing
including interrupts. Successful
course completion brings you
to basic familiarity with the
MC68000.
Course MTTA2 is an
introduction to the MC68020,
exploring the internal architecture, programming model, pins
and bus operation, addressing
modes, instruction set and
exception processing. The student should have completed
Course MTTA1 or have equivalent knowledge of the
MC68000 for best results.
MTTA1 is $60, MTTA2 is
$95, and the special price for
both courses together is $140.
A new course on the
MC68030, MTTA3, is now
available at $95.

Please send me the following information
on the M68000 Family.

M68000 Family product
literature has been assembled
into three special, distinct
assortments for differing interests. They include brochures,
technical summaries and data
sheets, benchmark reports,
application notes, technical
article reprints and other useful
pieces.
The M68KPAK is the
M68000
Family
overview,
from chips
and software to
board- and
system-level products.
The M32BITPAK focuses
on our top-o'-the-industry
32-bit products, featuring the
MC68030, of course.
The M68KCOMPAK is
oriented to the extensive
M68000 Family communications capabilities.

One-on-one
design-in help.
Get engineer-to-engineer
insight on designing-in the
M68000 Family

1-800-521-6274
Call toll-free any weekday,
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., MST
If the call can't cover your
needs, we'll
have our local
applications
engineer contact you.

M.

() MOTOROLA

To: Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036

fl M68000 Family High-Performance
MPUs
DHDS-300" Hardware/Software
Development Station
M68000KIT
DM68000 Family Communications
Capability
DM68000 Family PLCC Packaging
ü M68000 Family Audio Cassette
Training Courses
DLiterature Packs:
1III M68KPAK (General Family)
2DM32BITPAK (Family 32-bit)
3DM68KCOMPAK (Communications)

,re
o nour
n-in

we

358ELEX041488

Name
Title
Company
Address
City
St ne

Zip

Please call me (
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Immature

wideband
amplifiers

10 to 2000 MHz
only S179
iN STOCK.. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
•22 dB gain, flat

15dB

•40 dB isolation
•meets MIL-STD-202
•operates from -55° to +100°C
•boost signal/sweep generator
output to 50 mW
•achieve broadband isolation
•use as amplifier driver
•SMA connectors
•rugged 1.25 in., sq. x 0.75 in.
RFI-shielded case
•one-year guarantee
Z FL-2000 SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY

10-2000 MHz

GAIN

20 dB

GAIN FLATNESS

41.5 dB

OUTPUT POWER
1dB compr.

I17 dBm
70dB

NOISE FIGURE
INTERCEPT POINT,
3rd order

25 dBm

VSWR, 50 OHMS

2:1

DC POWER

i15 \/, 100 mA

Call or write for 64-page
RF Designers Guide or refer to EEM,
EBG, Gold Book, Microwaves & RF Directories.
finding new ways...
setting higher standards

Mull-Circuits
A Division of Scientific Components Corporation

World's largest manufacturer of Double Balanced Mixers

P.O. Box 166, B'klyn, N.Y. 11235 (718) 934-4500
C98-3 REV ORIG
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GENRAD'S ANDERSON MOVES
FOCUS TO CUSTOMER SUPPORT
NGenRad
that things are looking better for
Inc., Robert E. Anderson,

through rapid growth and decline—other priorities came along. You can get
into cost-cutting modes that overlook
the company's new president and chief customer satisfaction, which Ithink will
executive officer, says it's time to refo- become the differentiating factor in
cus the company's attention on custom- U. S. business."
er satisfaction instead of stanching the
To prevent it from becoming ahollow
flow of red ink. The 46-year-old Ander- wall-poster theme, Anderson met with
son was named to head the automatic- almost all GenRad employees within a
test-equipment company at the start of week of his appointment to alert them
the year [Electronics, Jan. 21, 1988,
that customer support is the company's
p. 94] in amove that surprised analysts
primary goal. Further, he intends to
who track the business. The betting had
"greatly step up our investment in embeen that Richard Rogers, the front ployee training to teach them more
man in all the cost-cutting moves that about quality needs."
brought GenRad under control over the
Now that GenRad is out of VLSI depast 18 months, would succeed William vice testing, Anderson says the product
Thurston, now chairman. Rogers was
focus will be on better board testers,
executive vice president and chief oper- with astrong emphasis on quality-manating officer until his recent resignation agement software and design-to-test
from the company.
links. In fact, Anderson will reemphaInsiders say GenRa.d's board chose
size a 10-year-old GenRad slogan: "The
Anderson because Rogers was consid- difference in testers is the difference in
ered to be better as an inside man than
software." Evidence of that came in
as aCEO. Anderson points out that the January with the introduction of GR-EXharsh cost controls stemmed from a CEL, aseries of hardware and software
team effort, and that he was a promi- packages that extends the combinational
nent player. The major move was cut- testing and fault-diagnostic abilities of
ting 1,100 employees and closing down the GR 2276 board test systems.
the Semiconductor Test Divsion. "I recThe GR-EXCEL software is intended
ommended that the division be closed,
to ease the time-consuming problems of
and that was tough to do," he says. The preparing functional test programs and
move took GenRad out of the VLSI test fault diagnostics for printed-circuit
business—a decision that was made be- boards containing application-specific
cause the operation would have been a ICs, surface-mount devices, and highdrain on profits until anew test system
density VLSI devices.
could begin to produce revenues.
"There's a lot more work to be done
GenRad has been through some tough
in linkages for design verification," Antimes lately. The company lost money for derson points out. To make sure that
nine quarters in arow before it reported
GenRad does that work, "I intend to be
aprofit from continuing operations in last close to the customers, to our products,
year's third quarter. And though it isn't and to our operations," Anderson says.
out of the woods yet, Anderson says he's
"That level of closeness is vital, and
encouraged by the latest results. Reve- that will be my style," adds the new
nues of $194 million for the year ended
president.
-Lawrence Curran
Jan. 2 were up from last
year's $177 million. There was
anet loss of $37 million, but it
is all attributable to writeoffs
associated with closing the
Semiconductor Test Division in
Milpitas, Calif. In addition,
there was income of $2 million
from continuing operations.
Anderson interprets that
as a sign that the company
can put "the hardest times"
behind it and move customer
service to the top of the priorities list. "GenRad has a
long history of being strong
in that area," he says, "but Robert Anderson says that after nine losing quarters in row,
over the past few years— the worst is over for ATE manufacturer GenRad.
CONCORD, MASS.
ow
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THE
SOFTWARE
PROBLEM
SOLVERS

If you were ITT and had to automate
power monitoring and control systems
for telephone power plants, who would
you turn to? And what if you were Bell
Canada and your purpose was to automate the company's trouble reporting,
analysis, and control procedures? Or
suppose you were the Allright Parking
Company and had to automate the data
acquisition and distributed control of
alarge number of parking facilities?
If you knew what those companies
know, you would do what they did. You
would turn to FORTH, Inc. because you'd
know that they have the real-time software capabilities that such automation
programs require—as well as Custom
Applications, Software/Hardware lnte-

gration, Installation and Training, Ongoing Maintenance, and Hot Line Support.
And if yours is not acustom application, FORTH, Inc. also offers its powerful family of polyFORTH software and

FORTH, Inc.
The Software
Problem Solvers

Bell Canada
Automated Telco
Trouble
Reporting

ITT
Automated Power
Monitoring &
Control Systems

related hardware products. These interactive development tools are compatible
with the most popular computers from
microprocessors to super-minis.
So, for applications-oriented
products or expert help with your automation project, do what the major corporations are doing. Turn to FORTH, Inc.,
the "software problem solvers" who
understand such real-time applications
as process control, robotics, digital signal
processing, machine vision, data acquisition and analysis, and networking.
FORTH, Inc. gives you the option—
product or custom services. FORTH will
do it all for you, or provide you with a
product to solve your problem. You make
the decision.

Allright Parking
Automated
Data Acquisition
&Control

Your Company
How Can We
Help You?

Cost-Effective
Solutions
For Programming
Real-Time Process Control

E Please send me your brochure that describes
the polyFORTH family of products and
your custom services.
D Ihave an application in mind, which
is

Name/Title

Company/Division

Address

City

State

Zip

Inc
FORTH , .

D Have asalesman call me.

Phone

FORTH, Inc., 111 N. Sepulveda Blvd., Manhattan Beach, CA 90266.
Phone: 800-55-FORTH. Inside California: (213) 372-8493.
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`11111TCEPTION
OF OBSERVATIONS.1.SEE NO
MILITARY
EFOR IT"
AMERICAN GENERAL,1908

NEEDe
DESIGN ENGINEER, 19/I8

Over the centuries, people have looked at the latest
in technology with abit of skepticism. The Transputer
from INMOS is no exception.
When we first introduced the Transputer,
designers were indeed intrigued. They were
impressed with our T800—a 32-bit floating point
microprocessor with an average speed of 10 MIPS
and the ability to sustain 1.5 MFLOPS or 4.0 million
single precision whetstones. "Incredible," designers
said. "But it's more than we can use!"
Not true. The fad is as astand-alone
processor, the T800 gives you benefits you can
use every day. It runs programs even faster than
Intel's combined 80386 and 80387 or Motorola's
combined 68020 and 68881. Plus, it requires
significantly less memory to hold compiled code.
And, by increasing the number of Transputers,
you can increase system performance proportionally

with no limit to the number of Transputers that can
operate concurrently. Like linking seven T800's
together to give you the processing power of a
mighty Cray 1S supercomputer.
Or you could use ten IBM add-in cards from
INMOS carrying ten T800's each, to enable your
desktop PC to deliver 150 MFLOPS. That's like having
the power of 150 11/780 VAX machines right at
your fingertips.
So take another look at the Transputer. It's not
lust adream for the future, it's ahigh-performance
product for today. And it's atechnology that is
already taking off.

TRANSPUTER

@tinmos

INMOS, colorado Springs, colorado 80935. Tel. (303) 630-4000, Orange County 714-957-6018, Santa Clara 408-727-7771, Denver 303-252-4100,
Minneapolis 612-932-7121, Dallas 214-490-9522, Boston 617-366-4020, Baltimore 301-995-6952, Atlanta 404-242-7444.
INMOS Tronsputer • and IMS ore trademarks of the INMOS Group of Companies. Motorola is mgistemcl hodernark of Motorolo, Inc. Inlet is oregistered trademark of Intel Corporation. VAX is oregistered
nodernork of Dlligital Equipment Corporation. Cray is registered trademark of Cray Research, Inc. IBM is aregistered trodernork ol International Business Machines Corp.
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Daicel Chemical: AWorldclass Leader
in Recording Materials

Daicel Chemical Industries É a worldclass leader in the development and manufacture of optical
and magneto-optical disk products. The Company is leading the industry in research and

Intel's still the EPROM leader
To the editor: Your special

report on ISSCC
1988 [Electronics, Feb. 18, 1988, p. 67]
was extremely well-written and fair—
with the exception of one statement: "The
one-time leader in ultraviolet-erasable
programmable read-only memories is
striking back."
According to Dataquest, in 1987 Intel
represented nearly 19% of the total worldwide EPROM market (units shipped). The
next highest share belongs to Hitachi at
11.5%. Further, Intel shipped more 128Kbit, 256-Kbit, 512-Kbit, and 1-Mbit
EPROMs than any other supplier in 1987.
Beyond densities from 16 Kbit to 1Mbit,
Intel's EPROM line includes n-MOS,
CHMOS, plastic OTP, and surface-mount
plastic leaded chip-carrier packages, and a
variety of architectures, speeds, and temperature ranges to accommodate the varying needs of EPROM users. As aresult, we
have to disagree with your assessment of
Intel being a"one-time" leader. Ithink the
facts paint adifferent picture.
Janet L. Woodworth
Senior Product PR Specialist
Memory Components Division
Intel Corp., Folsom, Calif

development of disk substrates and magnetic film materials, focusing on polycarbonate
substrates and magnetic films made from amorphous (non-crystalline) four element
alloys of neodymium, dysprosium, iron, and cobalt.Our research haa brought about
results: results that mean an improvement in recording densitities, an improvement in performance, and an improvement in overall disk quality. At
Daicel we will continue to apply our "chemitronics"total system
approach to solving our customers problems and developing, a new generation of technologies to
support the information age.

DAICEL CI-EMICAL IN)USTRIES, LTD.
Tokyo Head Office: 8-1, Kasumigaseki 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100, Japan Phone: 1031507-3112 [Optical Memory Division]
Telex: 222-4632 DAICEL JFacsimile:1031593-2708
Daicel [U.S.A.] inc.: 611 West 6th Street. Suite 2152 Los Angeles,
CA 90017, U.S.A. Phone: [2131 629-3656/3657
Daicel [Europe]. GmbH: konigsaiiee 92a, 4000 Dusseldorf 1.
F.R. Germany Phone: [02111134158
Circle
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Product Showcase
An exciting new marketplace of
products and services in full color.
Electronics' Product Showcase section is afast and easy way for you to:
• Obtain information on new
products
III Find out about new capabilities
• Get aquick look at new
applications
12

• Send for new catafogs
• Request product literature
• Get free samples
And if you'd like to advertise your
company's products or services,
contact Advertising Manager, at
(212) 512-2143.

Electronics

MMIC amps from another source
Electronics newsletter
[Electronics, March 3, 1988, p. 22], you
describe Harris Microwave Semiconductor's HMM-10620 2- to 6-GHz MMIC amplifier as worthy of note largely for its low
power, with atypical chip power consumption of 65 mA.
Pacific Monolithics has been building
and marketing GaAs MMIC amplifiers for
over three years. For about one year, we
have been producing the PM-AM0609 2- to
6
-GHz GaAs monolithic amplifier, which
draws only 40 mA typically for 12 dB of
gain, resulting in afigure of merit value
of 3.3 mA/dB compared with the HMM10620's value of 3.5 mA/dB. The PMAM0609's output power is 14 dBm, whereas the Harris part delivers only 13 dBm.
Pacific Monolithics also has an earlier 2to 6
-GHz amplifier, the PM-AM0607,
which has 10 dB of gain and draws only 20
mA, for afigure of merit of 2.0, which we
believe to be the best available for this
kind of part. (The power-out level of the
PM-AM0607 is 5dBm, making it atruly
useful low-current microwave gain block.)
Cedric R. Braun, Comm. Manager
Pacific Monolithics Inc.
Sunnyvale, Calif
To the editor: In an

Correction: The story about Vitesse

Semiconductor Corp.'s gallium arsenide
static random-access memory chips [Electronics, March 31, 1988, p. 95] incorrectly
identified the chips as 16-Kbit parts. The
chips are 1-Kbit, organized 256 by 4.
Electronics/ April 14, 1988
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11 ese High-Rel SRAMs offer you all these benefits:
• 100 ns access time at 25°C
•Low standby current: 1mA typical
• Full Mil temperature range
•321(x8 organization
•28 Terminal DIL Package
•Screened to Mil-Std-883 Class B.* So they're perfect for
use in awide range of military systems. And, as you'd
expect from the leaders in High-Rel CMOS, we have a
full line of SRAMs, including 64K (81(x8) and 16K (2Kx8).

Tops in Rad-Hard RAMs, too.
If you need rad-hardness, remember that we offer 1K, 4K
and 16K CMOS/SOS RAMs as well.
Our Rad Hard 161{xI CMOS/SOS RAM has an access
time of 125 ns at 25°C and is available for immediate delivery
to Class Stype specifications.
CMOS/SOS is the ideal technology for rad-hard applications because:

•It's latch-up free under transient radiation
•It's highly tolerant to single-event upset caused by radiation (typically 2x10-9 errors/bit/day)
•It has total dose tolerance from 100K RADs to "MEGARAD."

We know, because we invented CMOS/SOS.
So whatever your needs in SRAMs, aim high, and call the
Top Guns today. For additional i
nformation, call toll-free
800-443-7364, extension 20. Or contact
your local GE Solid State sales office or
distributor.
*Rev. C. Paragraph 1.2.2

GF Solid State
GE/RCA/Intersil Semiconductors

Three great brands. One leading-edge company.
'Trademark of General Electric Company, U.S.A.,
not connected with the English Company of asimilar name.

In Europe, call: Brussels, (02) 246-21-11; Paris, (1) 39-46-57-99; London, (276) 68-59-11; Milano, (2) 82-291; Munich, (089) 63813-0; Stockholm (08) 793-9500

VIVIE/PLUS gives
view
of
your
old

on to your seat.
You're about to discover
an entirely new level of VME
performance.
Meet VME/PLUS. Our new
family of VMEbus products
with ahost of sophisticated
features that will
give
vmEpWS

your project the
kind of performance you've
only dreamed about.
VME/PLUS gives you a
choice of microprocessors,
including a68030 running at
25MHz without wait states.
Complemented by1MB of local
memory There's also anew
VSB interface on P2. Which
lets you add lots of local
memory and
I/O without

increasing bus overhead. You
Think about the possibilities
also get two serial ports
for real-time applications. For
and up to 4MB of
,- --...
the first time, you can
EPROM.
7 .4ler
ee;e,.---squeeze every
The result
/
d
49
ounce of
is system
-4"
performance
throughput
from every
that's way
g
ee teyl
processor. With
ahead of
no wasted overanything else in
head. And no stalls.
the VME world.
But that's only the
beginning. The newest

4- e
4t-dir .
- -

-

you adifferent
competition.
member of the VME/PLUS
family, CPU-32, comes with

apowerful new real-time,
multitasking monitor called
VMEPROM. It's resident in

the best part —
EPROM, so
CPU-32 CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESSOR
68030/16.7 TO 25 MHz
lower total
there's no license CO-PROCESSOR
68882/16.7 TO 25 MHz
ZERO-WAIT-STATE
system cost.
required and
1MB
SRAM
REAL-TIME,
And if that's
no extra charge. VMEPROM
MULTITASKING MONITOR
CPU-32 also
not enough, we
UP TO 4M8
EPROM
6/1 WAIT-STATE
includes full
also offer afull set
SERIAL VO
2RS-232 CHANNELS
SECONDARY BUS
of off-the-shelf
support for realSUPPORT
VSB
peripheral boards
time operating
systems and UNIX 5.3.
and software. All VMEbus
What this new technology
compatible. And guaranteed
means for you is unpreceto cut the wait states out of
dented levels of speed and
your design cycle.
system throughput, excepSo if you're looking for the
tional reliability and—here's
best way to stay ahead of your
competition and your
deadline, take a
close look at
VME/PLUS.
Call us today at
1(800) BEST
VME, and ask
for our new
550-page, 1988
data book. You'll get
such agreat view of
VME performance,
you'll never look back.

CE®

VME at its best.

FORCE COMPUTERS, INC.
3165 Winchester Blvd., Campbell, CA 95008
Telephone (408) 370-6300
Telefax (408)374-1146
FORCE COMPUTERS, GmbH
Daimlerstrasse 9D-8012 Ottobrunn
Telefon (089) 60091-0 Telex 524190 forc-d
Telefax (089) 6097793
C 1988 Force Computers, Inc.
VME/PLUS is atrademark of Force Computers, Inc. UNIX 5.3 is atrademark of AT&T, Bell Laboratories.
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Grand Slam.
Orbit Semiconductor is the
manufacturing source that delivers in the
clutch with quality, flexibility and
service in
.1.5, 2and 3micron CMOS processing
•CCD, Readout, Detector and MUX
processes
.Custom process development
Process emulation
Only Orbit gives you an on-time
guarantee. On-site CAD and test
facilities support our fast manufacturing.
And Orbit operates as anon-competing
second source, strictly serving our
customers' needs.
Orbit is simply the fastest, most
straightforward semiconductor manufacturing service for hi-rel and commercial

products. To make up for time lost on
engineering projects or to make an early
market entry, put Orbit in your line-up.
Contact Technical Marketing today.
Orbit Semiconductor. 1230 Bordeaux
Drive. Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
TWX 910-339-9307, FAX (408)
747-1263. Or call (800) 331-4617,
in California (800) 647-0222, (408)
744-1800.

SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
A subsidiary of Orbit Instrument Corporation.

What others promise, we guarantee.

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: East Coast (516)360-0940, (201)335-06M, (301)1515,95)o, (609)428-6060, (617)894.4550 -Mid,,,,,, (612)854-7550, (303)530-4520 - West Coast
(408)973-1890, (714)253.4626, (619)74141496, (602)996-0635, (602)293-1220, (505)588-0890.
INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: U.K. Phone (0372) 376953, 11, 897628 SG. U.5.4, Fax (0372) 376848 -Europe Phone 06031-61805, Telex 6031 948, FAX 06031-61788
-5,,.,.,, Countries Phone 46-8-7836640, Mx 12483 ACTAB S, Fax 46S-65313T- bau, Phone 972-52-551313. Ilx 342541 CANER IL, Fax 972-52-543890 -Awnalia Phone
61.8-2235802, 11, AA89141 UNIVAD, F,, 61.8.2240464.
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19" Racks Made by Professionals. For Professionals.

For 20 years Knürr AG has been a
major supplier in the area of 19" systems.
The programme includes 19" racks,
19" cabinets, 19" consoles, 19" cardframes, 19" chassis, 19" fan units and
many more products. The excessive
range of accessories enables the economical installation of your electronics.
The latest introduction of the modular
system Chasseleone — a benchcase
which is also afull 19" chassis, even on
telescopic slides and on chassis runners —
increases your possibilities even further.
19" systems by Knürr — a proof of
competence. All over the world.

We are closer than you think:
Austria
Australia
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
France (Alsace)
U.K.
Greece
India
Israel
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Norway
Pakistan
Portugal
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
U.S.A.

Grothusen Ges.m.b.H., Tel. 02 22/97 25 29
Email Ltd., Tel. 03/5 44 82 44
Vitronic Belgic NV, Tel. 03/3 25 27 10
Otto Ahrens A/S, Tel. 01/71 47 44
Perel Oy, Tel. 914/2 16 00
Knürr S.A.R.L., Tel. 1/43 77 85 85
A. Baumann S.A.,Tel. 08/8 32 60 26
Datarr Ltd., Tel. 02/76 68 12 12
Nicolaos Asteriadis,Tel. 031/27 86 92
Elcapak, Tel. 02 12/8 48 46
Alexander Schneider Ltd. ,Tel. 03/37 20 89
Forind Avio Elettronica S.R.L.,
Tel. a2/2 14 15 11
Y.H. Supply Co. Ltd., Tel. 442/28 51
Vitronic Holding B.V. ,Tel. 01/62 05 14 40
Jana Tekniske A/S, Tel. 02/68 53 50
Qaion-Ale-Mohammad Corp..Tel. 727 19
Sociedade Zickermann S.A.R.L.,
Tel. 36 90 65
Advanced Semiconductor Dev. (PTY) Ltd.,
Tel. 011/8 02 58 20
S.I.G. ,
Tel. 01/8 88 97 90
Garam Elektronik AB, Tel. 08/7 1003 40
Knürr AG.Tel. 01/8 25 07 07
Dacobas Inc., Tel. 805/5 26 77 33

Knürr AG
P.O. Box 82 03 69 •Schatzbogen 29 •D-8000 München 82

knürr

Tel. C89/42 00 40 •
Telex 529 608-10 knd Telefax 089/42 00 4118
Circle
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SILICON SYSTEMS
WINS THE GOLD!

WITH 1st SINGLE CHIP IN THE
2400 BPS MODEM COMPETITION

•Bell 103 and 212A CCITT V.21, V.22 and V.22 bis
•All with only asingle 5V (120mW) supply
(and some said it couldn't be done)
•Samples and demonstration boards available NOW!
Send your request on letterhead to Silicon Systems, or—

FAX (714) 669-8814

sfrifiS
14351 Myford Road, Tustin, CA 92680

20 Product Information

J

(714)731-7110, TWX 910-595-2809

109 Career Information
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
SUN FIRES A SALVO AT OS/2 WITH ITS UNIX-BASED 386i BUSINESS COMPUTER

5

un Microsystems Inc. is arming itself to invade the business computing
market—and to help the Unix operating system gain an edge over Microsoft Corp.'s OS/2. With the introduction April 6 of the Sun 386i, the Mountain
View, Calif., company has its first entry into the business market. The new
machine is "Sun's armor-piercing bullet to get into business computing," says
Brad Smith, director of research in the technical computer group at Dataquest
Inc. of San Jose, Calif. He says the 386i could bring Sun $100 million to $200
million in revenues this year alone. But Sun isn't just trying to squeeze its way
into the office market—it's fighting to make Unix the standard operating
system for business users, instead of OS/2, the successor to MS-DOS
designed for IBM Corp.'s Personal System/2 line. Computer analyst Jonathan
Seybold says that with the 386i, Sun and Unix-developer AT&T Co. have the
opportunity to move the computer industry more firmly toward Unix and away
from OS/2, in part because the machine is the first work station based on
Intel Corp.'s 80386 microprocessor to merge Unix with MS-DOS
applications.
0

WHY IS IBM LETTING COMPETITORS PEEK AT ITS CHIP TECHNOLOGY?
IBM Corp. startled the industry early in April by admitting that it has supplied
a limited number of semiconductor chips to Digital Equipment Corp. and
other computer makers. The disclosure left many in the computer industry
wondering about IBM's motives: Why is IBM, notoriously closemouthed about
its chip technology, willing to offer it to arch competitors like DEC? "I doubt
that it's out of the goodness of IBM's heart," says Harvey Cohen, president of
BIS -Mackintosh, a consulting and market analysis firm in Boston. "It could be
that IBM is trying to get a sense of where it stands in terms of price,
performance, and technology, compared to other suppliers. We see a trend
toward firms with captive semiconductor divisions becoming more aware of
the market. They have to be competitive with the world outside, or they have
no edge." Kenneth Bosomworth, president of International Resource Development Inc., a Norwalk, Conn., market analysis firm, says IBM may be worried
that its traditional strategy of always doing things its own way could backfire.
"IBM may be quite disturbed by the possibility that it's going off on a limb by
itself while most of the industry is going to more standard chips and architectures," he says. "The position of the nonconformist has become precarious."
As to who else might have been the recipient of IBM chips, no one is saying.
Control Data Corp. and NCR Corp. both deny being on the receiving end, and
Unisys Corp. refuses to comment.
D

DIGITAL GOES OPTICAL WITH 12-INCH WORM DRIVE

O

optical memory is getting a powerful endorsement from Digital Equipment
Corp. The Maynard, Mass., company is easing into the optical-memory
market with its first offering, a write-once-read-many-times (or WORM) disk
drive. The RV20 uses removable 12-in, platters and is being sold as a storage
subsystem for DEC's VAX computers. The $30,000 unit can store up to 2
gigabytes of data and is driven by new media-management software DEC
calls the Storage Library System. DEC isn't making the drives itself, but it also
isn't saying who is. CAP International, however, a Marshfield, Mass., market
research and consulting firm, says the drives are probably supplied by Laser
Magnetic Storage Inc., Colorado Springs, Colo., a joint venture between
Philips of the Netherlands and Control Data Corp. of Minneapolis. What's up
next for DEC? Scott McCready, CAP International's associate director for
image-communication systems, says he expects this introduction of a WORM
drive will be closely followed by a VAX-supported optical jukebox.
D
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ELECTRONICS IMILITTER
TI WILL HAVE AN ADA COMPILER FOR ITS NEXT-GENERATION DSP

Texas

Instruments Inc. and an unnamed software firm are planning to break
a new ground for military users of digital signal processors with the first
military -certified Ada language compiler for a DSP chip. They are on the verge
of signing a joint-development pact aimed at providing by mid-1989 a verified
Ada compiler for a military version of TI's next-generation 32-bit DSP, called
the SMJ320C30. The 32-bit 320030 has integrated floating-point capabilities
and can achieve 33 million floating-point operations/s [Electronics, March 19,
1987, p. 21]. For TI, the move represents a further effort to strengthen its grip
on the DSP chip market. The Dallas-based chip maker boasts about 68% of
U. S. DSP chip sales, says analysts Will Strauss of Forward Concepts of
Tempe, Ariz. He says the deal is important to TI because of the military
portion of the DSP market, which he estimates will be about one-third of a
total $813 million market in 1988.
D

EVANS & SUTHERLAND TO OFFER A 1-GIGAFLOPS SUPERCOMPUTER FOR GRAPHICS

E

vans & Sutherland Computer Corp. is leaping into the graphics supercomputer fray. The Salt Lake City pioneer in high-performance graphics says its
computer division in Mountain View, Calif., is completing development on a
high -end general-purpose supercomputer optimized for simulation and modelling applications. The new machine will cost between $3 million and $8 million
when it hits the market late this year. E&S is boasting very fast scalar
performance for the top-of-the-line model—over 1 billion instructions/s and 1
billion floating-point operations/s. The moderately parallel architecture offers
one to eight processors, each with 16 computational units. E&S says each
computational unit is a high-speed computer in its own right, with performance
equal to about half that of an IBM Corp. 3090 mainframe.
D

NOW THERE'S AN ELECTRONIC MAIL SYSTEM THAT GOES SOMEWHERE

T

he problem with electronic mail systems is that they have always been
limited to single networks. Users that needed to communicate with people
on other networks were locked out. But 3Com Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif.,
has come up with a solution: a product that gives users of the company's 3+
network operating system a gateway to MCI Communications Corp. electronic
mail service. The $595 software package, called 3+Reach/MCI, enables
users with 3+Mail to exchange messages with telex addresses, MCI Mail's
more than 100,000 users, and any postal address with MCI Postal Delivery
capabilities. The software also allows the user to connect to other electronic
mail systems such as IBM Corp.'s PROFS, Digital Equipment Corp.'s All-in-1,
and Wang Laboratories's WangOffice, among others.
D

SHOULD FEDERAL RESEARCH CENTERS COMPETE FOR WORK?

The

special relationship the government has with its 36 federally funded
research and development centers—such as Los Alamos National Laboratory in Albuquerque, N. M., or the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
Calif. —doesn't always benefit the government, according to a report released
by the U. S. General Accounting Office. The GAO says that while the centers
offer certain flexibility and conveniences, they also exist in a noncompetitive
environment that doesn't always net the government the best price or the
finest work. So the GAO is recommending that the government issue broad
agency announcements based loosely on proposals put forth by the centers
in order to compare them with competing offers. If the GAO gets its way, the
Pentagon —the biggest user of these centers—will soon begin using the announcements on a trial basis.
D
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FCC CISP
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EMI Noise Sensor
catches the source of EMI.
In this electronics age, troubles of electronic equipments by EMI

Compact design and lightweight construction allow you to take the

tend to increase in various fields of industry

most effective countermeasures at any time and anywhere.

In order to solve this

problem, it is necessary to lake the following two measures simultaneously :
One is to enhance the noise immunity of electronic equipment itself
for preventing malfunction, and the othe- is to suppress the source
of EMI which may be produced from electric and electronic equip-

Before testing your products in a large-scale open site thoroughly
study the effective countermeasures for EMI in your factory. The
EMI Noise Sensor shanaly cuts the time and cost required for passing the approval test.

ments.
The EMI Noise Sensor is designed to search for the source of
interfering electro-magnetic wave and to indicate its intensity by

<FEATURES>

LED bar graphs aoproximatefy according to each frequency band

•FVC-1000 indicates the intensity of interfering electro-magnetic

classified based on the FCC, CISPR, VDE standards, so you can
monitor the effectiveness of noise countermeasures you have taken
in your products.

wave approximately according to each frequency band classified
based on the FCC, CISPR, VDE standards.
•No necessity for a shielding room or RF anechoic chamber.

We are acompany specilizec in the manufacture of EMI simulators,
measuring instrJments and conDonents.

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD.
2662-1, NOBORU°, TAMA-KU, KAWASAKI CITY, KANAGAWA PREF, 214 JAPAN
TEL(0441933-4311 FAX(044)933-6830

NOISE

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD
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When it comes to pricing Data Acquisition
products for the Mac It, one man goes
lower than everyone else.

Fred Molinari, President.

How low will Fred Molinari go
when pricing his ForeRunner"'
data acquisition products for the
Mac®II? How about $795?
ForeRunner products
have multi-channeled analog 110,
two independent output channels
that operate simultaneously, and
on-board memory to enhance
throughput.
Analog In

Resolution

Gain

16SE/8D1

12 bits

1,2,4.8
or
1,10,100,500

Thru put

Other boards offering this
much flexibility to sample as many
points could cost twice as much.
And since ForeRunner
products are made specifically for
the Mac II, you know they're easy
to use.
Why not give us acall today?
We'll bend over backward to bring
you the lowest possible price on

Memory

Analog
Out

Thruput

:K x16-bit

2chan,

50kHz

FTO

12 bits

chai

DIO

16
I

1

;
j

Pacer
Clock

Price

1for A/D

$795
and
$895

data acquisition boards and software for your Mac II.

(617) 481-3700.
FREE 1988
Data Acquisition
Handbook Set

DATA TRANSLATION
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Ir., 100 Locke Drive, Marlboro, MA 01752 1192, (6171481-3700 Ils 951646
United Kingdom Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 2Q.1, U.K. (0734) 793838 Tlx 94011914
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation GmbH, Stub:garter Strasse 66, 7120 Bietigheirr-Bissinger, West Gemany 07142-54025
International Sales Offices: Australia (2) 662-4255; Begun, (2) 735-21:15; Canada (416) 625-1907; Chile (2125-3689; China (408) 727-8222, (8) 721-4017; Denmark (2) 274511; Finland (90)
372-144; France (1) 69077802; Greece 951-4944, 527-039; Hong Kong (3) 771-8585; India (22) 23-1040: Israd (3) 32-4298; Italy (2) 82470.1; Japan (3) 502-5550, (3) 375-1551, (3) 355-1111;
Korea (82) 756-9954; Netherlands (70) 99-6360; Nevi Zealand (9) 504-759; Norway (02) 55 90 50; Portugal 545313; Singapore 7797621; South Africa (12) 46-9221; Spain (1) 455-8112;
Sweden (8) 761-7820; Switzerland (1) 723-1410; Taiwan (2) 709-1394; Urited Kingdom (0734) 793838; West Germany 07142-54025.
Mac is aregistered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Data Translation is aregistered trademark, and ForeRunner is atrademark of Data Translation, Inc.
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PRODUCTS NEWSLETTER
NEC DELIVERS A 500—FOLD SPEED BOOST IN A GRAPHICS IC...
Work stations geared for high-speed graphics can get a speed boost
if thanks to flash-write circuitry in NEC Corp.'s 1-Mbit graphics buffer that
also has arandom-access-memory port and aserial port. The µPD42274's
new flash-write facility transfers the contents of 512 by 4 bits in a color
register into 2,048 data bits in one clock cycle—compared with 512 clock
cycles in standard dual-port RAMs. The device's RAM-port configuration is
256-K words by 4bits, and versions with 100- and 120-ns access times are
available. Serial-port configuration is 512 words by 4bits. Chip size is 6.24 by
13.52 mm. Tokyo-based NEC says that it will provide sample quantities of the
µ,PD42274 for 8,000 yen each in May, with production scheduled in
October. The chips come in three types of 400-mil packages—zig-zag in-line,
J-leaded small-outline, and dual in-line.
El
...AND MAKES ITS 16—BIT V33 RUN FOUR TIMES FASTER THAN ITS PREDECESSOR
he speed race in 16-bit microprocessors is heating up again with NEC
16-MHz V33—an enhanced version of the Tokyo-based company's
TCorp.'s

10 -MHz V30. Fabricated in 1.2-pm CMOS, the V33 runs at 2.8 million instructions/s, four times the V30's speed. NEC engineers did it by separating the
address bus from the data bus and using hard-wired logic. The V33 is
software -compatible with the V30. But, unlike the V30, it is not compatible with
Intel Corp.'s 80286, because its does not incorporate amemory-management
unit and has adifferent address space structure. The V33 features an extended address mode for 16 Mbytes of memory address space, and adynamic
bus sizing that lets it match up with 8-bit data buses. Samples will cost 20,000
yen starting in May in both the domestic and overseas markets. A low-cost,
D
12.5 -MHz version will cost 15,000 yen.
MICROCHIP CUTS WEEKS OFF DSP DESIGN BY LINKING THREE TOOL SUITES
of digital signal processors can cut weeks off the time needed to
Designers
get functional assembly code for Texas Instruments Inc.'s 32-MHz 320C10
with Microchip Technology Inc.'s MicroWorkshop Development

processor
System. Instead of the conventional method of using separate editing, assembly, and testing tools, the Newport Beach, Calif., company combined all three
in asingle software package that runs on IBM Corp. Personal Computers XT,
AT, and compatibles, including those based on 80386 processors. By incorporating Microsoft Corp.'s Windows software, the MicroWorkshop lets designers display code, text, and captured waveform graphics on the screen simultaneously—the first DSP development system to do so, the company says.
The system consists of the editor/assembler/testing software plus custom
enhancement boards. Available in May, it costs $9,995.
D
CRYSTAL SEMICONDUCTOR GOES FOR BROAD NEW MARKETS WITH 16—BIT ADC CHIPS
low-cost monolithic 16-bit analog-to-digital converters from Crystal
Semiconductor Corp. promise to open large new markets: one targets
Two
and control applications and the other digital-audio-tape ma-

measurement
chines and related markets. The Austin company's CS5501 is an inexpensive
alternative to the hybrid circuits now used. The low-speed, delta-sigma ADC
combines advanced digital filtering, calibration circuitry, and control features
that allow it to be mounted right next to asensor; aserial link returns data to
the system. The CSZ5126 for high-fidelity digital audio is aderivation of the
earlier CSZ5116; it offers a92-dB dynamic range and harmonic distortion of
better than 0.002%; its 240-mW power needs suit it to portable decks. The
1,000 -piece prices are $13.60 for the CS5501 and $27.20 for the CSZ5126.0
Electronics /April 14. 1988
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IMAGRAPH FRAME GRABBER IS PROGRAMMABLE TO ANY VIDEO-IMAGE FORMAT
Cystem integrators of equipment for medical imaging, computer-aided design and computer-aided engineering, and seismic analysis can sidestep
the problem of customizing asolution for every common video format with the
Digital Frame Grabber board from lmagraph Corp. Compatible with IBM
Corp.'s Personal Computer AT and clones, it can be programmed to handle
almost any video-image format, including NTSC, PAL, the IEEE RS-330 and
High-Definition TV, say executives at the Woburn, Mass., company. In addition
to its programmability, the Digital Frame Grabber boasts 1.25 Mbytes of
video memory—more than double the memory of its closest competitor,
which also lacks video format progammability. The Digital Frame Grabber is
available now, priced at $4,500.
El
HP's NEWEST RISC-BASED COMPUTER RUNS UP TO 75% FASTER THAN SUN 4/260

H800 series computer line. The trio, based on the company's HP-PA reewlett-Packard Co. is adding three new products to its HP 9000 model

duced -instruction-set architecture, will deliver significantly better price/performance than the competition, HP claims. The computing-intensive 835S, for
example, runs the Unix operating system and boasts performance of 2.02
million double-precision floating-point instructions/s. That's 75% faster than a
Sun Microsystems Corp. 4/260 but at acomparable price, says the Palo Alto,
Calif., company. The HP9000 model 855S will be the company's new
performance leader when it becomes available in 1989, offering 50% better
performance than the 835S. The 30-user 835S costs $45,000 and will be
available in the third quarter of this year. The 855S will cost $320,000; the
midrange 835SE, which handles up to 70 users, costs $99,000.
0
TI'S BIPOLAR FIFOS RUN 70% FASTER THAN THE COMPETITION
Texas Instruments Inc. is using its 2-µ,m Impact-X bipolar technology in three
-in,
-out
afirstfirstbuffer
memories to achieve 30-ns maximum fallthrough time—
the delay between clocking data in and clocking it out. That performance makes
the 64-by-8 bit SN74ALS2232 and the 64-by-9-bit SN74AL2233 and 2234 70%
faster than competing FIFOs with similar architectures, say product managers in
Dallas. The delay takes zero clock cycles, running at 40 MHz, to complete the
fallthrough time. All three devices can be cascaded to serve 16- and 32-bit
buses, and the the 2234 can be cascaded in depth as well. All three feature full
and empty status flags, and the 2233 also has half-full, almost-full, and almostempty flags. In 1,000-piece quantities, the 2232 and 2233 are now available for
$18.77 in 28-pin plastic packages: Samples of the 2234 are ready, with volume
production set for late in the second quarter.
0
PHOTONICS DOUBLES DISPLAY AREA IN ITS HIGH-RESOLUTION PLASMA SCREEN
medical imaging, military command, and computer-aided design/manufacturing systems that demand the largest possible display can
now get more than double the competition's active area in Photonics Technology's 2,048-by-2,048-pixel display. The PTT-2048-2048-48.8 terminal is
based on black-on-white plasma-discharge technology. The terminal's screen
measures 42 by 42 in. and boasts 50-line/in. resolution. Its matrix more than
quadruples the 1,000-by-1,000-pixel resolution attained by competing products that project images on ascreen. The terminal features a32-bit Motorola
Inc. 68020 display processor/controller and terminal emulations for Digital
Equipment Corp. and Tektronix Inc. products as well as the North American
Presentation Level Protocol Syntax (ANSI X3.110-1983). The terminal is
available now; prices start at $100,000 but vary with configuration.
E
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1988 ANALOG
APPLICATIONS SEMINAR
by Precision Wonolithics
Oakland (éleellieM)
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This free 3-hour all new technical
seminar discusses the latest in high
performance analog components and
design techniques.
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Milwaukee, Wisconsin 5/11
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Chicago, Illinois 5/13
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Seminar Topics Include:
Precision Transducer Signal Conditioning
Using High-Speed/Wideband Op Amps
Computer Simulation of Analog Circuits
Higher Speed, Higher Resolution Data Converters
Advanced Data Communication Techniques

Baltimore, Maryland 5/17
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 5/18
North New Jersey 5/19
Long Island, New York 5/20
Indianapolis, Indiana 5/24
Fort Wayne, indiana 5/25
Detroit, Michigan 5/26
Grand Rapids, Michigan 5/27
Toronto, Canada 6/1
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 6/2
Buffalo, New York 6/3
Cleveland, Ohio 6/7
Columbus, Ohio 6/8
Dayton, Ohio 6/9
St. Louis, Missouri 6/10

Complete course notes and new product
samples will be distributed. All
seminars start promptly at 8:30 a.m. To
reserve your place, call 800-843-1515
now!

Huntsville, Alabama 6/14
Knoxville, Tennessee 6/15
Seattle, Washington 6/16
Raleigh, North Carolina 6/16
Portland, Oregon 6/17
Atlanta, Georgia 6/17
Denver, Colorado 6/21
Colorado Springs, Colorado 6/22
Albuquerque, New Mexico 6/23
Salt Lake City, Utah 6/24
Syracuse New York 6/28
Montreal, Canada 6/29
Ottawa, Canada 6/30
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DALLAS: (214) 341-1742. CHICAGO: (312) 250-0808, ATLANTA: (404) 263-7995.
PHILADELPHIA: (215) 675-7600. BOSTON: (617) 794-0026
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While developing software for the BI-B Bomber radar system, Westinghouse Defense landed
on atough problem -integrating its computer resources. "We needed acomplete network that
would allow hundreds of software engineers across the country to interact, create, enhance and
modify the software:' says Ron Clanton, Manager of Software and Information Systems.
The solution was anetwork from Digital.
Remarks Clanton, 'The network is so comprehensive, it extends even to the air in our Flying
Software Lab. Giving us real-time, in-flight software testing and development capabilities. The Software
1213 alone provides acost savings of up to 98% versus traditional in-flight testing in the Bi-B Bomber:'

"A networked software
engineering environment that
helped Westinghouse
Defense zero in on ways to
cut in-flight test costs by 98%7
"But our savings don't stop there,' continues Clanton. "With the VAX" architecture and the
VMS" operating environment, engineers both on the ground and in the air can react instantly to
each other's modifications:' He adds, 'That's sharing their knowledge and expertise faster and more
productively than they ever thought possible. Which, of course, provides for abetter end product:'
Clanton sums it up this way, "Our Digital network and The Hying Software Lab allow us to
cut software development time and costs across the board. And that's increasing our productivity
and ability to compete for similar projects:'
To find out how Digital can give you acompetitive edge, write:
Digital Equipment Corporation, 200 Baker Avenue, West Concord,
MA 01742. Or call your local Digital sales office.

d g

n On

O Digital Equipment Corporation. It/Ii8
nu: )igital logo, VAX and VMS ate trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporution.
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The New 4180 Plug-In

SPEED TRIALS.

.9Wer—

Nit. old

•Multi-channel: two
or four channel
configurations.
•Unmatched single-shot
capabilities.
•High speed, 200 MHz
digitizing.
•100 MHz analog input
bandwidth.
•Real-time math
functions.
•For your Free Speed
1Hal call: 800-356-3090
or 608-273-5008
Nicolet Test Instruments Division
PO. Box 4288
5225-2 Verona Road
Madison, WI 53711-0288

4co‘ic,

Nicolet Digital Oscilloscopes
Speed. Using the latest designs in ADC technology, your input signal can be
digitized at speeds up to 200 MHz (5ns per data point) and saved for analysis. The
wide band input amplifiers allow signals up to the 100 MHz Nyquist limit to be input
without distortion. Sophisticated trigger setup displays allow you to accurately set
the level, sensitivity, and slope to make one-shot
transients easy to catch; eliminating the usual hit or
miss guesswork. For multi-channel applications two
4180's can operate together in one mainframe
producing afour channel scope with no degradation
in speed or performance.
Real-Time Math. In addition to the extensive
post-processing capabilities in the mainframe, the
4180 has several useful routines which present
computed results as live, real-time displays: FF7;
MAX/MIN, A+B, A—B, A><B, A/B, and AVERAGING.

Nicolet
INSTRUMENTS OF DISCOVERY
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USERS BACKING MOTOROLA'S 88000 CHIP
BAND TOGETHER AND JOIN THE RISC BATTLE
New rival of Sun and MIPS camps pushes to make the processor astandard
NEW YORK

A powerful contingent of users is fin-

ning up behind the newest reducedinstruction-set-computer
architecture.
Started by early users of Motorola
Inc.'s new 88000 RISC microprocessor
chip, the organization was quickly
backed by the chip maker as a way to
build support for its processor—and to
throw down the gauntlet to the two other major RISC camps pushing devices
from Sun Microsystems Inc. and MIPS
Computer Systems Inc.
The goal of the 88open group is open
standards for all hardware and software
system vendors using the Motorola
RISC-chip family. It's moving fast. The
88000 is not even out of the starting
gate—official introduction is scheduled
for April 18. But the user group is set
to formally announce on April 11 the
formation of a consortium to work together on such issues as binary compatibility, hardware compatibility, and a
common version of the Unix operating
system for the RISC chip set.
Tektronix Inc., one of the first companies to reveal that it was designing with
the 88000, was instrumental in setting up
88open. "We saw a rare opportunity in
the industry to create astep function—to
get a group together to develop standards for a significant new technology
before the product is available," says
Bob Anundson, work station group manager at Tektronix. Anundson and his collegues at the Beaverton, Ore., company
decided there was a chance to create a
standard environment in way that has
not been done before. Anundson was one
of the driving forces behind 88open.
The Motorola entry was previewed in
February [Electronics, Feb. 18, 1988,
p. 83]. The 88000 chip set will go head-on
in the market against the Sparc chip
designed by Sun and made by several
foundries; the R3000 chip set offered by
MIPS and its foundries; and a few others such as Intergraph's Clipper, AMD's
AM29000, and Apollo's Prism. But it's
the big three—Sun, MIPS, and now Motorola—that are fighting to line up
enough system vendors behind their designs to make them industry standards.
There is no doubt that the 88000 conElectronics/April 14, 1988

sortium will help get Motorola's entry
off to a fast start. Offiically called the
88open Consortium Ltd., the group
signed up 17 members at its second
charter meeting in Chicago on April 5.
GROWING LIST. Such computer industry
stalwarts as Convergent Technologies,
Stratus, and Tektronix top the list. For
competitive reasons, Motorola says, the
remaining members do not want to be
identified until after they have announced their 88000-based products,
which many plan to do at the April 18
coming-out party. However, Motorola
expects that as many as 50 may join the
group over the next few months.
"By creating aset of standards prior
to building products, we are doing some-

carrying out endless porting activities.
This will be particularly helpful to applications software vendors.
"Vendors have traditionally spent too
much time porting and retrofitting software and hardware to individual, competing standards that quickly become
obsolete," says Cady. "With the 88open
[standards], multiple companies are
combining around one single architecture and set of standards to provide
greater, more cost-effective hardware
and shrink-wrapped software," he adds.
Although Motorola obviously is a
strong supporter of the 88open Consortium and is working hard to launch the
organization, it is not yet clear exactly
what official role the company will have

thing hitherto unheard of and hope to
maximize the leverage each member has
in the marketplace," says Roger Cady,
acting executive officer of 88open. "We
plan to have a small paid staff for administration and coordination, but the
major [standards] work will be done by
technical subcommittees [of member
participants]," says Cady, aformer vice
president of Digital Equipment Corp.
The headquarters site has not been determined, but in the meantime, 88open is
using as a contact point Cady's phone
number: 603-778-3001. The organization
also plans to open regional offices in
Europe and the Pacific Rim.
Competing vendors adopting the
88open standards will be able to concentrate their development efforts on features and services that differentiate
their products rather than on retrofitting products to multiple standards and

in the organization. As formed, 88open
is an independent organization open to
companies and individuals that manufacture, develop, sell, or use products
based on the 88000 architecture. The
consortium is run by a nine-member
board of directors that consists of representatives from hardware vendors, software vendors, the academic community,
the membership at large—and only one
board member from Motorola.
Convergent Technologies Inc. is another charter member. "Though not one
of the instigators, we joined as soon as
we heard about 88open," says Tom
Mace, who represents the San Jose,
Calif., company. "We thought it was a
great idea; we want to see 88000 standards develop in a more coherent fashion than other systems have developed,"
he adds.
-Tom Manuel, with
reporting by Jonah McLeod
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PERSONAL COMPUTERS

WHAT'S HOLDING UP THE PS/2 CLONES?
NEW YORK

A year

has passed since IBM Corp.
introduced its Personal System/2,
and the biggest guessing game going in
the computer industry now is "Where
are the clones?" There's been much conjecture about when the first plug-compatible copies of the PS/2 Micro Channel
models 50, 60, and 80 will hit the market,
but there has been no product introduced.
Is every vendor with aproduct in the
wings waiting for the first entry to see
how strictly IBM protects its patents?
Are they waiting for licenses from Big
Blue? Or are technical problems holding
things up?
A flurry of recent events indicates
that the answers could be imminent. For
one thing, IBM has just announced that
it will ship its 2millionth PS/2 later this
month. Industry observers expect the
company to introduce, perhaps as early
as mid-April, asecond generation of PS/
2 machines. Some observers think that
perhaps that big alead on its would-be
rivals—a second generation plus 2 million machines humming away—will induce IBM to start licensing its first-generation PS/2 technology.
But some market watchers believe
that clone builders may also need a license from Computer Automation of
Irvine, Calif., for its technology to automatically identify boards when they are
added to the Micro Channel. IBM already holds one such license, and now
Computer Automation has granted the
first to anyone other than IBM—to
Canon Inc. of Tokyo and to acomputer
company in Taiwan that Computer
Automation won't identify. Muddying
that picture is the school of thought
that maintains that alicense from Computer Automation is not required.
WORKING MODEL Another happening
along the road to a commercial PS/2
clone is the recent demonstration by
Chips & Technologies Inc. and Adaptec
Inc. of a working model of a personal
computer compatible with the PS/2
model 50. To demonstrate that it is possible to clone aPS/2, the two companies
used the CHIPS/250 chip set with VGA
graphics, a complete seven-chip set of
system logic circuits that Chips & Technologies introduced in January; Adaptec's ACB-2610 Micro Channel controller, also introduced in January; and
Phoenix Technologies Ltd.'s Advanced
ROM BIOS software.
The reduced chip count possible with
the Chips & Technologies and Adaptec
set will allow clone makers to top IBM's
performance. "Makers of PS/2 compatibles now must raise the price/perfor32

mance curve even more dramatically
than IBM to be successful," says Gordon A. Campbell, Chips & Technologies'
chairman.
Meanwhile, rumblings about just
when the first Micro Channel-compatible
product will emerge are circulating in
the industry. A spokesman at Chips
&Technologies in San Jose, Calif., says
that the company believes that will happen this month, though he doesn't name
the manufacturer. He adds that the
company, in fact, expects several product announcements by the end of April
and several more in May. And it is possible that anumber of PS/2 clones will
be shown at Comdex Spring in Atlanta
May 9to 12.
But some industry observers think
that several issues may hold back the
announcements for awhile yet. For example, it's believed that a small crowd
of potential vendors is still waiting for

utility licenses from IBM that the big
company is holding back because it really wants a two-year lead. Some others
may be building up an inventory before
announcing.
And still others may be busy doing
some technical tweaking. Indeed, perhaps the most difficult barrier to breach
on the road to the market is that PS/2
work-alikes will not be as easy to build
as were the PC, XT, and AT copies
[Electronics, Feb., 4, 1988, p. 34].
IBM may try to control the number of
PS/2-compatible products through limited
selective licensing. "I think IBM will license one compatible vendor by the end
of this year, there won't be more than 10
[PS/2] compatible products on the market
next year," says Robert Madge, managing director of Madge Networks Ltd. in
Giles, England, Europe's leading supplier
of IBM-compatible Token Ring network
products.
-Tom Manuel

AVIONICS

AIRCRAFT POWER CONTROL
FINALLY GOES SOLID STATE
BUENA PARK, CALIF.

Believe

B

it or not, the computer-driven
avionics gear in military aircraft still
depends on electromechanical power
management. But that won't be the case
for long: airplane builders are moving to
upgrade that control task, the most visible one not yet handled by solid-state
technology.
In April, the Leach Corp. will deliver
an automated power-management system to Boeing and McDonnell Douglas.
And it is more than just the first standard modules that assure an uninterruptible power flow to the growing number
of airborne processors.
By applying fault-tolerant computercontrol technology, the Leach equipment
reduces the clutter of electromechanical
gear, considerably simplifing pilot routines. Moreover, automated storage and
analysis of data can provide better diagnostics for easier maintenance and better reliability, and lower costs over the
life of the equipment.
The Leach power-management system
arrives not a moment too soon. "The
workload [electrical-power management]
is at the point where the pilot can't
spend the necessary time on it," says
Ishaque Mehdi, manager of electrical
system research at Boeing Co.'s Advanced Systems Division in Seattle.
"This technology is the wave of the fu-

ture, and crucial to keep aircraft flying." Adds Evan E. Clements, corporate
director of research and development at
Leach, "It has long been apparent to
Air Force officials and plane designers
that even afew seconds without backup
power could be disastrous in an aircraft." The customary practice of visually monitoring and manually switching
between power sources cannot be relied
on any longer, says Clements, who directed the development.
CATCHING UP. The problem is that "electrical power systems have to catch up to
digital avionics and control," says Michael Cronin, who manages secondary
power work for Lockheed Aircraft
Corp.'s Advanced Systems Engineering
Division in Burbank, Calif.
For that reason, the Air Force earlier
this decade put Boeing to work studying
how to design future fault-tolerant computing and power systems for advanced
aircraft. Based on conclusions presented
in a1984 report by Boeing, Leach immediately started on its version, financing
the work with company funds. The privately held firm, with about $65 million
annual sales, specializes in power and
control products for the aerospace industry.
Leach set out to design a simplified
fault-tolerant system that would make
use of available components, such as
Electronics/April 14, 1988
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Leach's solid-state power-management system uses off-the-shelf parts, such as MIL-1750A
microprocessors, to replace electromechanical circuit-breakers, relays, and switches.

MIL-1750A airborne microprocessors for
computing, and entirely replace electromechanical circuit-breakers, relays, and
switches with integrated circuits. The
goal was to provide a fully automated
operation with continuous electrical
monitoring that senses problems in real
time and reconfigures itself as required.
In addition, the power system had to be
modular so that it could be adapted to

requirements of different craft, which
can vary considerably.
At the heart of the Leach system is
the electrical load management center,
which distributes and controls power to
all parts of the aircraft. It interfaces
with the main avionics computer
through a dual-redundant MIL-STD1553B Data Bus (see figure); the pilot
accesses it through cockput avionics dis-

plays. The 1750A processors are contained on cards in the management center, two of which are needed in the simplest system, along with at least one
power center unit for bus switching and
two remote terminal assemblies that can
hold up to six power modules. These
modules have controller devices and custom hybrid multiplex chips that decode
and route commands from the load-management processor to the power units.
The entire system can be configured by
software to different mission tasks.
Leach will deliver aprototype system
to Boeing to be integrated into a faulttolerant electrical-power simulator being
built for the Air Force's Wright Aeronautical Laboratory. The purpose is to
write requirements for the Advanced
Tactical Fighter for the next decade.
Leach has also built an automated unit
for McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Co.
in Tempe, Ariz., for its advanced Apache
craft, also to be shipped this month.
And Lockheed is evaluating the Leach
development for possible use on its P-3
aircraft.
Beyond that, Leach plans to market
the gear in both system and component
form to aircraft manufacturers worldwide, and for rétrofitting existing
planes. Commercial aircraft could present opportunities also, but not until the
product has proven itself on military
craft, Clements says.
-Larry Waller

VHSIC

AFTER THREE YEARS, AVHSIC CHIP STANDARD
AVery
milestone has been reached in the
High Speed Integrated Circuits
WASHINGTON, D.C.

program's drive to promote interoperability among VHSIC chips. After more
than three years of effort, aset of common electrical and bus specifications for
use with 0.5-1.tm Phase 2 chips was
agreed upon and delivered by the three
Phase 2contractors in February, says J.
P. Letellier, an official at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, who
spearheaded the interoperability effort.
By simplifying VHSIC chip testing,
the standards will pay big dividends in
maintaining future military systems, Letellier says. And by assuring that
VHSIC chips from different manufacturers will work together on a common
backplane—as well as with standard
TTL devices—the specifications will simplify the design task for VHSIC-based
systems. Finally, by establishing alarger common market for the devices, they
should also encourage more investment
by chip vendors in VHSIC-class technology, Letellier says. The effect will be
multiplied later, as the standards also
will be required eventually for new and
Electronics/April 14, 1988

redesigned circuits built in 1.25-µm
Phase 1VHSIC technology.
The benefits are likely to spill into the
commercial chip world as well. Thanks
to close cooperation by military officials
with groups working on commercial
testability standards, at least partial
compatibility between the commercial
and military chip worlds seems assured.
FOUR SPECS. The new VHSIC standards
call out four separate specifications. An
Electrical Interface Specification defines
power supply, input/output voltage levels and drive currents, and clocks to be
used with VHSIC Phase 2 chips. The
other three specifications provide for
standard buses covering interfaces at
both the board and chip levels.
At the board level is the PI-Bus (for
Parallel Interface Bus), abackplane bus
that allows up to 32 boards to be connected. It can be implemented as 16 or
32 bits wide, each with two optional levels of error protection. Depending on
loading, the bus will run at 12.5 MHz to
25 MHz.
A second backplane bus is aimed at
test and maintenance functions. The TMBus (for Test and Maintenance Bus) is a

32-bit serial bus that handles the same
32-node set and uses the same addressing scheme as the PI-bus. It will typically run at a 6.25-MHz clock, and allows
for the downloading of test routines and
instructions from a single maintenance
node.
Third is the ETM-Bus, to handle the
same function at the chip level. Up to 32
chips can be connected in a variety of
configurations. The ETM-Bus operates
at 1/16th the speed of the VHSIC system clock, which can be up to 100 MHz.
Already, acommittee of the Joint Integrated Avionics Working Group has
recommended the PI-Bus and TM-Bus
for use on the Air Force's Advanced
Tactical Fighter, the Navy's Advanced
Tactical Aircraft, and the Army's Advanced Tactical Helicopter.
The ETM-Bus will apparently have a
counterpart on the commercial side.
VHSIC backers have been working with
agroup known as the Joint Test Action
Group, led by Philips of the Netherlands, which is also developing standard
test methods for VLSI circuits. JTAG recently agreed to have the standards that
it has developed incorporated as part of
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INDUSTRIAL-GRADE
DATA COMMUNICATIONS

MODE

When you need Ruggedness,
Higher Performance, and
Lower Costs!

Now you can have high-quality, highperformance industrial-grade
communications modems at some of the
lowest prices in the industry.
These rugged devices greatly extend
communications distances, eliminate
electrical noise and ground loops, and
protect the host equipment from
transient voltages.
Various models feature:
•Data rates to 5MBaud
•Distances to 3.5km at 19.2kBaud;
12 miles at 1.2kBaud
•Signal or system power source
•Dual or multipoint capabilities
•High isolation and surge protection
•RS-232/422 conversion
•Compact industrial package
•Fiber-optic models available.
For complete details, and acopy of our
new 12-page Industrial Modem
Brochure, contact your Burr-Brown
sales representative or call 602/746-1111,
Burr-Brown Corp., P.O. Box 11400,
Tucson, AZ 85734.
BURR -BROW

Unit quantity prices

BEA

from 573.00. Quantity
discounts available.

Improving Data
Communications Productivity
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corporated as part of another proposed
standard. That standard is being readied
by the P1149 testability bus standardization committee of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, says
committee chairman Jon L. Turino, president of Logical Solutions Technology
Inc., Campbell, Calif.
Although some minor differences remain to be worked out, "it looks like the
JTAG bus and the ETM-Bus will become
essentially the same bus," says Letellier. The JTAG bus requires the use of
four pins per chip, while the ETM-Bus in
its current form requires six. But
VHSIC backers are willing to multiplex
two of the six pins in future versions of
the ETM-Bus specification, thereby providing JTAG bus compatibility on four
of the pins, Letellier says. A fifth pin,
which is required by the military, will be
made optional in the proposed IEEE
standard.
-Wesley R. Iversen
DESIGN AUTOMATION

TEK-MENTOR DEAL
MAY SOLVE A SLEW
OF PROBLEMS
BEAVERTON, ORE.
Ithas

Check rising costs
Its arrived — our new all purpose fuseholder system,
series 19800.
Yet another innovative result of Wickmann technology. Fuseholders for 5 x 20 mm and 6,3 x 32 mm fuses feature extra
solid contact pins, compatibility with existing shock-safe fuseholders, and sealed terminals.
Now everyone can afford superior circuit protection.
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all the earmarks of amatch made
in heaven—at least to the principals.
When Mentor Graphics Corp. bought Tektronix Inc.'s computer-aided engineering
and computer-aided software engineering
businesses in early April, it solved aslew
of problems for the two Beaverton, Ore.,
neighbors. Mentor did away with aformidable competitor and now will have access to Tektronix's installed base of
equipment. The deal also relieved Tektronix of astruggling operation.
But the deal goes beyond that. The
two companies squeezed competitor
Hewlett-Packard Co. of Palo Alto, Calif.,
by signing anonexclusive strategic alliance integrating their electronic design
and test-and-measurement products. To
handle that task, Tektronix has already
formed anew Design and Test Integration Division. More ties could follow—
Mentor executives hint that acomputerintegrated-manufacturing product line
could be next.
The deal could spell trouble for HP
because until now, it has been the only
company offering a full design-to-test
solution. But HP is still not a major
force in design automation or application-specific integrated-circuit design
verification, areas where the MentorTektronix tandem excels.
Other companies, notably Valid Logic
Systems Inc. of San Jose, Calif., have also
targeted an integrated design-to-test solution. But these smaller companies lack
Circle 35 on reader service card —)
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Memory management in the Era of MegaChip Technologies:

Memory-management ICs from
you bring memory arrays up to

Memory systems are aprime area for
significant improvements in overall system
throughput. Read how Ti's memorymanagement ICs can get you in and out of
memory faster no matter which processor
you choose.

Y

ou can now solve aproblem
whose solution has eluded design engineers for years: How to catch memory
speeds up to CPU speeds. The solution
lies with TI's advanced memorymanagement circuits, and you can use
them with whichever processor best
suits your application.

rExas Instruments can help
processor speeds.
TI's comprehensive Memory Management Design Kit (see page 4).

TI addresses your major
memory-design concerns
Ti) immediately improve memory-access
time, use both main and cache memories, as shown in the block diagram.
This approach can produce up to a3X
increase in system performance.
Frequently accessed data and instructions are stored in afew high-speed
static random-access memories and
"tagged" by aTI industry-standard
cache controller (SN74ACT2151/4).
These 2K x8 CMOS controllers are the
fastest available and can support deep
cache architectures of 16K or even 32K.

TI's MegaChip Technologies
Our emphasis on volume manufacturing
of high-density circuits is the catalyst for
ongoing advances in how we design,
process, and manufacture semiconductors and in how we serve our customers.
These are our MegaChip"' Technologies.
They are the means by which we can
help you and your company get to market faster with better, more competitive
products.
tions on chip to improve flexibility and
speed and to allow for custom timing
routines. This controller supports
nibble- and page-mode access and
scrubbing-mode refresh to increase
memory output.

High-speed memories can be designed with less effort and implemented more cost-effectively by using
TI's family of universal memory-management ICs. These devices, all of which are contained in TI's
Memory Management Design Kit, will work with and enhance almost any high-speed processor.

A universal architecture enables
these TI devices to work with — and
enhance — virtually any high-speed
microprocessor or bus structure, even
custom engines.
In addition, your component count
is cut because these are single-chip
VLSI circuits. Your design time and
effort are shorter and easier because of

This scheme is cost-effective because
slower, less expensive dynamic randomaccess memories (DRAMs) can be used
for main memory.
When you must assure system integrity,
use of an error-detection-and-correction
(EDAC) circuit can improve system reliability 500-fold. Since this approach
is necessary with memory arrays larger
than half amillion bits, TI offers its
leadership 32-bit EDAC.
The SN74AS632 detects dual-bit errors and detects and corrects single-bit
errors while avoiding processor wait
states. And at 25 ns for error detection,
it meets your high-performance needs.
Interfacing between processor and
main memory gets tougher as speeds
increase. But TI has the SN74ALS6301
DRAM timing controller. It can
handle any DRAM up to 1Mbit and
incorporates only the essential func-

Soon to come: An ASIC (applicationspecific integrated circuit) solution.
Reducing over/undershoot is accomplished by TI's 2000 Series buffers and
drivers — 25-ohm series-damping
resistors on the output prevent false
reads at DRAM input. For example,
the SN74BCT2828 driver can reduce
undershoot by 40% compared to traditional approaches. TI's 2000 Series has
ahigh-drive current suitable for VME
and MULTIBUS II bus structures.
You can use any or all of TI's
memory-management ICs to obtain the
superior performance that marks amarket winner. And there's no design rule
that says your memory-management
chips and your CPU have to come from
the same supplier.

Turn page for more information.

The tools you need to design a
high-performance memorymanagement system
are between these
covers:
At $149, the value of TI's Design Kit
far outweighs its cost. In one compact
file, we've included just about everything you'll need to bring your memory
array up to speed. Everything, that is,
except your imagination in creating
your own unique product differentiators. Here's what you get:
•All necessary high-performance ICs,
including
—SN74ACT2154 2K x8 Cache
Address Comparator
—SN74AS632 32-bit EDAC
—SN74ALS6301 16K to 1Mbit
DRAM Controller
—SN74BCT2828 10-bit Buffer/
Driver with series-damping resistor
—TIBPAL16R8-10 and TII382S105B
High-speed Programmable-logic
Devices for user-defined timing
control
—TMS4464 256K DRAM
•Memory Management Applications
Handbook containing applications reports and briefs that supply valuable
insights into memory-management
system design.
•Data sheets on TI circuits designed
for efficient memory management.
•Memory-management-product software graphic-symbol libraries and
supporting documentation for use
with Futurenet" or Mentor
Graphics' CAE systems.
For more information on TI's
Memory Management Design Kit, call
1-800-232-3200, ext. 3203, or contact
your nearest TI field sales office or authorized distributor.

MegaChip is atrademark of Texas Instruments
Incorporated.
•
Funirenet is atrademark of Futurenet Corporation.
Mentor Graphics is atrademark of Mentor Graphics
Corporation.
•MULTIBUS is aregistered trademark of Intel
Corporation.
27-4510A

0 1988 TI

SDV063EC800C
Texas Instruments Incorporated
P.O. Box 809066
Dallas, Texas 75380-9066
YES, please send me more details on TI's universal memorymanagement ICs.
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CAN YOUR
THEORIES
SOLVE THE
UNSOLVABLE?

Driving
signal

Undersea
Combat
Systems
Detection
and
Communication

Transmitting
array

Scatterers
Target

Domain of
scatterers
H 2 : Noise

H 1:Target

only

position

Or

Threshhold
Decision

1

Space-time
processor

/Target and
scattered
returns

Engineers and scientists at the Naval
Underwater Systems Center are the foremost
experts in underwater technologies. Their
exploitation of the underwater envi ronment as a
transmission medium is amajor factor in the
U.S. Navy's technological superioiity. But critical
problems still are unsolved. In acoustic arrays.
In signal processing. In underwater communications and decision-making systems. In
hydrodynamics. Finding solutiors is critical to
national security. To world peace
We're looking for Ph.D.s with the potential
to solve these problems ... with the potential to
become world-class scientists. If you are one of
the few, you'll find everything you need at the
Naval Underwater Systems Center. Your theories
will be translated quickly into models. You'll
supervise their tests in laboratories and at sea.
Your rewards will exceed even the great
personal satisfaction
AEA L.
of solving the unsolDc r142n/
vable. Intelligence and initiative
are recognized
quickly at the Center.
-- You'll become one of
the acknowledged
experts in one or
—more fields of intereL national importance.
Plappem ,You'll work with
other world-class
scientists ... in the U.S. and overseas. You'll
interact at the highest levels of our government.
To apply or for more information, write to:
Naval Underwater
Systems Center,
Code 083 E
Newport, Rhode Island
02841-5047
Or call 401-841-3585
U.S. Citizenship Required
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You know how it is. Time's running out.
But the company's counting on him to
add ISDN compatibility to his T-1 system, and give it all the bells & whistles
that mean flexibility expandability and,
above all, total ISDN connectivity

Four other guys had worked
on this ISDN project.
For me, it was do or die time."
He knows Rockwell International's
reputation in digital network products
with the T-1/PCM-30 R8070 device,
the market leader. Ifs worth acall.
He meets with Rockwell's
marketing/engineering team. They
quickly understand his ISDN needs
and suggest their ISDN Primary Rate
solution: R8069, R8070 and R8071/
DMI devices. In fact, it looks like this
highly integrated system solution can
simplify the design from every standpoint he can think of, and deliver
performance, quality and cost-savings.
It's the stuff agood night's sleep
is made of.
Call the leader in T-1 for innovative
ISDN products. Rockwell is solutions.

Oel

Rockwell International
where science gets down to business
Aerospace /Electronics /Automotive
General Industries /A-B Industrial Automation

Semiconductor Products Division,
Rockwell International,
PO. Box C, M.S. 501-300, Newport Beach,
CA 92658-8902 (800) 854-8099
In California, (800) 422-4230.
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Cross-section of GTE's laser: light emitting

area is the black rectangle in the center.
ing the new devices, GTE scientists expect to be able to send 200 to 400 video
channels over a single fiber, transmitting digital signals in computer networks at 16 gigabits/s or 4 to 8 gigabits/s in optical interconnections between circuit boards in supercomputers.
The light-emitting layer of the lasers is
composed of indium, gallium, arsenic,
and phosphorous.
Using earlier versions of these devices and traditional satellite communication techniques, the Waltham team
has already demonstrated an experimental system that carries 60 video channels
over a single fiber. Robert Olshansky,
senior staff scientist at the labs and
principal investigator for the laser project, says that field trials are planned
for this year of a system for military

communications with abandwidth of 17
to 18 GHz. Such asystem would deliver
data rates of at least 17 to 18 gigabits/s. In contrast, the promised Fiberoptic Distributed Data Interface sta.ndard will handle 100 Mbits/s when it is
available.
To produce the lasers, GTE Labs employed conventional liquid-vapor-phase
epit,axy to deposit the indium, gallium,
arsenic, and phosphorous layers between two layers of an InP wafer substrate. Chemical etching follows to produce the four-layer structure, Olshansky
says, which is acrystal about 1cm2 that
yields 500 diode lasers.
The 22-GHz frequency was achieved
by decreasing the width of the lightemitting layer of the lasers from 1.5 to
0.8 p.m. "The theory of these devices is
well understood," Olshansky says. "We
can increase the photon density in the
cavity by making the cavity as narrow
as possible. This creates astrong interaction in the cavity between photons
and electrons. There is a strong resonance in that interaction that determines the maximum modulation bandwidth that can be achieved."
In fact, the frequency of the diode
emitters may be as great as 24 to 25
GHz, but can't be precisely measured
yet because of the InGaAs photodetec-

tors used in the test setup. Says 01shansky, "The frequency response we
get with these new lasers is actually
faster than 22 GHz, but we have to ac
count
for
the
rolloff
of
the
photodetectors."
Olshansky says it will probably be
three to four years before the first 10GHz commercial fiber-optic systems appear. Meantime, GTE Labs is also working on a 120-channel video system that
Olshansky hopes will be running by
June at about 12 GHz, using 15-GHz laser emitters.
—Lawrence Curran
INDUSTRIAL

PHILIPS MOVES TO
GRAB AUTOMATIC_
TOLL MARKET
KISTA, SWEDEN

Dig as it is, Philips can move with
WO alacrity when it spots anew market
opportunity. In the latest demonstration
of its nimbleness, the Dutch electronics
giant and its subsidiaries in Scandinavia
are using their expertise in anumber of
technologies to roll into a relatively
new hardware market that executives

Color by
A

un

Microsystems' Sun-4/260

workstation with the TAAC-1
Applications Accelerator lifts
visualization capabilities to
new heights. Brooktree
provides the lift with four
Bt458 RAMDACs small
enough to fit on asingle
board. The result: Amazing
detail in both pseudo and
true color.
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are convinced is about to open wide:
electronically controlled toll stations at
bridges, tunnels, and highways.
In apilot installation in Norway that
Philips says is the first of its kind, cars
pass through the toll point without stopping—in fact, they can go as fast as 35
mph and still be identified. Microwave
equipment picks up the vehicle's code
from an identification plate attached to
the window. After appropriate data is
fed to acomputer, the car owner's bank
account is debited automatically.
Philips described the system at the
inauguration last month of a Philips
technology center in Kista, asuburb of
Stockholm. Managers at Philips Kistaindustrier AB, which developed the systern, pointed up the potentials of electronic toll stations.
For one thing, stations with attendants on hand are labor- and hence costintensive. And at unattended exactchange setups or those with credit-card
machines, drivers must either slow
down or come to a stop. Where lanes
are restricted to subscribers, freeloading is simple.
The electronic toll station eliminates
all that. And there's abonus, says Staffan Gunnarsson, development manager
for identification systems at Philips Kist,aindustrier: drivers need not renew

their subscription or remember to pay
on time,
The system would pay for itself in
less than ayear, says Gunnarsson. And
the market potential is huge. In Europe,
there are hundreds of manually run toll
stations that the Philips system could
replace. Elsewhere, there are big road,
bridge, and tunnel projects underway
that authorities want to help finance
with tolls.
Several technologies converge in the
new system: smart cards, integrated circuits, microwaves, and data processing.

Cars can go
as fast as 35 mph
and still be identified
It borrows heavily from Philips's Premid (programmable remote identification) equipment, which the company has
installed at anumber of European automakers to monitor and identify cars
coming down the assembly line,
In toll collection, the local bank, for
example, issues the driver an identification plate. A code is programmed in the
plate's memory circuit to identify the
car. Philips engineers won't reveal details, saying only that programming is

done by microwave pulses that unlock
the memory and put the identifying binary-coded words into it. The ID plate,
about the size of acredit card, attaches
to the car's side window.
When acar enters the toll station, an
inductive sensor in the road bed registers its presence. At the same time, ant,ennas at the toll point emit unmodulated microwaves at around 1 mW, low
enough so as not to affect humans: The
ID plate modulates the microwaves with
the code it contains and reflects them to
the antennas. The antenna-to-ID distance is up to 5m.
The setup analyzes the reflections and
the result is passed to the station's cornputer, a VMEbus machine based on a
Motorola Inc. 68000 microprocessor and
aUnix operating system. The computer
compares the information it receives
with stored data and sends its results to
the bank, where the fee is charged to
the driver's account.
If the system sees no ID plate at the
time acar passes over the inductive sensor, the car is videotaped so that legal
action may be initiated.
In the few weeks that it has been in
operation, Philips says, the system in
Norway has been 99.6% reliable, a figure that company managers think can
still be improved.
-John Gosch

Brooktreè
Brooktree Bt458. Triple 8-bit color
RAMDAC. Available in speeds from
80 MHz to 125 MHz.
Sun Microsystems' Sun-4/260
Workstation with TAAC-1. Provides
pseudo color (8 bit) and true color
(24 bit), with achoice of 256 colors
or 16.8 million colors.
Brooktree Corporation,
9950 Barnes Canyon Road,
San Diego, California 92121
1-800-VIDEO IC.
t Copyright Brooktree Corporation 1988.
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In seventeen countries
around the world, the
unparalleled research and
development capabilities of
CIBA-GEIGY Group
Companies are advancing
the technology of electronic
chemicals and processes.

Layers of electronic magic held fast
by Araldite' resins.
Today's printed circuits must
combine extremes of circuit density with
flexibility, strength and precision. The

secret is Araldite laminating resins,
products of CIBA-GEIGY research.
These resins blend the best mechanical
and dielectric properties with resistance
to hot-air levelling and asteadfast refusal
to delaminate even when exposed to
solder baths. Result: lighter, stronger and
more reliable circuits.
Tomorrow's photopolymer solder
mask today: The Probimer" series.
Acomprehensive system capable of
masking printed wiring boards of
exceptionally high density with little
possibility of solder bridging or distortion,
the Probimer technology provides an
extraordinary level of fidelity to the
photographic contours of the original.

Further Probimer advantages: atough
protective coating imbued with flame
retardance and ahigh level of resistance
to chemical and environmental attack.
High-purity protection: The superb
Aratronic° encapsulation systems.
Heat, cold, extremes of pressure and
environmental exposure: These are just a
few of the adverse conditions an
electronic component may have to
endure. And endure it will, when
protected with high-purity Aratronic
encapsulation systems. These systems
offer negligible shrinkage during cure,
excellent adhesion to metals and other
materials, and stalwart resistance to
chemical attacK.

Improved cost-effectiveness and
reliability for semiconductors and
hybrid circuits: Probimide°
microelectronic systems.
Probimide polyimides are an
advanced high-purity mask and
photopolymer coating developed
especially for the stringent requirements
of today's semiconductors and hybrid
circuits. They provide heat resistance up
to 450°C and their photoimageability has
resolution capability into the micron
range, hundreds of times better than the
best photographic film.
Pulling it all together: Furane Products
specialty polymers.
For packaging and assembling

electronic components, CIBA-GEIGY's
Furane Products Company formulates
specialty polymeric materials to meet the
ever-increasing demands of industry.
Uralane° conformal coatings can be
used in most hostile conditions of heat
and humidity. Epibond die attach
adhesives meet demanding military
specifications for thermally conductive/
electrically insulating adhesives.
Aglobal capability: Wherever there is
technology, there is CIBA-GEIGY.
CIBA-GEIGYGroup Companies
literally circle the globe with highly
sophisticated technological and service
capabililes. For more information, please
contact: In the U.S.A. CIBA-GEIGY

Corporation. Electronic Chemicals
Group, Three Skyline Drive, Hawthorne,
New York, 10532. Telephone:
(800) 431-1900, (914)347-4700 in New York.
In other countries, please contact the
local CIBA-GEIGY Group Company or
CIBA-GEIGY Ltd., Electronic Chemicals
(KA 5.6), 4002 Basel, Switzerland,
Telephone: 061/362850.

CIBA-GEIGY
The sun never sets on
CIBA-GEIGY'S
world of electronic chemicals
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president to president and chief execu- ical Service Inc. in Dallas. The company
goes full circle. Bureaucracy is the enetive officer with the aim of refocusing created TI in 1951 as its new parent. In
my of innovation," he says.
the drifting electronics giant.
April 1952, TI sent ateam that included
Perhaps the biggest change during the
The reshuffling seems to have
Shepherd to asymposium Bell Labs had
Shepherd-Junldns era has been refocusing
worked. "In the last three years, Jerry
convened in Murray Hill, N. J., with an
on profitability. In 1980, TI aimed to grow
and Mark have been a model working
from $4 billion to $15 billion by the early
eye to licensing the transistor patents.
pair," says one TI vice president. "The
Also amember of the team was Pat1990s. Some say that goal led TI to overpairing has changed Mark."
rick Haggerty, executive vice president.
commit in the home computer market.
There is also another side to Shep"Haggerty badgered them into giving While TI remains about $9 billion off the
herd: the emotional man who is not us aticket. They did not know what in
mark, Shepherd says he and Junldns have
afraid to display those emotions. Not the hell we wanted to do with it," re- focused more on the bottom line. "But we
only can he display anger in public, but calls Shepherd. "We were there com- still want to maintain growth. An organihe has shed tears at annual meetings.
pletely without portfolio. We did not zation dries up if you don't challenge it
He also says his favorite job over the
know thing one about semiconductors. I with growth," he adds.
years was as general manager of the
did not even know if it was `germanium'
All in all, Shepherd says he wouldn't
Semiconductor Components Division
or `geranium.'"
change a thing: "I prefer exactly what
from 1954 to 1961. "I had arule. Iwould
After 10 days of note-taking and happened. If Ihad to go write ascenarget in at 8o'clock every morning and I sketching, the TI team returned to Dal- io of afun path, I've been through it."
would not schedule anything until 10,"
las and quickly set about making gerHe particularly delights in knowing he
he remembers. "I would just drop my manium-grown junction devices. Diodes
has played a key role in building a $5
briefcase and go around the labs and
followed. While silicon vendors ignored billion company, a major technology inshops. Ifound out more about what was
the small company, TI started producing dustry, and Dallas itself, where he grew
going on that way than all of the report- its own material and hit the market with
up the son of a city policeman. "There
ing mechanisms." And one thing Shep- the first silicon transistors. In 1958, TI
are very few people in the world that
herd's friends and foes agree on
have the privilege of having those
is that he has remained accessithree things happen," he says
ble, never aloof.
with alarge grin.
Shepherd concedes that heart
Shepherd will remain a board
6
surgery in 19'74 and about with a
member. What he would like to
CHAIRMAN
rare strain of pneumonia in 1985
see is TI establishing "a more
5
drained away much of the stamimeaningful stake in the endCHAIRMAN, CHIEF CORPORATE OFFICER
na required for his post. But 1983
equipment business," adding to
was the most difficult year of all.
its growing military-systems busi4
That was when TI's home-computness, its fledgling industrial-autoVP AND GENERAL
MANAGER,
er fiasco threatened to unravel
mation efforts, and its modest
3 — SEMICONDUCTOFt
the company.
commercial-computer group.
COMPONENTS
DIVISION
"I think Iwould be lying if I
Looking ahead, Shepherd expects
PRESIDENT,
did not say 1983 took alot out of
2
to see the global electronics market
COO
EXECUTIVE
me. It was the hardest .year I
fragment into ahandful of multinaCHAIRMAN, CEO
VP, COO
have ever put in during my life,"
don trading blocs as import barrisays Shepherd. He had originally
ers grow and become an increasing
PRESIDENT, CECI
planned to retire at about that
fact of business during the coming
.,.I.,,i.,..I...l....I.
O
time, he says, but "could not walk
decade. "A lot of people howl in
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985 87
away from that." TI's home-comhorror when Isay that, but Ireally
SOURCE: TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC.
puter line drained hundreds of
think it may happen," he says. He
millions of dollars from the com- Mark Shepherd rose and so did TI's revenues as the small envisions a trade environment in
pany, and Shepherd remembers Dallas company became a$5 billion electronics giant.
which Europe and North America
that workers were so frightened
each form abloc and Asia divides
that he had to "tromp all over the
announced the invention of the IC.
into two separate blocs, one centering on
world, talking to employees, telling
During the late 1950s and early 1960s, Japan and another on the Soviet Union
them why we were not going to go
Shepherd and TI rode the semiconductor and India. But "politics could change all
bankrupt. That turned the tide."
wave. After heading the surging semi- of that tomorrow," he concedes.
Aside from that, Shepherd most re- conductor operation, he was promoted
He also believes that a silicon house
grets TI's slipping behind in CMOS tech- to corporate executive vice president must be in the commodity chip business
nology in the 1970s. He says that's why
and chief operating officer. In 1963 he to be successful, even though applicawas elected to the board, and in 1967, he
TI has no host microprocessor. The
tion-specific ICs are all the rage. "ToCMOS lag also undermined the compawas named president (see figure).
day's special device is tomorrow's comny's digital-watch thrust. And he says
"My promotions tended to coincide
modity," he says. "It has always been
moving TI's MOS operation to Houston
with the bad periods in the history of that way, and I don't think that will
in the late 1960s was also acritical mis- the company," Shepherd jokes, referring change. Ithink the imminent demise of
take, because it caused several key engi- to economic slumps that had little im- the commodity business is overstated."
neers to leave and start Mostek Corp.
pact on a maturing TI until the late
Shepherd's retirement is widely exBut overall, the decades could not
1960s. When TI threatened to become pected to have little bearing on the longunwieldy, the company's managers
term direction of TI. Junkins had alhave been choreographed any better for
Shepherd. The drive to the top actually
moved to create astructure to keep in- ready taken over most of the day-to-day
began in 1948—fittingly, the year that novation alive. "Institutionalizing that control during the past three years. But
the transistor was unveiled at Bell Labhunger is what you have to do, and
analysts and electronics executives
oratories. Shepherd took ajob that year that's a very difficult thing. By defini- agree that Shepherd's departure marks
tion, when you institutionalize some- the end of an eventful era for both TI
as project engineer in the Laboratory
and Manufacturing Division of Geophysthing you generate bureaucracy and it and the industry.
Robert Lineback
SALES (S BILLIONS)

THE SHEPHERD IMPACT
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WE ASKED A NOTED
SCIENTIFIC EXPERT
TO INTRODUCE THE
ZEHNTEL 8000.

Mr. Wizard
Don Herbert

"Looks like you've got aproblem there, Billy. Remember, Iwarned you—
you've been developing more and more fancy boards like the one in your
hand, and now you need to do both in-circuit and functional test. That's
going to take acombinational tester. Only problem is, there hasn't been an
affordable tester around that has what you need. That is, until now. Check out
this new Zehntel 8000 Combinational Tester, Billy. It's pretty fantastic."

Testhead with variable motor-driven tilt for
comfortable use by production operators,

Analog Test Modules for analog in-circuit
and functional test,

High performance digital test subsystem
provides 10 MHz pattern rate, 8KX4 memory
behind each node, programmable slew rates,
and 10 ns programmable edge placement.
Z048 unique, non-multiplexed
test points with adedicated,
fully-hybrid driver/receiver
behind every node.

32-bit MICROVAX Ir-based VAXstation 2000'
main system computer running multi-user,
multi-tasking ULTRIX-32w operating system.

40-column alphanumeric thermal printer for hardcopy output of test results and repair information.

Right and left-hand well
locations for operator keypad.

Wireless fixture/receiver
interface and fix ure design
ensures high signal quality and
reliable electrical/mechanical
contact.

Open architecture
design for usercustomization of
standard test system
electronics.

Since 1951 TV's Mr. Wizard, Don Herbert, has intrigued youngsters of all ages with the wonders of science and technology. Thanks, Mr. Wizard!

For afree copy of Zehntel's 1988
Product Catalog call (800) 457-8326.
Or send your business card to Product
Catalog, 2625 Shadelands Drive,
Walnut Creek, CA 94598.

'Um
A Teradyne Company

"Gee, Mr. Wizard,
that's swell!"

Menu-based, mouse-driven user interface with
multiple windowing capability, graphic waveform
editing and integrated logic analyzer tools.

68020-based Real-Time Test Instrument
and Controller for high throughput
test execution and synchronization.

MicroVAX II, VAXsta fion 2000 and ULTRIX-32w are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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SIEMENS WANTS TO LIMIT SGS-THOMSON'S ACCESS TO JESSI TECHNOLOGY...

D

espite official pronouncements to the contrary, there does appear to be
reluctance inside Siemens AG to share semiconductor technology with
SGS-Thomson Microelectronics via the Joint European Submicron Silicon
Initiative, or Jessi—a counterpart to the U. S. Sematech effort. Jessi's principal
participants have been Siemens of Munich and Philips of the Netherlands
[Electronics, Feb. 4, 1988, p. 51]; STM has had very little involvement in
Jessi's planning phase, a Siemens executive points out. Now, however, the
Italian -French chip combine is showing interest in joining the four-part Jessi
project. The four areas are basic research, chip technology, equipment and
materials, and circuit applications, and Siemens has no problem with bringing
STM into three of them. But Siemens insiders have reservations about the
technology part. They say that the German and Dutch companies have an
edge on STM in many aspects of fine-line, high-density memory technology,
an edge they have acquired through their cooperation in the Megaproject.
They don't like the idea of sharing this know-how with STM.
D

... AND SGS-THOMSON WANTS JESSI'S EUREKA FUNDING CUT IF THAT HAPPENS

p

hilippe Geyres, corporate vice president for strategic planning at SGSThomson Microelectronics, is threatening to file a complaint with the European Communities, with the full backing of the French government, if Siemens
and Philips don't allow STM to participate as afull partner in the Jessi project.
"I don't think it will get to that point," says Geyres. Siemens and Philips
cannot exclude STM and receive funding from Eureka, Europe's governmentfunded research program, Geyres feels. The Jessi participants hope that,
through Eureka, European governments will pay 50% of the project's estimated $2 billion cost. He denies that his company is behind Siemens and Philips
in technology for building high-density memories.
D

JAPAN OPENS SUPERCONDUCTIVITY PROJECT TO FOREIGN PARTICIPATION

J

apan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry has decided to open a
key research consortium to foreign participation—smarting, perhaps, from
criticism over keeping such projects closed to non-Japanese companies.
MITI's superconductivity research consortium was set up in January with
members limited to Japanese electrical-equipment, electronics, and wire manufacturers, as well as power-generating companies. Now the International
Superconductivity Technology Center, Tokyo, has welcomed IBM Japan Ltd.,
Tokyo, as its first foreign-owned member. IBM Japan joined 46 Japanese
firms as one of ISTEC's "general members"—giving it the right to attend
ISTEC symposiums. IBM Japan is not a "special member' '—the designation
given the 44 companies that can do basic research at ISTEC's lab.
D

SIEMENS AND WESTINGHOUSE MAKE A FORMIDABLE TEAM
'levy products for industrial automation developed through the combined
n expertise of two world-cIass heavyweights in the field will hit the market in
coming years if Siemens AG and Westinghouse Electric Corp. succeed in
setting up joint ventures in the field. The two giants of electronics and electrical equipment have signed a letter of intent to cooperate in the areas of
process and production automation and industrial energy distribution and
control. One venture, aimed at automation-equipment production, is to be in
the U. S. Others will build industrial-control components in the U. S. and
make power switches based on Westinghouse technology in Europe. The
moves will let Pittsburgh-based Westinghouse expand its equipment offerings
in Europe and improve access to U. S. markets for Munich-based Siemens. El
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THE ANATOMY OF A
FRAME TRANSFER SENSOR

Inside the world's most innovative
imaging devices, a miniature solid-state

NEW SIGHT FOR

NEW VISION FOR MACHINE

SLIDE SCANNERS

VISION

sensor gathers visual data much like the
retina of the eye.

Image pickup devices in slide

Every 20 mi I
liseconds (16.7 NTSC),

scanners must be sensitive to the

acomplete image is picked up in the

Today, Philips is applying the benefits

I

slightest nuances in colour and

sensor's imaging area, shifted into a

of frame transfer tech-

shading.

separate storage area, and then read out

nology to solid-state
sensors. With its

The frame transfer sensor is
designed for superb colour balance across

as avideo signal.

unique separation of

the entirespectrum —including subtle blue
light.

imaging surface from
memory.

the frame

transfer sensor has
brought new standards of resolution and
sensitivity to imaging applications.
NEW RESOLUTION FOR
COMPUTER READERS
As computer readers demand more and

NEW CLARITY FOR CAMERAS
Today's cameras must not only be lightweight, but sensitive enough to shoot aclear
picture in all lighting conditions.

even the smallest details. This results in
outstanding accuracy for machine vision
applications, where precision is essential.
AN EYE FOR EVERY APPLICATION
These are just few of the extraordinary
possibilities for the Philips frame transfer

it superior sensitivity even when as little as
0.05 lux reaches the sensor.

sensor. Philips supplies it either stand alone
or with asub-assembly ready for placement
in your devices.

ingly important for them to

To find out how

distinguish every image in

the Philips frame trans-

perfect detail.
With a resolution ap-

fer sensor can work for you, telex Mr.
D.A. Roubos inEindhoven,telex-nr. 3
5000
nlje vmc, or write Philips International BM,

proaching 350,000 pixels
(over 450 horizontal TV

PHILIPS

image pick-up, the sensor can focus on

Our sensor's efficient imaging area gives

more accuracy, it's increas-

lines) our sensor can pick up
even the finest details.

With the imaging area devotedexcl usively to

Building BA, P.O. Box 218, 5600 MD
A solid-state "eve - available standalone or uith sub-assembh.

Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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Total
Rd &nib,

The critical importance of reliability is
nowhere more dearly demonstrated
than in the dernancâng environment of
the military air

aft_ Notting short of

total reliability is accegth.

Throughout the AB Group the total reliability concept is achieved through a
manufacturing policy of zero defects:
High quality AB components and
systems are found in data processing,
telecoms, automotive and consumer
products, as well as in a wide range of
aerospace and defence equipment.

The AB Group has nineteen operating
companies world-wide and provides a
total capability in the design, devebpment
and manufar_Lure of electronic and
electrornechanical components and subsystems Investment in CADCAPICAE, a
Group technology centre, and extensive
surface mounting facilities has taken AB
to the fui

unt of electronic design and

production technology.

AB can work with its cus

sat any

stage of a project fi u,, r
initial clixign and
development, to procurement of
component parts, prototype manu

--

turing and full scale production.

If your cred reliability in components, subassemblies or systra I
rs, contact the AB
marketing depa

tfor mor-e

information.

AB ELEC 'RUNIC PRODUCTS GROUP PLC

THE SOURCE OF PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONICS

ABERCYNON. MOUNTAIN
Mo GLAMORGAN. CF45 45E
TEL 0443 740331 FAX 0443 741676
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INTERNATIONAL WEE
JAPAN MOVES VCR
CAPACITY OFFSHORE
Escalating trade friction between Japan and the European Community [Electronics,
March 31, 1988, p. 52A] has
prompted Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co., Osaka, to
move some of its manufacturing technology of VCR
read/write heads to Grundig
GmbH, Fürth, West Germany. Grundig has been manufacturing drums and supplying them to Matsushita Video
Manufacturing GmbH, in
Peine—which now assembles
VCR mechanisms with Grundig drums and heads from
Japan—since 1986. Matsushita also expects Grundig to
buy stock in Matsushita Video Manufacturing.

BOSCH AND MITSUBISHI
TEAM ON HYUNDAI ICs
Robert Bosch GmbH, the
West German automotive accessories producer, has entered ajoint venture with Japan's Mitsubishi
Electric
Corp. and South Korean auto
maker Hyundai to fabricate
electronic fuel-injection systems for use in internal combustion engines. The three
companies will start a production facility near Seoul in
which Stuttgart-based Bosch
and Tokyo-based Mitsubishi
will each have a25.5% share,
with Hyundai taking the remaining 49%. Bosch and Mitsubishi will supply the technology for the injection systems.

CELLULAR PHONES
ARRIVE IN MANILA
Cellular telephone technology
has established a beachhead
in the Philippines with the inauguration of the Philippine
Long Distance Telephone Co.
service. Direct-dial service
from mobile stations is available in 32 metropolitan areas
as well as to 117 points
around the world. The new
system uses seven repeater
stations located at strategic
places to pick up and send
Electronics/April 14, 1988

signals to and from amobile
telephone unit via radio or
mobile switching mode. Each
base station has a varying
transmission radius of about
20 km to ensure continuity of
signals within acell.

ALCATEL CHOOSES
A LAN PARTNER
French telecom giant Alcatel
NV has chosen David Systems Inc. to be its local-areanetworking partner. The Sunnyvale, Calif., company specializes in LAN products for
banks, hospitals, and utilities.
Alcatel will distribute the David Information Manager, an
integrated voice and data
LAN network that provides
connectivity for Ethernet
work stations, RS-232-C devices, and IBM Corp. 3270
display stations over ordinary
telephone wiring. Alcatel will
also incorporate David's technology into its current generation of PBXs.

BRITAIN TO PROBE
ITS MISSILE NEEDS
The British Ministry of Defence is looking into the need
for anew medium-range surface-to-air missile and has
contracted British Aerospace
Ltd. to carry out afeasibility
study on the best and most
cost-effective way of meeting
its requirements. The study
will examine the potential for
upgrading existing British
systems as well as using foreign equipment alone or in
combination with British developments.

HITACHI WILL BUY
U. S. ICs AND ASICs
Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, has announced its intention to buy
semiconductors from two major U. S. chip makers for its
VCRs and air conditioners.
Among the American chips
destined for integration in
Japanese consumer products
are Intel Corp.'s 80051 8-bit
single-chip
microcomputer
and its 8096 16-bit microcomputer. Hitachi will also buy

Texas Instruments Inc.'s
standard-cell application-specific ICs manufactured by
Texas Instruments Japan
Ltd. The U. S. chips will be
used in about 20% of Hitachi's air conditioners and 5%
of its VCRs starting this
summer—that's about 2% of
all Hitachi semiconductor
purchases in the fiscal year
beginning April 1.

HERE COMES A PC
WITH DESIGN FLAIR
A personal computer for

homes and small businesses
that features a radical packaging concept is on the way
from European computer giant Ing C. Olivetti SpA. Inside, the Olivetti PC1 will be
compatible with IBM Corp.
PCs, but its avant-garde look
will be the work of Italian
industrial artist Mario Bellini.
Olivetti has already signed
on Dixons Ltd., one of Britain's largest electronic retail
chains, to market the product. Entry-level prices will
start at £399, among the lowest in Britain, and will be
aimed at toppling Amstrad
Ltd. from its pole position in
the market.

ALPS PICKS IRELAND
FOR PARTS PLANT
Cork, Ireland, will be the site
of Tokyo-based Alps Electric
Co.'s seventh overseas plant.
It will be owned by Alps
Electric (Ireland) Ltd., and
will manufacture computer
peripherals such as keyboard
switches,
graphics
input
equipment, and disk drives—
including floppy and hard
types. The new plant will use
amanufacturing facility purchased from Apple Computer
Inc.

GERMANS AIM R&D
AT SUPERCONDUCTORS
Superconductor research in
West Germany will get a
shot in the arm from a new
team of three West German
industrial giants: auto maker
Daimler-Benz AG; chemicals

producer Hoechst AG; and
the electrical and electronics
manufacturer Siemens AG.
The trio will concentrate on
ceramic high-temperature superconductors in asearch for
new materials with better superconducting
properties
than the well known yttriumbarium-copper combinations.
They will also study the
methods needed to ready
such materials for practical
applications.

GERMAN LASER FIRM
BUYS U. S. RIVAL
West Germany's Rofin Sinar
Laser GmbH, asubsidiary of
Siemens AG, has acquired
the Industrial Laser Division
of Spectra-Physics Inc., San
Jose, Calif. The deal, still
subject to approval by West
Germany's Cartel Office,
brings together two leading
firms in the field of carbondioxide lasers for metal-finishing applications.

COMMERCIAL PLANES
TO GET LCD METERS
The first application of active-matrix liquid-crystal diodes in commercial cockpits
is at hand. Thomson CSF and
Boeing Corp. will jointly develop the flat-panel LCD instruments for Mach air-speed
indicators, altimeters, radio
distance magnetic indicators,
and vertical speed indicators.
The new equipment will be
interchangeable with existing
gear—it will have the same
form, fit, and functions—but
will be cheaper and more
flexible.

UK GETS FORECAST
OF 9% GROWTH IN Its
Semiconductor orders in the
UK automotive, consumer,
and data processing markets
continue to improve, says the
British Electronics Components Industry Federation.
Despite weakness in the defense market—largely due to
currency fluctuations-1988's
overall growth is expected to
be about 9%.
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The Intelligent Plotter
For
Intelligent OEM Programs
Don't delay, contact Iwatsu now about your OEM plotter needs.
We have twenty years experience in manufacturing outstanding
plotters which have gained awidespread reputation for reliability
and technical superiority. We also produce abroad range of other
products, from oscilloscopes to FFT analyzers, all of exceptional
quality. For plotters, for all your OEM instrumentation requirements,
Iwatsu is the intelligent solution. Make the intelligent choice.
Contact Iwatsu today.

SR-6310
•A3-size, 8-pen type
•600 mm/sec max. speed
•Fine Mode function
•0.3/0.5 mm pencil
plotting
•Low noise
•Self-test mode

ueIVATSU
r

®IWATSLI ELECTRIC CCI., LTD.

INSTRUMENTS SECTION: YANAGIYA BLDG, 1-10 NIHONBASHI 2-CHOME, CHUO-KU TOKYO, 103 JAPAN TEL TOKYO (271) 5131 FAX: (271)1554
CABLE ADDRESS: TELEPHIWATSU TELEX: J24225 TELEIWA
54F
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NEW PLCC LEAD DIMENSIONAL
INSPECTION SYSTEM
Ahandful of major semiconductor manufacturers
are discovering how to increase productivity,
reduce defective parts, and save costs with our
fully-automated, non-contact PLCC dimensional
inspection system.
Whether you're aPLCC manufacturer
or user, our new 725 PLCC Inspection System gives you aproductivity
bonus. For finished goods or incoming-inspection, or
in-process inspection, the VIEW 725
is the only fullyautomated, noncontact PLCC
inspection system
that gives you higher
accuracies, faster
inspection times,
quicker change-overs and less problems than
any method you're using today. We know since
we have more than 25 systems delivering these
same benefits in major semiconductor facilities
around the world. Handling up to
2,000 PLCCs an hour—
hour- after-hour with 100%

repeatability. Inspecting seating plane
coplanarity, tweezing coplanarity, and
lead dimensions on PLCC devices with
from 18 to 84 leads. Reducing inspection time and improving inspection
accuracy.
This automated
tube-to-tube system also
performs pass/fail sorts and our
handling fixtures leave your devices
unblemished. For SPC, our new 725
provides all of the data you need.
Upcoming capabilities
include handling the
newer plastic quad flat package
(PQFP).
To find out how you can turn
your PLCC inspection into higher
productivity, ask to see ademonstration of the VIEW 725 PLCC Dimensional
Inspection System.

VIEW

View Engineering •1650 N. Voyager Avenue •
Simi Valley, CA 93063- (805) 522-8439 •Telex: 182-304
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We have the answer
to your core problem:

VACUUMSCHMELZE

The right magnetic core!

We produce soft magnetic materials and make cores from
them. All our experience and flexibility in development and
production make us acompetent partner in selecting the right
magnetic core for your application. Competent both in the
question of material and core shape. We offer no less than
three fundamentally different material groups (crystalline and
amorphous alloys and powder composite materials) and all
feasible core shapes: toroidal strip-wound and C-cores, laminated core packages, pot cores and on request special shapes.
Our know-how and our wide ranging product spectrum are
available to you. Just contact us for further information.
M-116e

VACUUMSCHMELZE GMBH
Grúner Weg 37, D-6450 Hanau 1 Telephone: (0 61 81) 362-1 •Telefax: (0 61 81) 362 645 Telex: 4'84 863
Rhenaniastr.9/17, D-1000 Berlin 20
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Telephone: (030) 3320 051 Telefax: (030) 3342 C75 -Tx.: 182 815
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PERDIX'S VERSATILE CONTROLLER
HANDLES ANY FLAT-PANEL DISPLAY
Proprietary code achieves compatibility with 15 terminals with minor software changes
Dy painstakingly developing 32
in an 8-by-16-dot cell. Display size
can be controlled from software
WI/Kbytes of machine code for a
proprietary operating system and
or from akeyboard or control pad
then tightly coupling that softto be dynamically variable beware with its hardware, Perdix
tween 16 and 40 lines deep. Other
Components Ltd. is delivering a
features of the panel include a
100° viewing angle, jump or
display controller board that offers designers of high-resolution
smooth scrolling, and a splitflat-panel displays virtually comscreen capability. The controller
board supports a 60-Hz, noninterplete programmability. Without
redesign, the UK company's SPXlaced refresh rate.
The board and communications
20 board can handle three distinct
flat-panel technologies and emuinterface are attached to the back
of the display panel to make a
late 15 commonly used terminal
compact unit measuring 293-bystandards.
187-by-25-mm thick.
The board can drive ac- or dcManaging director Rodney Tietpowered plasma panels, liquid- The SPX-20 controller board includes ports for RS-232-C
crystal displays, or electrolumi- serial communications, plus printer and keyboard connections. jen says that liquid-crystal display
nescent panels, as well as conven
or electroluminescent panels are
tional cathode-ray tubes. Minor software man-years of software design time were
available as options, and the unit can be
changes confiere the board to emulate ground into the 32 Kbytes of machine
also be supplied packaged or as acomDigital Equipment Corp.'s VT220 and code that form the proprietary operat- plete terminal with keyboard.
VT320 terminals. Also supported are
ing system for the SPX-20, which Perdix
The controller board includes ports
protocols for computers manufactured
calls Basic Code.
for RS-232-C serial communications,
by Data General, Hewlett-Packard, HonHardware performance has been care- printer and keyboard connections. Oneywell, IBM, ICL, Systime, Tandberg,
fully specified to be able to accommo- board memory includes 32 Kbytes dediand Wyse Technology.
date future technologies. Depending on
cated to the display and 8 Kbytes of
ADAPTABLE. Perdix, in Biggin Hill,
the type of panel used and the nature of character-generator read-write RAM
Kent, set out to produce a single conthe application, for example, the inter- that allows character fonts to be loaded
troller board that could be adapted by
face can handle a data bus with anyfrom the host computer.
software to meet almost every foresee- where from one to eight bits—with four
Jarmany describes the board as auniable variation. As a result, each new
bits being the most common specifica- versal controller. "The design evolved
tion. The Z-80—although regarded by
project need not be designed from
from our experience as flat-panel suppliscratch.
many designers as outmoded—provides
ers," he says. "Apart from the Japanese
"While virtually every project has
more than adequate performance, Jar- manufacturers of portable computers,
unique features," says Nicholas Jar- many says.
very few designers are using flat panels
many, manager of the board's design
Further flexibility stems from the in sufficient volumes to justify their deteam, "they are, in general, permuta- proprietary keyboard interface, which
veloping complex drive circuits tailored
tions of a relatively limited number of Jarmany says can be adapted to present to their specific requirements. So we ofparameters such as protocol require- the user with any keyboard or control
fered adesign service for them."
ments of industry-standard host comput- pad standard, irrespective of the termi- USES. Applications range from displays
ers, keyboard or control panel layouts,
nal emulation in use. "We have supplied
for air traffic controllers' desks through
and character or graphic symbol sets.
systems where the user has to work
machine-tool control panels to travel
"We use programmable logic arrays,
with a DEC host computer, but who
agency and financial terminals and autoelectrically programmable read-only
wanted IBM layout keyboards," he says.
mated teller machines.
memory, and nonvolatile random-access
The SPX-20 comes complete with a12Serial port performance is specified at
memory coupled with Zilog Corp.'s Z-80
in. flat panel and power supplies for up to 3.84 Kbits/s for communications
both board and panel. The standard dis- with host computers and peripherals
microprocessor to produce a design
play panel is a flicker-free 640-by-400- and the controller's video bandwidth is
where the hardware and software are
tightly coupled," Jarmany explains.
pixel ac plasma panel, manufactured by
the equivalent of 35 MHz.
Perdix Components' sister company,
"The variations we need then require
A significant by-product of the design
only minimal additional coding—allowDensitron International Ltd.
is that since all data is sent to the dising us to turn around anew design in a
Display format is a standard 80 colplay panel in parallel form, terminals
few days."
umn by 25 lines, with characters formed
using the SPX-20 are not susceptible to
Jarmany estimates that around 100
from amatrix of 7dots by 12 dots, each
bugging. Tietjen says that nearly all
Electronics/April 14, 1988
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cathode-ray-tube terminals radiate signals that can be intercepted and re-constituted on aremote monitor.
Future development will concentrate on
reducing the chip count on the board with
the dual aim of reducing unit cost and
incorporating more functionality. "We will
shrink the design to six chips," says Jarmany. He indicates that the next step
may be to add circuits with more dataprocessing capability—perhaps to build a
complete personal computer system onto
the back of adisplay panel.
The price of the SPX-20 varies according to the type of panel supplied. Electroluminescent panels are the most expensive, says Tietjen, and LCDs the
least. A controller board programmed to
customer's specifications for a plasma
panel—plus the panel and power supplies—costs around £600 in volume
quantities. The unit is available now.
Quantities supplied range from 30 to
1,000 units.
-Peter Fletcher

available as an optional attachment.
The UDH07 is available now. Price
depends on importing country.
Alps Electric Co. Ltd., 1-7 Yukigaya-Otsukacho, Ota-ku, Tokyo 145, Japan.
Phone 81-3-726-1211
[Circle 701]

CAPACITORS WITHSTAND
260°C SOLDERING
A new series of tantalum chip capacitors from Siemens AG can handle temperatures up to 260°C for 10 seconds
during printed-circuit-board assembly,
which suits them for flow, reflow, and
vapor-phase surface-mounting technologies.
Encased in ceramic, the capacitors in

Perdix Components Ltd., Unit 4, Airport
Trading Estate, Biggin Hill, Westerham,
Kent, TN16 38W, UK.
Phone 44 0959 71011
[Circle 500]
Densitron Corp., Kyowa Nanabankan 5F,
1-11-5, Omori-Kita Ota-ku, Tokyo, Japan
143.
Phone 81-3-767-9701

[Circle 501]

IMAGE SCANNER OFFERS
40% WIDER FIELD
The UDH07 image-scanning device from
Alps Electric Co. can handle paper in
sizes ranging from that of apostcard up
to 105-mm wide-40% greater maximum
width than its standard scanner.
The scanning system is driven by
charge-coupled-device technology that

the Type B 45196 series range for 1to
1,000 pf and are specified for power supplies of from 6.3 to 35 V. Depending on
capacitance and voltage specifications,
the tantalum chips come in various
sizes.
The devices come mounted on tape for
easy automated handling. They are
available on 12-mm-wide tapes that have
2,000 capacitors per roll and on 8-mmwide tapes that have 750 capacitors per
roll.
Shock resistance of the devices is 981
mis2.The operating temperature range
is -55° to +125° C.
The devices are available now. Price
depends on importing country.

The M1201 system controller can handle 10-MHz clock speeds for Intel
Corp.'s 8085 and NEC Corp.'s V30 microprocessors.
The complete set, including the M2105
Mouse controller IC, carries an export
price of $77 when purchased in 1,000unit quantites. Samples and a demonstration board will be available in May,
with production quantities ready in July.
Acer Ltd., Grove House, 628 London Rd.,
Slough, Berkshire SL3 8QH, UK.
Phone 44-753-686-008
[Circle 702]

LIGHT SENSOR BOASTS
HIGH RESOLUTION
The TH X31150 charge-coupled-device
image sensor from Thomson-CFS Electron Tube Division offers a full-frame,
512-by-512-pixel active surface and is
sensitive to light in the 400- to 1,100-nm
spectrum.
Pixel size is 19 um by 19 gm, which
yields an image area of 9.7 mm2.The
TH X31150 has two readout registers,
one at the top and one at the bottom of
the image zone, each with bidirectional
readout capability. Each of the four outputs can read out either half the image
field or the full field.
The readout registers have two selectable stages so that they can accommodate on-chip amplifiers for either lowfrequency or high-frequency bandwidths.
The TH X31150 is available now. Price
depends on importing country.
Thomson-CFS Electron Tube Div., 29, rue
Vauthier, B. P. 305, 92102 Boulogne-Billancourt Cedex, France.
Phone 33-1-4604-8175
[Circle 703]

IMAGING CARDS OFFER
6-BIT RESOLUTION

The IAS20 and IAS25 plug-in image
analysis boards from Loughborough
Siemens AG, P. O. Box 103, D-8000, MuSound Images Ltd. capture TV signals
nich 2, West Germany.
with 6-bit/pixel resolution to deliver 64Phone 49-89-2341
[Circle 704]
shade gray-scale images. An additional
two bits handle the displayed binary and
text overlay planes.
NINE-CHIP SET CLONES
Image resolution is 256 by 256 pixels
IBM'S PS/2 MODEL 30
for the IAS20 and 512 by 512 pixels for
Acer Ltd.'s PC86 nine-chip set provides
the IAS25. The boards are based on Texall the system control, input/output sup- as Instruments Inc.'s TMS 32010 digital
port, peripheral interface, floppy-disk- signal processing chip; they plug into
delivers an output pixel density of 8 drive control, and graphics functions reIBM Corp. Personal Computers and
dots/mm. The scanner can output data quired to build a personal computer compatibles. They come with software
in black, white, and three half-tones.
fully compatible with IBM Corp.'s Per- packages for image processing.
An automatic density adjustment sonal System/2 model 30.
The Genias package is for users withBased on application-specific integrat- out programming experience. It includes
mechanism integrated into the UDH07
ed circuit designs and fabricated in 1.5- functions for image enhancement, comlets it read papers of different densities.
A read-through window is provided to
um CMOS, the chip set also includes a plex gray-shade operations such as concalibrate the device for paper density.
high-performance 256-by-18-color palette volutions, and edge detection.
Unlike many scanners, the UDH07
chip that provides compatibility with
A comprehensive imaging system liIBM's MCGA and VGA graphics stan- brary called Genial is available for Pascan read red lettering and graphics becal programmers. It allows the funccause it uses a yellow-green light-emit- dards. MCGA graphics offer 256 colors
ting diode as its light source. A feeder is
from 256,000 combinations.
tions in Genias to be built into applica54J
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When performance is of the
essence, you must be able to rely
on your energy. Your power.
Your endurance.
That's why you can always count
on SAFT's sealed Nickel-Cadmium
storage batteries.
Capacity? From 0.04 to 10 Ah.
Power? Guaranteed by our batteries'
ultra-thin electrode technology
Life? Often well over 10 years.
As for reliability, it's enough to
know that these Ni-Cd batteries
are entirely maintenance free —
at temperatures as low as -40'C
and as high as +65C.
As aresult, SAFT turns up all over
the world, used by major OEMs
in fields as diverse as electronics,
telecommunications, security
systems, memory backup, cordless
power tools, video, etc.
Whatever your problems with
stand-alone energy reserves, SAFT,
with its 8product lines and more
than 3000 user references, offers
you fully adapted solutions, and
even, when required, custom
solutions.
SAFT. We put all our energy into
ensuring yours.
SA FT
Département
Accumulateurs Portables
156, avenue de Metz
93230 Romainville -France
Tél. :33 (1) 48.43.93.61
Télex :220 100

ImÉri
SEE SAFT
at

fair \A ll Electronics
20-27 April
2 6-28 April
OlymPia -Londo n
Sta nd 413
Hall 8 -EG 312
Stand A28
H a nover

GERMANY
SAFT AKKUMULATOREN
und BATTERIEN
GmbH (SAB)
Behringstrage 13
8752 MAINASCHAFF

GREAT BRITAIN
SAFT UK Ltd
Castle Works.
Station Road
HAMPTON Middlessex
TW12 2BY

ITALY
SAFT ITALIA
Via Bisceglie
108-8
20 152 MILAN

SPAIN
SAFT IBERICA
Artapadura 11
VITORIA

SWEDEN
SAFT
SCANDINAVIA AB
Boo 2249
103 16 STOCKHOLM

PORTABLE NICKEL-CADMIUM STORAGE BATTERIES
Circle 125 on reader service card

Your unlimited power
partner-PHIHONG

feu.

1111111111111
jti

PHIHONG's 16 years of experience in
development & design of continuous power,
power supplies, gives its customers an
unequalled advantage in meeting their needs
switching power supplies, ranging 15 to 300
watts, are available in a variety of styles

and are UL CSA and TUV approved. What
makes all this possible is the avanced
technology and high quality people and
materials available. Next time your need
power, we'll be glad to assist.

PHIHONG ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
TAIWAN PLANT: 27-12 TAYU ST.,
SANCHUNG CITY, TAIPEI, TAIWAN. R.O.C.
TELEX: 31182 PHIHONG PHONE: (02) 988-2126

PHIHONG

54L

PHIHONG U. S. A. INC.
240 LOS GATOS BLVD LOS GATOS, CA95032
TEL: (408)395-9222

FAX: (408) 395-3075

FAX: 886-2-9817086

Circle 126 on reader service card
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Tester symbiosis

the
right
course
10 MHz
test rate
32-bit
MicroVAX II
computer
1150
hybrid pins

to

— another member of the R&S family
of compact, high-performance test systems
for assembled circuit boards
• Combinational Test Station TSIC integrates
in-circuit and functional tests in one
system.
• It combines the extensive diagnostic
capabilities of an in-circuit tester with
the test depth of afunctional tester.
• The advanced computer and the open
software architecture create the
foundation for straightforward integration
into automated production lines (CIM).

Write or call for further information
on Combinational Test Station TSIC

Rohde &Schwarz
Postfach 80 14 69
D-8000 Muenchen 80
Federal Republic of Germany
Telex 523 703 (rus d)
Tel. internat. +(49 89) 41 29-0
There are R &S agencies in 80 countries.
We plan and supply stationary and mobile
systems, also on aturn-key basis.
R&S services comprise installation, maintenance,
calibration, training and documentation.

ROHDE &SCHWARZ
Circle 167 on reader service card

Welcome to
The Nordic CAD/CAM days have expanded into CIM 88. A new fair!
Scandinavia is one of the leading markets in the world for developments in
CIM - Computer Integrated Manufacturing. For a few days in April,
1988, CIM 88 will form Scandinavia's
first and most concentrated focal point
for all. that's new in CIM. Naturally

.

you will want to take part - send for
more information.

April, 25-28 1988

Yes please, send me more information.
Iam interested in D information for exhibitors D information for visitors
Name _
Company
Address
Town
Telephone
Mailing address: S-125 80 Stockholm, Sweden. Street address: Massvágen 1, Álvsj45

Wandel &Goltermann
Electronic MeasurementTechnology

Whether you're sending

digital data or analog information

down the wire, whether you use just one

type of interface or lots of different ones:

DNE systems increase the availability of your data network
There are many ways of transmitting information, and just as
many ways asystem may crash. The result is chaos and afrantic
rush to get things sorted out. The system is down, and time is money.
The DNE data network diagnostics systems can permanently monitor
all the lines in your data network, analyse the data traffic and provide
back-up circuits if the worst happens. DNE is amodular system, so it
can grow with the network. DNE will improve the reliability of any
datacoms network
Send off the coupon for more details about DNE and the other
datacoms test sets made by Wandel &Goltermann.
Visit us at Communications'88, Birmingham,May 10th-May 13th,
Hall 5, Stand 840.

Wandel &Goltermann, Dept. VMW, Pf.12 62, D-7412 Eningen, FRG
Tel.: +(49) 71 21 86-0 •Telex 729833 • Fax: +(49) 71 21 884 04
Please send me afree copy of
0 the DNE colour brochure 0 the data test equipment product guide
Name

CO
CO

Company
Address
Postcode

Telephone
Circle 129 on reader service card

E7407 KF

tion-specific programs written by the
user.
Both systems target value-added reseller applications such as systems for
medical screening, remote sensing, and
industrial inspection. Available now, the
IAS20 costs £2,495 and the IAS25
£5,995. Price includes either Genias or
Genial.
Loughborough

Sound

Images

Ltd.,

The

Technology Center, Epinal Way, Loughborough, Leistershire LE11 00E, UK.
Phone 44-509-231-843
[Circle 705]

MICROCONTROLLER IS
EASY TO PROGRAM
The PCB83C552 microcontroller from
Philips Components Division targets
automotive applications with a modular
design that allows for easy programming to control different car functions,
including injection systems, gear-box operation, and instrumentation.
An on-chip timer is used to control the
operation of valves, stabilize engine idle,
or recirculate exhaust gases. An on-chip
10-bit analog-to-digital converter helps

lr
e

Vit

Storage Module Drive, and Diablo.
In addition to the order-of-magnitude
advantage in access speed afforded by
solid-state storage, the absence of moving parts increases reliability. The 4256's
mean time between failure is rated at
30,000 hours. On-site repairs typically
take just 30 minutes.
Data backup security is available
through an optional 1
/-in, tape cartridge
4
and battery power pack, so that data is
automatically copied if the main power
source fails.
Available now, the basic 4256 with 2
Mbytes of memory costs £5,000 in volume purchases.
Vermont Research Ltd., Cleeve Rd., Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 7NB, UK.
Phone 44-372-376-221
[Circle 708]

UNIT MEASURES 6-MICRON
COATINGS ON PC BOARDS

track variables such as engine coolant
flow, gasoline flow, and battery voltage.
The 68-pin PCB83C552 boasts power
dissipation of 125 mW, due largely to
software-selectable idle and power-down
modes that cut current to 10 mA and 50
A. Its standard temperature range is 0°
to 70°C.
The chips are available now in plastic
leaded chip carrier packages. Pricing
varies depending on importing country,
but ranges from DM 24 to DM 25 for
100-piece purchases.
Philips Components Division, P. O. Box
523, 5600 AM, Eindhoven, the Netherlands.
Phone 31-40-757005
[Circle 706]

SOLID-STATE MEMORY
EMULATES HARD DISK
Vermont Research Ltd.'s model 4256
solid-state memory system packs from 2
to 129 Mbytes of storage into a 7-in.high chassis. Unlike many competing
solid-state memory systems, it offers
full emulation of traditional disk storage
devices.
Controllers are available emulating
disk-drive interfaces for computers from
Digital Equipment Corp., Data General
Corp., and General Automation Ltd.
Other interfaces supported include the
Small Computer Systems Interface,
54P

The Fischerscope X-Ray 1010-PCB from
Helmut Fischer GmbH uses x-ray fluorescence methods to measure the thickness of coatings on printed-circuit
boards. It determines thicknesses down
to 6p.m for coatings made of gold and
down to 40 »III for coatings made of
silver or tin.
At the heart of the system is an opentop table that allows boards to be positioned manually with the aid of acolor
monitor. A printer logs all readings and
provides atest certificate.
The instrument's working-surface
area is 600 by 630 mm, and is accessible
from all sides. Boards up to 90-cm wide
can slide along embedded Teflon ball
bearings for positioning in the crosshairs projected on the monitor.
The Fischerscope X-Ray 1010-PCB can
be delivered four to eight weeks after
ordering. Its price is around 60,000 DM,
depending on configuration.
Helmut Fischer GmbH, P. O. Box 4, D7032 Sindelfingen 6, West Germany.
Phone 49-7031-3030

[Circle 707]

CONNECTORS COMBINE
SIGNAL, POWER PINS
The Han K series of connectors from
Harting Elektronik GmbH have their
signal and power contacts built into a
single unit.
Eight power contracts handle voltages up to 380 V ac or 450 V dc, and 24
signal contacts handle up to 250 V ac or
300 V dc.

All 32 contacts may be of the snap-in
removable type and can be terminated
with standard hand-crimping tools or by
automatic crimping machines.
The signal contacts may be used for
fiber-optic cables. Aimed at applications
in industrial electronics, machine tools,
robotics, and process control, the Han K
connectors are available from stock.
Price will be given on request.
Harting Elektronik GmbH, P.O. Box 1140,
D-4992 Espelkamp, West Germany.
Phone 49-5772-47244

[Circle 709]

ADC BOARD DOES
THE WORK OF TWO
The Trian 12 analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion boards from the
Essex Electronic Centre can replace two
or more conventional conversion boards
in many applications, thanks to their
modular design.
Ten versions are available. Each offers a different combination of functions, including up to 16 multiplexed,
single-ended ADC channels or up to 8
differential channnels. Also, an instrumentation amplifier based on Analog
Devices Inc.'s 10-1.ts AD574A is available, as is a sample-and-hold function
with 7-ps acquisition time.
Four DAC channels can be provided—
they are implemented by Analog Devices' AD5737, which features a 1.5 Is
settling time.
The boards are available now with
prices ranging from £200 for four DAC
output channels (the Than 12-04) to £395
for acard with 16 single ADC inputs—
each with the sample-and-hold feature—
plus four ADC channels (the Trim 1216SH-4).
Essex Electronics Centre, University of Essex, Colchester CO4 3SQ, UK.
Phone 44-206-872-922

[Circle 710]

2-CHANNEL SCOPE ADDS,
INVERTS SIGNALS
Philips has enhanced its popular 15MHz, two-channel PM3206 oscilloscope
so that signals on channels A and B can
be added and those on channnel B inverted. Both channels can be grounded.
The instrument boasts asensitivity of
5mV/cm peak-peak triggering, TV triggering, and a bright display that make
the PM3206 suitable as an all-purpose
instrument for use in the field and in
the laboratory.
Despite its low price—about 1,000
DM—the oscilloscope fulfills all professional specifications and international
standards regarding safety, shock, and
nonflammability.
The PM3206 is available now.
Philips GmbH, P.O. Box 310320, D-3500
Kassel, West Germany.
Phone 49-561-5010

[Circle 711]
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Gould has features
you won't find at the
ordinary AMC house.

Anose to the grindstone.
What do twenty-one years as an ASIC
vendor do for your customers? A lot.
Two decades give you the time you need
to develop and manufacture over 6000
successful designs.The time you need to
accumulate 900 man-years of engineering experience.The time you need to learn
things not found in the textbooks.

That's the kind of experience Gould
Semiconductors can put to work for you
on every circuit you do.
Gould recognized early how valuable
the combination of CMOS processes and
CAD/CAE technology would be for our
customers.We have been an innovator in
both of these areas.

We've also had time to fully develop application-specific IC techniques that still
frustrate other vendors. For instance, Gould
is an acknowledged industry leader in
analog/digital circuit combinations. Many
ASIC producers can't even offer them.
The most important advantage to you,
though, is that Gould has probably produced adesign similar to yours already.
We know the problems to look for and how
to avoid them. In many cases, we can

recommend easily incorporated features
that add value to your system.
That's what twenty-one years of hard work
can do for you.
Manufacturer of Gould AMI
Semiconductors.

m> Gout")
Electronics

An ear for your problems.
All ASIC customers want essentially the
same things: better system performance,
lower system cost, quick development
and production cycles. But every ASIC
project has adifferent set of priorities.
Your only guarantee of success is the
vendor's sensitivity to your individual
needs. For two decades, Gould has

listened and responded with strategies to
provide the best system solution.The ASIC
Continuum is one such strategy.
The ASIC Continuum provides adesign
solution effective for any application.There
are low-cost E2PLDs for instant prototypes
and small volume production applications. Also gate arrays for fast prototyping

leCAN COST
FASTER DELIVERY
USIrt DESIGNS

and cost-effectiveness over abroad
range of volumes.
More advanced implementations get
standard cell or cell-based custom circuits.These are ideal for analog/digital
combinations, high-density systems and
other circuits requiring special performance characteristics.
We are also meeting your needs with
expert-based design aids. Extensive cell

and macro families for PCs and workstations. Afull-service design group. And
more comprehensive programs to give
you the best ASIC solution.
Manufacturer of Gould AMI
Semiconductors.

".> GOULD
Electronics

ICIRL INTELLIGENCE •HI I
ER-LEVEL FUNCTIONS •C
LERS •VENDOR FLEHIBI
REHIBIIITY •FIRTIFIC

An eye on the future.
The pressure on system designers
will continue to be intense. Gould has
responded by cutting development spans,
increasing functions and performance.
And now we're using artificial intelligence
(Al) to go even further

Al-based generators and compilers create
cells in days instead of weeks. Standard
cells. ROMs. RAMs. Even analog cells, like
op amps and filters. And these tools are
process independent, making our libraries
some of the easiest to tailor to your needs.

Already Gould Expert Systems tools
are adding value for system designers.

Going astep further, megacell compilers
create large custom functions (bit-slice

ER -LEVEL FUNCTIONS •COMPILERS* LIE,!
EL
PILERS •VENDOR FLEHIBILITY URRTIFI[IFIL
Y•HIGHER-LEUEL FUNCTIONS •COMPILERS UEN
L INTELLIGENCE •HIGHER-LEVEL FUNCTW1J
NS

µPs, DSPs, etc.) in half the space of standard cells. And our newest Expert ASIC
tool, Circuit Cincher7finds logic errors
missed in simulation, so you get silicon
that's right the first time.

will convert your netlist for production at
Gould.That's true vendor flexibility.

A Gould exclusive is Netrans' universal
netlist translator. This single tool makes
Gould aready alternate source for any
ASIC you do. No matter who your primary
vendor is. Use any CAD/CAE system and
cell library you want: our Netrans translator

Manufacturer of Gould AMI
Semiconductors.

Come see how Gould's Expert ASIC tools
can play amajor role in your future.

m>i

GouLD
Electronics

Gould ASIC professionals are dedicated
to giving you the best system solution.
And acompetitive edge found nowhere
else. We invite you to come meet our
team. Once you see what we can do for
you, you'll choose Gould hands down.
Shouldn't you find out more about us?
Just return the Gould business reply card
adjacent to this ad. If someone beat you
to it, write: Gould Inc., Semiconductor
Division, 3800 Homestead Road, Santa
Clara, CA 95051, Attn: N. Greene.
No purchase oblrgatron s mplred

u

1988 Gould Inc., Sernrconductor Dry,

If we receive your card or letter by May
31,1988, you will be entered in asweepstakes to win one of ten compact disk
players, To get information faster, call
1-800-GOULD 10.
Manufacturer of Gould AMI
Semiconductors.
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STRANGE
BEDFELLOWS.
Fairchild Gets Linear Circuits
Without Sacrificing Densities.

id Anew process from Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. seems to resolve what has
always appeared to be an irreconcilable
problem for chip-designers: how to get
high-performance analog and high-density
digital functions to reside on the same
chip. The new process, called LFAST, is a
511m linear bipolar process from Fairchild's
Linear Division in Mountain View, Calif.
Before LFAST, any process capable of
producing linear circuits with enough
dynamic range to be useful in practical
analog applications had to sacrifice the
density required for large-scale integration.
The process achieves atenfold increase in
density over existing linear bipolar
approaches without sacrificing speed...
The primary aim of the LFAST project :vas to develop alinear bipolar process that could
match the density of linear CMOS bid not sacrifice bipolar's performance advantages.

7,

Excerptedfrom an exclusive article
in the Apri116, 1987 issue.

Electronics
THE LEADER IN NEW
TECHNOLOGY COVERAGE
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'REAL-TIME' SOLUTION
TO ASIC VERIFICATION
Tests Full Speed
At Up to 50 MHz
Across Entire Cycle.

F

or the first time, you can test
your VLSI prototype design at
real world operating speeds.
Thoroughly and easily. Across the
entire cycle. Without compromise.
Topaz is atotally-integrated ASIC
verification system that reduces
prototype characterization and fault
analysis time, while offering these
exclusive advantages:
•Full Data Formatting to 50 MHz
—for quick measurement of setup times and propagation delays.
•256 I/O Channels at Speed,
Without Multiplexing—for maximum performance and flexibility.
•Programmable Pattern Generation to 50 MHz—for initiation
of loops, branching and data
control.
ASIC design requires painstaking
accuracy. Verifying that design has
been neither fast nor easy. The time
available to get today's increasinglycomplex ASICs to market continues
to contract, and the price of an
undetected error can be incredibly
costly.
With Topaz, you'll know your
design is right, and you'll know it
faster. CA E-L I
NKT° software permits
easy translation of simulator vectors
into ready-to-use test vectors. And,
our exclusive Meta-Shmoo software allows you to quickly sweep
voltages and times at 500ps increments across an entire cycle, without programming.
It acquires data with aminimum
of effort; and its ability to do graphic
error-bit mapping and multi-level
triggering gives it unequalled performance in failure analysis.
Topaz is acost-effective solution
to today's high speed ASIC verification needs, and the even higher
speeds you'll require tomorrow. Call
for complete details or your personal demonstration.

HP

Mal

.11M

MILIM

UMW

TECHNOLOGY, INC.
18902 Bardeen, Irvine, CA 92715
Phone: (714) 752-5215
DIAL TOLL FREE 1-800-HILEVEL
(In California 1-800-752-5215)
Circle 66 For "TOPAZ DEMO"
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

FROM SYSTEMS TO STANDARDS,
THE PACE QUICKENS IN NETWORKING

T

he ultimate dream in data communication is to
make any computer work seamlessly with any
other computer anywhere in the world. Networking, however, is still light-years away from that goal.
A hodgepodge of incompatible machines, operating
systems, applications, and utility software are haphazardly connected by amaze of different physical links
and protocols.
But things are getting better fast. On every front,
from systems to standards and software, the development pace is quickening. The driving force is world
competition. Progress is being made on several fronts:
mixing voice, data, and other services; speeding up the
flow of data; making the information more secure;
hooking any computer to any computer, and any network to any network.
When those ambitious goals are reached, perhaps
within the next decade, it will revolutionize the way
people will work: A project leader and his 20-person
design team, split between offices in, for example,
Sunnyvale, Calif., and London, will be able to sit down
at individual work stations and together design amillion-transistor central processing unit, each viewing
the other person's moves. While at their stations, the
designers can call on asupercomputer in New York to
simulate the chip's performance. Simultaneously, the
staff in the documentation department, sitting at personal computers, will pull information from the chip's
design data base to produce the voluminous paperwork needed for such a project. The marketing and
sales departments, armed with their assortment of
computer equipment, will tap the same data base to
plan their strategies for the upcoming new part.
Networking in this sense is more than physically
connecting computers. It is a global system of standards and protocols that allows applications programs
to run across diverse networks made up of computers
and other equipment from avariety of
vendors. In the ideal case, each work
station or computer does what it does
best, and the total of human and machine interact like one giant computing
system—with each component working
seamlessly and flawlessly, and with all
the interaction occurring transparently. Nor is such networking confined to
the technical arena. It is applicable to
publishing, manufacturing, the sciences, financial services—almost any
application.
Electronics/April 14, 1988

When the networking ideal—any computer working
with any other computer—is reached, it will
revolutionize the way people work: employees
split among offices on two continents will be able
to collaborate as if they were all in the same room
by Stan Runyon
Foremost among the forces driving toward this heterogeneous networking is the worldwide competitive
market. To stay competitive, a company's engineers,
designers, marketers, and support staff can no longer
work as islands. They must turn out more complex
products faster than ever.
To do that, they must talk to each other—that is,
work as adesign team on anetwork. On the corporate
side, especially within the Fortune 1000 group of leading companies, competition demands the coordination
of geographically dispersed centers—and that means
worldwide networking. Also, the hodgepodge of incompatible local-area networks within many operations is begging for control. That means executives
are looking for internetworking products to make
more efficient use of the installed nets.
Marketing pressure for global electronic services is
growing. At aworld conference earlier this month of
the International Videotex Industry Association, representatives of 21 countries cited the lack of easily
accessible networks as a major stumbling block for
videotex development.
On top of those forces, rapid developments in standards and communications technology are about to
overcome many of the limitations of existing networks. Those limitations are not inconsiderable. According to Gordon Bell, vice president
of Ardent Computer Corp. in Sunnyvale, Calif., if national research-and-development computing environments
are to be connected, LANs need to be
speeded up by an order of magnitude,
to 100 Mbits/s, and wide-area networks—which are just reaching 1
Mbit/s—must go beyond 100 Mbits/s.
A global system of networked heterogeneous equipment will be reached
by anumber of parallel steps over the
next decade. First, standardization will
67

begin to accelerate as more people adopt fewer standards. Those proposed by the International Standards
Organization will begin to prevail (see p. 68). Many
more operations with geographically dispersed LANs
or wide-area nets will begin interconnecting—LAN to
LAN and LAN to WAN (see p. 70). Installations of both
private and public WANs will accelerate, linking farflung computer and telecommunications operations
through an assortment of copper cabling, fiber optics,
satellites, and other media (see p. 75).
At the same time, all work groups of any significant size, whether using work stations or personal
computers, will be connected over some kind of LAN.
This is already well under way, with three LANs prevailing: Ethernet, which is backed by a number of
vendors, principally Digital Equipment Corp. and Xerox Corp.; token ring, also backed by numerous vendors, chief among them IBM Corp.; and Appletalk, the
solution from Apple Computer Inc. A fourth LAN,
based on FDDI, the forthcoming fiber distributed data
interface standard, will begin to ramp up starting
next year (see p. 80). High-end work stations, at least,
will become synonymous with networking and with
distributed computing (see p. 83). At the component
end, semiconductors will be pivotal in networking, providing facile, inexpensive chips specifically for FDDI,
integrated services digital network, and other
networking applications (see p. 87).
,INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

COMPUTERS ARE ON THE VERGE
OF THE OPEN-SYSTEMS ERA
The OSI model is almost complete, and products
that meet its standards are starting to appear

T

he concept of open systems in computers and communications is finally becoming areality. What's making it materialize is the International Standards Organization, which is in the process of finishing up work on standards through all seven
layers of its Open Systems Interconnection
reference model.
A surge of activity is rocking the OSI
world. A multivendor demonstration of products using
OSI standards is scheduled for June in the U. S. Organizations in the U. S., Western Europe, and the Far
East are working on the real functional specifications
for base standards and conformance tests. That
means increasing numbers of equipment, software,
and service vendors can more easily develop products
conforming to the OSI standards. The largest computer companies are supporting OSI and have already
fielded OSI-compatible hardware. Software vendors
are starting to offer OSI products. Adherence to OSI
standards soon will be a prerequisite for companies
bidding for government contracts in both the U. S.
and Western Europe.
68

Models for intercontinental networks already exist,
thanks to pioneers like Apollo, Hewlett-Packard, and
others. Apollo's corporate network topology, for instance, incorporates thousands of nodes and users,
with small and large computers from Apollo itself,
AT&T, Apple, DEC, HP, IBM, Texas Instruments,
Wang, and others. Data zoom over avariety of media
and protocols, including Ethernet, fiber optics, coaxial
cable, IBM's System Network Architecture, TCP/IP
(transport control protocol/internet protocol), and others. And X.25 links to public networks take the data
across the U. S. and overseas.
The networking momentum will produce staggering
markets. According to Volpe & Covington, an investment banking firm in San Francisco, the market for
LANWANs—which are integrated, optimized communications facilities, resources, and services that are both
locally and globally distributed—should spurt to nearly
$2 billion by 1990, growing at an average of 56% ayear.
In that year, Dataquest Inc. sees worldwide LANs hitting $6.9 billion, then
.2 billion a year later. With
numbers like those, it is no wonder that the market has
attracted hundreds of new vendors touting thousands of
software and hardware networking goods. No wonder
untangling the net of vendors, products, protocols, and
standards has become afull-time job. To many, sorting
out the standards imbroglio is the place to start—and
the key to networking vitality.

NETWORKS
Several OSI standards already exist and are beginning to be used in products—enough to make
networking of computer equipment from multiple vendors ready to blossom (see fig. 1). Several other, highlevel OSI standards will be finished this year, especially in the crucial seventh, or application, layer. This
layer deals with correctly formatting data between
one application and another—it is the layer that
makes the OSI network useful and accessible to the
users. A number of vendors are getting ready with
products that use the emerging standards.
"Activity has been quite intense and interesting in
the application layer in the last two years," says Robin John, senior manager of communication software
development at Concurrent Computer Corp. in Slough,
UK. Seven such standards are either ready or moving
rapidly toward completion (see fig. 2), says John, who
is also the convenor of Working Group 5of ISO's OSI
Subcommittee 21.
"This year is alandmark for WG5 because the first
ISO application standards will be published," says
John. The first standard is FFAM. The X.400 electronic-message standard, an application-layer standard for
electronic mail, was first published in 1984 by CCITT.
The ISO equivalent, Motis, extends X.400, and a new
version of X.400 to be published by CCITT this year
will incorporate the Motis extensions. Following rapidly behind FTAM will be the standards for job transfer
and virtual terminals, says John. Both will be ready
by late 1988 or early 1989.
The main standard currently under development by
WG5 is the transaction processing standard, OSI-TP.
Electronics/April 14, 1988

1. With OSI standards in use, an organization can communicate

OSI CONNECTS MULTIVENDOR SYSTEMS

among computers at various offices, suppliers, and customers.

"We are making extremely rapid progress on this
one—we reached the draft proposed standard stage in
18 months," says John. "We expect to push it to the
draft initial standard stage during 1989."
An important aspect of OSI-TP is that it won't be
the same as IBM Corp.'s Logical Unit 6.2 Advanced
Program to Program Communications. "Some of the
services provided will be similar, the way they will be
implemented at the protocol level will be quite different," John says.
An important demonstration of OSI networking is
scheduled for early June in Baltimore. Sponsored by
the Corporation for Open Systems and the MAP/TOP
Users' Group, the Enterprise Networking Event 1988
International will be a demonstration of OSI solutions
to enterprise-wide communications. Taking part in this
showcase will be over 50 vendors from the U. S. and
Western Europe. It will be held in the Baltimore Convention Center, June 6 through 9. An OSI technical
conference is being held concurrently.
Elsewhere, the European Workshop for Open Systems was formed in Brussels last December to develop actual implementation specifications or working
standards drawn from the base OSI standards. EWOS
brings together nine organizations representing different industries, user groups, research institutes,
standards committees, and a few telephone operating
companies from across Europe. The formation of
EWOS "was a decisive step not only for the industry

TO NORTH
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OFFICES
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HEAOGUAR 11RS
WAREHOUSE
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but also for computer and communication systems
users," says Herbert Donner, chairman of the EWOS
Steering Committee and a Siemens AG executive.
EWOS aims to define, analyze, and develop OSI implementation specifications—called profiles—and the
related specifications for conformity testing. Its work
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2. Standards for the upper OSI layers are coming together as several application-layer standards march rapidly to completion.
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is similar to the work being done by the National
Bureau of Standards' OS! Workshop and the conformance test systems being generated by the Corporation for Open Systems in the U. S. In Asia, Japan and
several other countries are putting together an AsianPacific Workshop to do the same.
As important as the work being done on the standards is the support they are gathering. All the major
U. S. and Western European computer companies are
behind OSI. IBM, for example, has made several
strong, clear statements and actions regarding its support. "The primary thing Ilearned about OS! at IBM is
that our customers, even those that are all-IBM, recognize that their business demands require that their
computers be networked—not just among themselves
but to those of their suppliers and customers worldwide," says Vann E. Hettinger, director of communications programming at IBM's Communications Products Division in Research Triangle Park, N. C. IBM
sees OSI as a complement to its proprietary networking architecture, System Network Architecture, which
will remain the core for communications among IBM
equipment. "OSI is a very strong extension to SNA,"
says Hettinger. "We are now working in the standards groups and with COS to encourage them to
concentrate on the fact that OSI has no network management," says Hettinger. IBM supports network
management in SNA; the company would like to see

INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

THE RACE TO INTERCONNECT
COMPUTER NETWORKS IS ON
Vendors of bridges, routers, and gateways are
fighting for position in the OSI-product market

T

he proliferation of multivendor computer
networks incorporating dissimilar topologies, architectures, and communication
protocols carries with it both challenge and
opportunity for the companies building links.
The market for these glue products—bridges,
routers, and gateways—is in an upsurge that
will translate into an order-of-magnitude
growth by 1991.
The challenge lies in deciding which computer and
network vendor approaches—and especially which
communication standards—offer the best chances to
grow. Right now, it looks as if system, network, and
link product suppliers are all lining up behind the
International Standards Organization's Open Systems
Interconnection reference model as they jockey to
gain market share—which is where the opportunity
lies (see chart, p. 74). The companies that grab the
lead in OSI products will be getting aslice of amarket
that's projected to grow to more than half a billion
dollars in the next four years.
ISO has just about finished defining the seven layers
of the OS! standards (see p. 69). After the standards
70

OSI address this gap in the reference model.
IBM already offers several OSI software products, including X.400 message-handling links in its VM and VSE
operating systems. It also is offering OSI-SNA interoperation verification and test services. More products
are coming, probably this year, says Hettinger.
Another major computer maker, Digital Equipment
Corp., seems even more committed to OSI. The Maynard, Mass., company is currently adapting its entire
Digital Network Architecture to the OS! model. DEC
also has five OSI products available now. They are
VAX DEC/MAP, a multivendor LAN for manufacturing, which conforms to the MAP Version 2.1 standard;
Message Router X.400 Gateway V1.0; VAX OS! Applications Kernel V1.0; VAX OS! Transport Service; and
VAX Packetnet System Interface.
Like DEC, Data General Corp. is adapting its Xodiac
network architecture to the OS! model. "We intend to
have afull, totally compliant OSI network architecture
over the next couple of years," says Joe Forgione,
director of marketing for communications products.
The Westboro, Mass., company is about halfway
there, with coverage of the first four layers already in
place. It also has an X.400 product and is working on
other application-layer products, with an FTAM product almost ready to go.
-Tom Manuel with additional reporting by John
Gosch

NETWORKS
get their final touches, OSI-related products should
start appearing in large numbers; they should begin
arriving next year. Further OSI-related market stimulation will come from the U. S. government, which has
set a timetable of two years to specify compatibility
with
OSI
standards
in
its
network-related
procurements.
Meanwhile, there's gold awaiting the vendors of
internetwork products even before the steep OSI market climb takes place. Forrester Research Inc., aCambridge, Mass., market research firm, estimates that
while the value of U. S. shipments in repeaters,
bridges, routers, and gateways in 1987 was $58 million, it will grow to some $549 million by 1991 (see
chart, next page). Gateways, the most technically sophisticated internetwork links, will account for a big
chunk ($242 million) of the 1991 shipments because
they have higher prices than bridges and routers.
Repeaters amplify and regenerate local-area-network signals to extend the distance over which the
signals can travel. They sell for up to about $6,000.
Bridges are protocol-independent, sell for as much as
$40,000, and are used to connect both homogeneous
and heterogeneous LANs, either locally or remotely.
For example, a bridge might link an Ethernet with a
token-ring network.
Routers encompass higher-level protocols to route
traffic to the proper device locations across complex
topologies and wide areas. A router could link an
OSI/Ethernet to an IBM Corp. System Network Architecture Token Ring, for example. Router prices can be
as much as $50,000. Gateways accommodate applicaElectronics/April 14, 1988

tions such as electronic mail and file trans
fers in linking networks with dissimilar protocols. They may translate X.25 to Ethernet,
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
Span ty pe
for example. Prices can reach $50,000 or
Sthousands
more.
As with many emerging markets, this one
20,500
22,150
13,130
8,750
5,000
Repeaters
is populated primarily by young companies,
often startups that are quick to recognize
164,050
88,600
70,700
34,300
Bridges
15,000
and react to new opportunities. There are
118,260
73,800
46,000
23,100
15,000
Routers
giants as well, notably Digital Equipment
Corp., Maynard, Mass. At DEC, the corpo241,990
150,390
26,250
67,800
Gateways
23,000
rate dedication to providing a range of interconnected compatible systems from desk544,800
334,940
197,630
92,400
58,000
Total
top units to supercomputers has fostered a
SOURCE
FORRESTER RESEARCH INC
rich parallel business in bridges, routers,
and gateways to link DECnet Ethernets and
nication technologies, and it shouldn't be surprising
to tie those into IBM's SNA.
That business will continue to flourish, in the opin- that it takes along time to get things done technically
and politically" when dealing with standards
ion of George Colony, Forrester Research's president,
organizations.
as DEC broadens its penetration of the IBM world. "I
Chriss sees 1988 as a transition year for OSI develexpect the installation of gateways and bridges beopments. "The standards have been defined and
tween the IBM and DEC network environments to
things will start moving," he says. "Where last year
boom," Colony says. He also looks for DEC to step up
we saw almost no OSI products, we'll see them everyits efforts to comply with OSI standards, a direction
where we look next year."
DEC clearly indicated in recent announcements.
Back at DEC, Karl Pieper is marketing manager for
One of those in January encompassed the VAX Mesextended LANs in Merrimack, N. H. He's closely monisage Router/P gateway, which enables users of IBM's
toring OSI standards evolution, although DEC's LAN
Profs electronic mail to exchange mail or documents
Bridge 100 "could run OSI tomorrow" because bridges
with DEC's MAILbus electronic-mail users in a global
are protocol-independent. The company's router prodmessaging network. Michael Gayowski, marketing
manager for DEC's IBM interconnect products, says
ucts would need an OSI routing capability that they'll
acquire with DECnet phase 5 OSI.
those products fall into two categories: a single-VAX
Pieper explains that DEC's bridges are truly extendsystem-to-network solution, called VMS/SNA; and a
network-to-network solution, named DECnet SNA
ers between LANs that are close to each other—on
the same campus, for example. For a remote-LAN
gateway, which connects multiple VAXes to the SNA
interconnect, for example to link a LAN in New York
world.
with one in Chicago, DEC turns to Vitalink CommuniGayowski says users can transfer files between
cations Corp., Fremont, Calif.
DEC and IBM systems without having to learn a new
Vitalink grew out of the satellite communications
language or system architecture "by using our databusiness, but the company's core business is now in
transfer facility, with a VAX accessing a file from an
providing LAN bridges, according to Randy Fardai,
IBM computer or vice-versa." And at DECWorld last
director of marketing. Vitalink has a joint marketing
fall, DEC went on record as saying that DECnet phase
agreement with DEC under which Vitalink provides
5will comply with the OSI standards. "We're commitDEC a bridge to tie remote Ethernets into an IEEE
ted to standards," Gayowski says. "That's fundamen802 wide-area network.
tal to our strategy for the future."
Fardal says that more than 3,000 TransLan bridges
Colony, of Forrester Research, observes that OSI is
have been installed in more than 500 WANs to date.
later than hoped for in becoming widely deployed.
One of the largest of these Ethernets, using 35
That fact has benefitted IBM—large companies are
continuing to standardize on IBM communications. But bridges, is centered at General Motors Hughes Electronics in El Segundo, Calif. (see fig. 3). Fardai points
even IBM supports OSI in Europe with a gateway
out that because of customer feedback from these
running under the VM operating system.
numerous installations, Vitalink has developed a
OSI standards (see fig. 2) are fundamental to the
"brouter," aproduct that combines bridging transparstrategy of Retix, Santa Monica, Calif., which has
ency with router path control.
built a solid business supplying software protocols
Last year, Vitalink and DEC together took another
(and recently systems) based on OSI standards since
step to facilitate bridging sophistication that still ofits founding in early 1985. Retix has more than 80
fers the simplicity of bridging to users. The two comlicensees using its software, including Hewlett-Packpanies refined and implemented the Spanning Tree
ard, IBM, and Prime Computer.
Protocol, which identifies loops or paths in a network,
For his part, Charles Chriss, vice president for
calculates all possible path capacities, and determinisNorth American marketing and sales for Retix, isn't
tically places the lowest-capacity links in a backup
perturbed by OSI's slow evolution. "OSI has been slow
mode. Then by adding distributed load sharing on top
to emerge because the standards are very complex,"
of the STP, Vitalink came up with a protocol superset
he says. "This is the successor to all existing commu-

THE MARKET FOR SPANS WILL SOAR
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MAKE THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS.
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If you're already using the industry's highest throughput linear tester, the
LTX Hi.T, or the most advanced digital tester, the LTX Trillium, or the industrystandard mixed-signal tester, the LTX Ninety (or all three for that matter),
there's only one thing left to do: Successfully connect test floor engineering and
manufacturing information to company decision makers. Build a better
network, and the industry will beat a path to your door.
For the test floor interconnection of LTX equipment as well
as other hardware to the entire factory, the answer is EZ-NET :a
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single source solution to a multi-source problem. EZ-NET is a compatible group
of networking information products, designed to create an information and
control solution custom-made for you. So the right people have the right information at their fingertips, to help turn raw data into money-making decisions.
If you'd like to develop an integrated tester environment that truly maximizes the strengths of your people and equipment, LTX can put
it all together. We can also put together the mousetrap brain
tester above. Just call your nearest LTX sales office.

EA

TEST YOUR LIMITS
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that differentiates abrouter from an ordinary bridge.
Vitalink has been the dominant bridge supplier, but
that situation could change as other companies, some
of them startups, hop onto the internetwork bandwagon. The roster includes familiar names such as the
Bridge Communications division of 3Com Corp.; Advanced Computer Communications, Mitek Systems,
and Proteon. Relative newcomers to the fray include

'Fiber-optic Distributed Data Interface will be a
major market phenomenon; network hierarchies
now evolving need the 100-Mbit/s speed of FDDI'
Cisco Systems, CrossComm, Halley Systems, and
We'Meet Communications.
Tad Witkowitz, president of CrossComm, Marlborough, Mass., agrees with Forrester's Colony in scoping the growth of the interconnect product market.
"We came up with a similar range of figures,"
Witkowitz says. His company's latest product is the
ILAN-1, asophisticated bridge that links any combination of Ethernet or StarLAN networks into a single
communications net. The ILAN-1 chassis will later
accommodate token-ring and optical-fiber networks, as
well as AT&T Co.'s Ti and 56-Kbit/s leased lines.
Witkowitz looks for twisted-pair Ethernet, rather than
today's coaxial cable, to come on strong in the near
future, as does DEC. But he expects both the Fiber
Distributed Data Interface and the Integrated Services Data Network standards to take substantially
longer to penetrate the market because of their relatively higher costs.

WHERE SPANS FIT IN THE OSI MODEL
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Among the established LAN product suppliers, Proteon Inc., Westborough, Mass., has been supplying
LANs since 1981. Gateways and routers are more recent
offerings as the company eyes the high-speed requirements of optical-fiber networks. The company's p4200
router, introduced just three weeks ago, handles all of
the popular protocols in use in today's networks, including TCP/IP, DECnet, and XNS. It also allows users to
create large, high-speed fiber-optic backbone networks
and can migrate easily to the FDDI standard when
FDDI becomes a commercial reality.
Patrick Courtin, Proteon's president, says that if he
were a computer central processing unit designer today, he'd go to the FDDI's 100-Mbit/s data rate in the
CPU backplane in order to handle a hierarchy of networks that range from that level down to below Ethernet's 10-Mbit/s rate. "We believe that FDDI will be a
major market phenomenon, and the network hierarchies that are now evolving need the speed of FDDI."
Another veteran company, Advanced Computer
Communications ,Santa Barbara, Calif., has jumped
into the remote Ethernet bridge market with an offering that challenges Vitalink's bridges, accommodating
modems ranging in speed from 1,200 bits/s to 64
Kbits/s. ACC got its start in 1975 by providing hostcomputer attachments to the Arpanet (now Darpanet).
The ACS 4030 remote Ethernet bridge sells for
about a third of the price of Vitalink's bridges, says
Gary Krall, ACC's director of marketing. He says that
Vita.link "has had a hold on that market, but the
market is now opening."
An oldtimer by today's standards, The Bridge Communications division of 3Com Corp., Santa Clara,
Calif., provides abroad range of bridges, routers, and
gateways. The company has deep roots in the past but
is also looking ahead at both FDDI and OSI opportunities, according to Bobbi Murphy, Bridge's product line
manager for internetworldng products.
She estimates that FDDI is two to three years away
from implementation. "We're looking at FDDI and will
participate in that market. We've also got a strong
commitment to OSI, and already have an OSI terminal
server, the CS-1, on the market."
Some newcomers to the fray worth watching include Cicso, Halley, and Wellfleet. Cisco was founded
in 1984 and stems from early work on Arpanet done in
TCP/IP by founder Leonard Bosack, now principal scientist and a board member. William Graves, chief
executive officer, maintains that Cisco's internetwork
products, which include gateways and terminal servers, allow the interconnection of larger and more complex networks than heretofore possible.
He says Cisco's gateway technology can handle networks as large as 100,000 subnets in an integrated
WAN comprised of multimedia, multiprotocol, and multivendor subsystems. One of the company's claims to
fame is its Interior Gateway Routing Protocol, which
provides for automatic packet routing and optimal
packet flow. Cisco has landed an impressive customer
in Hewlett-Packard Co.'s HP Internet, acorporate network that links 10,000 computers over five continents
and more than 110 Ethernet segments.
Wellfleet, located in Bedford, Mass., is even newer
Electronics/April 14, 1988

than Cisco and isn't talking about customers yet. The
company was founded in mid-1986 by Paul Severino,
president and chief executive officer, who earlier
founded anetwork-products company, InterIan, before
selling it to Micom Inc. Severino started WelMeet
after he recognized the need to provide standardsbased internetworking products. The company's 68000based chassis [Electronics, Nov. 26, 1987, p. 168], accommodates bridges and routers that interconnect any
combination of most LANs and WANs.
"Our focus is in WAN and Ti connections especially," Severino says, "and on sophisticated users who
have to deal with multiple protocols and more than
two sites." Wellfleet also provides network management, while another distinction, according to Severino,
is the ability of Wellfleees server to allocate the 1.544Mbit/s bandwidth of a Ti line among routing, bridging, and voice services to make more cost-effective
use of expensive Ti lines.
Halley Systems Inc., San Jose, Calif., founded last
May, has just introduced aLAN/WAN internetworking
system called ConnectLAN. Ed Moura, marketing
manager, describes it as a brouter, another combination of bridge and router. Moura adds that ConnectLAN can do all that Vitalink's brouters do, and then
some, because of the comprehensive network-management tools the product incorporates.
The management function is provided by a graphics-based work station, which offers network mapping;
device installation, configuration and control; real-time
monitoring; troubleshooting and traffic analysis.

INTERNETWORKING AT WORK
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Hughes Computer Network is one of the largest Ethernets to
date, linking more than 10,000 users in 20 Sites.

These newcomers reflect a trend that Forrester's
Colony says will become even more widespread. The
black-box protocol/conversion of the past will give
way to sophisticated servers—computers that combine
the bridge, router, and gateway functions as they
creep upward in the OSI model. -Lawrence Curran

NETWORKS

INSIDE TECHNOLOGY
quipment markets tied to wide-area networking
are expected to snowball as the impact of a projected 34% growth in the data and telecommunications sector this year ripples past the private branch
exchange and into the customer's premises. Growth
will be driven not just by the availability of highspeed, error-free communications technologies, but by
the adoption of standards that rationalize a proprietary-systems jungle. Communications-product manufacturers will find markets in chips, high-speed
switching systems for voice and data, and, perhaps
most important, the hardware and software to manage the networks (see panel, p. 77).
In a1987 survey, London-based BIS Mackintosh Ltd.
asked a worldwide sample of electronics industry
managers to pinpoint the hottest product groupings
for 1988. Communications products finished first with
a projected 34% sales growth. The managers were
also asked to specify which of nine developing standards would have the greatest impact on market development. Three of the top four standards—Integrated Services Digital Network, Open Systems Interconnect Communications Protocol, and the latter's subset,
X.400 Protocol—accounted for 52% of the responses
(see graph, p. 76). The only evolving noncommunications standard to break the top four was the compactdisk read-only-memory standard, with the digital-audio-tape standard ranked fifth. Not mentioned in the
survey but potentially a major market force was

GROUND SYSTEMS
GROUP

MISSILE SYSTEMS
GROUP

RADAR SYSTEMS
GROUP

WIDE-AREA NETS EXPLODE
AS STANDARDS EMERGE
The market for communications gear is about to
soar, with ISDN equipment setting the pace
a product of the Bell Communications Research Corp.
ISDN—a global standard that integrates
voice and data on the same service—was a
particularly strong finisher in the survey,
with 30% of the respondents saying it will be
amajor force in shaping the market. "Agreement on standards is notoriously difficult to
achieve," says Gerry Clarke, project manager
for ISDN research at BIS Mackintosh. "In these circumstances, to have more than 10% of the responses saying
that a particular standards development will make the
most significant contribution to market development in
1988 is a substantial result A 30% agreement on the
importance of ISDN is aclear pointer to what will dominate in 1988 and subsequent years."
Sales of chips that implement both ISDN's 192Kbit/s, two-channel basic service and its 23-channel,
1.54-Mbit/s primary service have spurted. Of the approximately 5 million ISDN chips sold over the past
Sonet,
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years, half were sold in 1987 alone, says Alan
Clark, telecommunications marketing manager for Siemens Components Inc., Santa Clara, Calif. The market
for integrated circuits is expected to grow at arate of
25% per year from a1988 base of $50 million. A major
reason is that the vast body of ISDN standards, although not final in most cases, has been closely
enough identified that any last-minute changes can be
easily accommodated in either silicon or software. The
trend toward introducing development tools [Electronics, Oct. 1, 1987, p. 65] has continued, and is exemplifed by the ExpressCard introduced last year by
Mitel Corp. AT&T, Intel, Rockwell, and more recently
Siemens have introduced similar products. "Our development tools help you generate source-code software," says Clark. "This way, you can handle changing standards or quickly change switches." Software
written for Northern Telecom's DMS100 digital central-office switch can now almost automatically be
amended to work with AT&T's 5ESS switch or Siemens' EWSD switch.
The chore of making ISDN compatible with existing
five
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asked industry leaders which new stan-

dard would most affect market growth, 30% said ISDN.

telecom hardware has become the market focus of
several startups. Telestream Inc.'s Bitstream Processing System, for example, reflects a trend toward use
of programmable platforms to create customized network products—and to make market entry easier.
When used as an ISDN gateway, the BPS/128 packs
the processing power to perform the complex conversions between proprietary signaling systems and the
protocols of ISDN's Primary Rate Interface (see figure, below). The BPS/128 can also provide compression and compatibility conversions for ISDN's voice
and data channels. Powered by Motorola Corp. 68020
microprocessors, the BPS/128 can support up to 20 Ti
lines and boasts an internal bus capable of handling
1.28 gigabits/s. Using it as a platform reduces research and development costs for WAN products and
shortens time to market.
Bob Emerson, marketing vice president at the
Mountain View, Calif., company, agrees that ISDN "is
certainly starting to happen. But companies interested
in benefiting from it should be focusing on the incompatibilities between the major implementations. The
standard bodies still are not finished, and the network
layer is incomplete enough that it gives the major
vendors a large degree of freedom. AT&T, Siemens,
and Northern Telecom all have different implementations of the primary rate."
While the services will be there, says Emerson, users of ISDN-compatible equipment still have a substantial investment in Ti equipment—PBXs and multiplexers, for example—and a technological catalyst is
needed. "One application we see for our BPS/128 is to
do real-time conversions, expecially since there is often a proprietary multiplexer at each end of the Ti
line," says Emerson.
Beyond telecom applications, ISDN will eventually
make abig impact in the home. With 80 million households in the U. S., says Emerson, the most likely area
for growth is the professional who works on apersonal computer in the office and wants the same power
at home. "No modem would be required, and you
would need a basic-rate terminal-adapter box on the
desk," says Emerson. "If the Macintosh SE had ajack
for connecting to the phone, that would be an interesting enhancement. Mac software original-equipment
manufacturers could do things like tap ISDN's signaling channel for the calling party's phone number and
match it in adata base to identify the caller by name.
Ithink there is more opportunity in the basic rate for
the PC manufacturer than for the phone people."
Joining ISDN in the Mackintosh BIS list of the top
four standards developments expected to drive the
market in 1988 and beyond are the CCITT's OSI protocols and the X.400 protocols for electronics messaging.
X.400, asubset of the OSI protocol, is one of the first
to reach the marketplace. It provides a standard for
exchanging electronic mail between incompatible com-
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Configured as an ISDN gateway, Telestream's BPS/128 performs the conversion to link old and new network protocols.
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puter systems. Although formal adoption may be a
year or more away, "X.400 is now a standard to the
extent that it is no longer a moving target," says
Joseph Forgione, director of communications products
marketing for Data General Inc., Westboro, Mass.
Data General introduced its X.400 software product
last year as acomplement to its Comprehensive Electronic Office electronic mail and office automation
system. Digital Equipment Corp. is expected to announce similar X.400 enhancements to its All-In-1 electronic office system this year. So is IBM Corp. for its
Profs and DISOSS systems. The standardization of
electronic messaging will almost certainly drive demand higher for office-automation equipment, says
Forgione, but the market is so new—and potentially
vast—that "it would be very difficult to put a dollar
figure on it."
Meanwhile, OSI's already mature X.25 packet-switching standard expects new growth. Because it uses packet-switched multiplexing—and is not dependent on keep-

ing an open channel—X.25 lets users buy the bandwidth
they need and then assemble and dissassemble data
according to the protocols. X.25 technology has achieved
critical mass, says Doug Avery, manager of U. S. network marketing programs for Hewlett-Packard Co. in
Cupertino, Calif. Secondary-market vendors are already
providing devices that achieve connectivity by changing
various protocols, with X.25 as a common denominator
between proprietary systems.
Expansion of WANs using X.25 will mean opportunities for small-to-medium OEMs to develop products in
secondary markets. "A lot of small companies with
specific networking needs will provide markets for
niche products or value-added products," says Avery.
"On the local-area-network side, people will be looking
for new services, such as facsimile machines that support X.25."
While protocol standards are on the move, standards are also advancing in the crucial area of transmitting data as fast as possible. Although most of the

IN NETWORK MANAGEMENT, A LESS PROPRIETARY APPROACH EMERGES

N

etwork-management systems are
no longer stand-alone, one-vendor
products. Now when a vendor tackles
the problem, it must bow to IBM
Corp.'s approach while genuflecting
toward evolving net-management standards from the International Standards Organization. The issue grows
more vital and complex as large numbers of physically scattered local-area
networks running on different hardware under different protocols are tied
together into a cohesive whole.
While industry observers agree that
IBM's contribution to network management is crucial, most feel that IBM is
unlikely to dominate the market for
net-management systems. In fact, the
networking world is beginning to break
loose from the proprietary approach to
internetworking and network management that has been the norm.
Recent introductions from HewlettPackard Co., Palo Alto, Calif., and Halley Systems Inc., San Jose, Calif., fit
the pattern. HP's OpenView and Halley's ConnectLAN/View are both designed for managing multi-LAN networks tying hardware from multiple
vendors. Both are designed to operate
where no IBM systems are present and
where the Open Systems Interconnect
standards from ISO are not yet implemented. But both companies say they
either can or will shortly provide links
to the NetView product IBM unveiled
in 1986, and that they will fit in with
the OSI standards as they develop.
A network-management system is a
software package running on a mainElectronics/April 14, 1988

frame (in the NetView case) or on a
work station. Data from such network
hardware as bridges, gateways, multiplexers, switches, and intelligent modems is sent to the net-management
system, which stores it and performs
a number of functions that aid the
network's human managers.
The system monitors the network's
operation, notifying operators when
troubles—such
as
malfunctioning
equipment or an undue rise in error
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A graphic view of anet from Halley System's
ConnectLAN/View aids management.

rates at some location—occur. Tools for
network configuration, performance
measurement, troubleshooting, equipment control, data-base querying, report generation, and inventory management are among the offerings from
various companies. The "view" in product names refers to the move to graphic representations of a network's topology: the network manager is not just
handed a list of printed data on network functions, but can look at avisual
map of the whole network showing ex-

actly what is linked how, and where
the problems lie (see photo).
Most existing net-management systems take a proprietary approach.
They may tie together LANs and
equipment from multiple vendors, but
the hardware used for the internetwork linkage—modems, gateways,
and so on—must all be from the one
company providing the network management solution. The reason for this
is that there have been no standards
as to the exact type and format of
data that the net hardware passes
back to the net-management system.
But the new systems will be able to
pass alarms and collected statistics to
NetView, if the customer has chosen
IBM's approach to central net management—a likely choice, if his network includes mainframes communicating via IBM's Systems Network
Architecture protocols. Thus Halley
System's modems and bridge/routers
can be used in conjunction with NetView, because the data they generate
can be passed on to NetView by the
ConnectLAN/View system.
Internetworking-equipment makers,
meanwhile, are keeping an eye on the
OSI standards called Management
Framework and the Common Management Information Service and Protocol.
These and related network-manage
ment draft standards are expected to
mature next year. IBM's NetView is a
factor that must be dealt with now.
But another set of links—to the OSI
world—will grow in importance as that
standard takes shape. -.Jeremy Young
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Highest performance
designers know where
to turn.
Our customers design the world's
highest performance computer-based
products.
It's hard work. We make it easier, with
alarge variety of the highest performance ICs. All in cool, low power CMOS,
delivered in small, space-saving
packages.
That's why when you visit any design
lab where highest performance is critical, you'll likely find avery well-worn
Cypress Semiconductor databook.
Highest performance designers turn
to our specs for fast solutions to tough
design problems.
They specify our parts with confidence, because we take pains to out perform our own specs.

CMOS High Speed Logic Family:
The world's fastest 16-bit-slice, our
7C9101, for starters. Our Logic Rimily also includes the fastest available
64 x8to 2K x9cascadeable FIFOs
(35MHz performance). Our databook
will also show you lightning-fast 4-bitslice parts, 12-bit controllers, 16 x16
multipliers, and more.

CMOS High Speed SRAM Family:
Featuring our blazing, 12ns 4K and
7ns 1K TTL-compatible SRAMs. Plus a
variety of 15ns, 25ns, 35ns, and 45ns

e

parts, too. Nibble-wide, bit-wide, bytewide, ranging from 64-bits through
64K-bits. Plus, our 8K or 16K 25ns
dual-port SRAMs.

CMOS High Speed PROM Family:
Surpassing bipolar with the fastest
registered PROMs at HALF bipolar
power. Parts feature speeds to 18ns setup, 12ns clock-to-output, all with low
CMOS power. Byte-wide family available
in 4K, 8K, 16K, 64K, and 128K densities!
Windowed versions available for convenient reprogrammability. All available
in space-saving, money-saving skinny
DIP 300 mil packages.

CMOS High Speed PLO Family:
Our 25ns Quarter-Power 55mA windowed 22V10 EPLD has set the performance standard for programmable logic.
Now. we're introducing our new PLD
7C300 family, functionally partitioned
to address specific application needs.
Synchronous, Asynchronous, or Combinatorial versions bring unprecedented
gate utilization and programming flexibility, yielding twice the performance
and density, using only half the power
of previous PLD generations.

And now, the new DataBook.
Yours fm_e_, for atoll-free call.
DataBook Hotline:
1-800-952-6300
Ask for Dept. C91
1-800-423-4440 In CA
Ask for Dept. C91
(32) 2-672-2220 In Europe
(416) 475-3922 In Canada
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the first core-based
16-bit CMOS MCU.
From OKI system technologies, the solution
for high-end multitasking applications.
Call on OKI NXC, and you move that tough
multitasking application into the next
generation of microcomputing. It's the
performance of tomorrow — available
today, with OKI's new 66301 MCU. The
industry's first core-based 16-bit CMOS
controller. Our first NXC solution.
OKI system technologies have implemented atrue macro-cell approach with the
66301. Essentially astatic part, this MCU
presents awhole new level of integration.
On board, in addition to the 16-bit CPU:
16K bytes of ROM (48K bytes external). 512
bytes of built-in RAM (512K bytes external).
You also get four 16-bit timers, 2 PWMs,
plus awatchdog timer. And arich range of
instructions, including special instruc-

16-bit development solutions
OKI's total commitment to development
ease and support gives you aheadstart in
NXC microcomputing.
We can provide aspecial development
version of the 66301 chip — built to accept
an EPROM piggyback. To check out your
design in realtime, snap on your coded
memory. This allows
you to keep burning
code variations into
inexpensive EPROMs,
until you get a
working prototype
...at avery minimal cost.
Of course, OKI's 66301 MCU
is solidly backed with afull-scale
development system. For realtime
in-circuit emulation (ICE), use the NXC
EASE system. The portable EASE package includes your ICE hardware,
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Circle 85 on reader service card

tions for word-length multiplication and
division.
Now add in an 8-channel, 10-bit A-D
converter and abaud rate generator, with
variable bit length operations and context
switching. On asingle chip, our revolutionary macro-cell design packs far more
options, capabilities and sophisticated
functions than any 16-bit industry standard can now offer.
With the 66301 on line (and an E2 version
available soon), OKI's exclusive NXC
introduces anew generation of high-level
integration — for your most demanding
automotive, telecomm and instrumentation
system requirements.

user's manual, plus complete assembler
and debugger software for both MSDOS
and VMS. With acompatible high-efficiency C-Compiler
option as well. All
EASE
available from OKI.
All part of the NXC
solution to highend multitasking
applications, produced cy
the most system-oriented
technologies in the field
today.

16-bit Solutions - on call.
( )Please send complete technical data on the
NXC 16-bit CMOS MCU solution produced
by OKI system technologies.
( )Call me, Ihave immediate requirements.
)
Name
Title
Company
Please clip coupon to business card or letterhead and
return to: NXC Customer Service, OKI Semiconductor,
650 N. Mary Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408) 720-1900.

XTs, and compatibles to attach to Ethernets
and communicate using TCP/IP.
Daisy is also a proponent of X Windows, a
SECONDARY OUT
windowing standard developed at the MassaPRIMARY IN
chusetts Institute of Technology and support_IT BI
aTemnosi
CPU
ed by a sizable group of work station, softDATA
ware, and computer suppliers. The widespread
ADDRESS
acceptance of X-Windows, Unix, and Sun's DisDECODE
SUPERNET
AND
tributed File System will give impetus to disCHIP SET
CONTROL
BUFFER
tributed computing, as applications programs
LOGIC
DMA
ADDRESS
DATA
then could easily port between unlike machines
16 BITS
and operate identically on any work station
over any network.
PRIMARY OUT
BUFFER
14.,
Apple Computer Inc. is also counting on X
MEMORY
SECONDARY IN
SYSTEM
Windows
as a big factor in Mac connectivity.
MEMORY
MEMORY
INTERFACE
But the Cupertino, Calif., firm also recently in4
36 BITS
troduced A/UX—its version of Unix for the Macintosh II—and plans abag full of other commu2. Advanced Micro Devices' upcoming FDDI Supernet chip set will allow
nications products. One prime example is Macwork stations to share data over 100 Mbit/s fiber-optic networks.
APPC (advanced program-to-program communication), aproduct that directly challenges IBM in
Apollo last year, the forum's charter is to exchange
the networking work-station arena. Analogous to IBM's
ideas and agree on common technical approaches for LU 6.2 (Logical Unit) peer-to-peer environment, APPC
computing on networks of multivendor systems. Its
not only allows Macs to infiltrate IBM's Systems Netmembers include HP, Cray, Olivetti Research, Vander- work Architecture networks, but also to do so as intellibilt University, U. C. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
gent distributed members, rather than dumb terminals.
Apple, Mentor Graphics, and the Ford Motor Co.
Just as interesting is the snuggling up of Apple and
The International Standards Organization is also
DEC [Electronics, Feb. 4, 1988, p. 47]. Within a few
getting into the act. A new working group, WG7, will months, they will announce specifications to integrate
submit adraft proposal by the end of next year for a AppleTalk and DECnet/OSI networks. DEC has also
Reference Model of Open Distributed Processing. RM- stated it will offer VAX connectivity to machines runODP will define the technical basis for ODP standards
ning MS-DOS, OS/2, and Ultrix, its own version of
and relate the standards to other ISO reference modUnix. The deal with DEC gives Apple obvious benefits.
els and standards. Intended to cover all matters per- Some say, though, that DEC's motivation is not in
taining to distributed processing, ODP will coordinate promulgating open systems but in warding off comwith the Open Systems Interconnection for its commu- petition—Sun Microsystems, for example. Others are
nications interconnection.
busy connecting Macs. Kinetics Inc. in Walnut Creek,
Standards and protocols have been both aboon and
Calif., has been attaching AppleTalk to Ethernet for
bane of communications, and networking is no differ- the last two years, and TOPS, a Sun Microsystems
ent. Without the proliferation of Unix and TCP/IP, it company in Berkeley, Calif., links Macs to IBM, Sun,
is unlikely that Ethernet would have beén popularized and other Unix computers.
as quickly. Work-station vendors have no choice but
With seemingly everything connected to everything
to offer anything a customer wants in the way of else, there is little doubt that users will seek more
connectivity or protocols, says Dave Dorfmueller, se- connections and that bandwidth will become a preminior systems manager at Intergraph Corp. in Hunts- um. The way out seems to be fiber-optic LANs such as
ville, Ala. That may involve DEC or IBM or whoever;
FDDI (see fig. 2) and backbones, and new protocols.
XNS, TCP/IP, ISO, and anything else under the sun.
Already, fiber networks are available from several
"All those standards make it expensive but we can't quarters. Du Pont offers one for Appletalk that conignore them," says Dorfmueller.
nects three times the usual number of stations and
Whether any protocol will prevail is doubtful, there- stretches the distance between stations by five times.
fore, even though TCP/IP has the lead in high-end
More than 100 stations can be linked, with each alwork stations. But Daisy Systems Corp.—which re- most a mile apart.
cently announced an open-systems policy with respect
There's more: Proteon Inc. in Westboro, Mass., offers
to operating systems, graphics interfaces, and commu- its ProNet-80, an 80-Mbitis token ring. Artel Communinications—does see TCP/IP as the winner. "The TCP/
cations, Hudson, Mass., recently connected 90 vendors'
IP camp ultimately will prevail because everybody work stations over fiber at a Sun User Group annual
considers TCP interoperability as the ultimate goal— meeting. At Network Systems Corp. in Minneapolis, a
not just the Unix crowd, but IBM," says Bob Miller,
project called DATApipe has yielded a 275-Mbitis fiber
manager of data-communications software for the network with many innovative developments.
Mountain View, Calif., company. "And it looks like
But some say FDDI itself will have to wait for its
VMS will take a serious stance in the TCP and NFS blossoming. Daisy's Miller claims, "FDDI is aways off
arena." Intergraph may prove him right. The company because there's no demand for increased performance
has in the works a product that will allow PC ATs,
at the physical media level."
-Stan Runyon

THE WORK STATION MEETS FDDI
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ctivity at the chip level in local-area networking
resembles one of those tag team wrestling
matches on television. Battling it out in center
ring for the largest share of the LAN market are
companies backing Ethernet and Starlan. Set to jump
into the ring are various firms pushing IBM Corp.'s
Token-Ring network, Arcnet, or the Manufacturing
Automation Protocol. Waiting in the wings for a victor to emerge are other chip makers, who could team
up with any side or for that matter go their own way.
Making the situation chaotic are new variations of
Ethernet, new support for the Starlan environment, as
well as many companies that are hedging their bets by
supporting more than one system. Throwing their
weight behind Ethernet and Starlan are companies such
as Advanced Micro Devices, Intel, National Semiconductor, and Seeq Technology. At the same time, Texas
Instruments Inc. is supporting IBM's Token-Ring; Motorola Inc. has developed achip set for the Manufacturing Automation Protocol; and Standard Microsystems
Corp. is backing Arcnet.
Companies hedging their bets include Western Digital Corp., which plans to support the Token-Ring protocol, the token bus-based MAP, and Ethernet. Fujitsu
Ltd. has a new Etherstar chip that supports both
Ethernet and Starlan. Intel Corp. has a MAP board
built around a custom chip design, as well as a new
Ethernet chip incorporating logic that allows it to support Starlan as well. National Semiconductor Corp.
has developed an interface chip that can be used to
reconfigure its Ethernet controller to work in the
Starlan environment. Even Motorola is hedging its
bets with an Ethernet-based protocol it calls TOP, for
technical and office protocol.
What may add to the confusion as well are chips
developed for the 100-Mbit/s Fiber-optic Distributed
Data Interface standard. Advanced Micro Devices Inc.
was first with an FDDI-based chip set. Also considering getting into this still-developing market are National, Plessey Semiconductor Ltd. of the UK, and
Signetics Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif. Muddying the
waters too is the emergence of new Ethernet variations such as 10-Mbit/s, hub-based, twisted-wire systems that are an alternative to Starlan, says Tom
Slyldtouse, strategic marketing manager for highspeed networking products at AMD, Sunnyvale, Calif.
"With twisted wire, we now have an Ethernet alternative to Starlan that is ten times faster and cheaper to
boot," he says. The effect on other LAN alternatives is
just as devastating, in particular the 6-Mbith token
ring, which uses IBM's version of the standard twisted-wire specification, Slykhouse says.
In addition, the emergence of optical-fiber-based
Ethernet systems does not bode well for protocols
such as MAP, which is being championed by Motorola
and General Motors Corp., says Gary Nelson, chief
scientist, networks and communications at National,
Santa Clara, Calif. "Except for the fact that MAP is
designed to be implemented using the coax cabling
already existing in many manufacturing facilities," he
says, "an optical-fiber Ethernet configuration offers
Electronics /April 14, 1988

LAN CHIP MAKERS GRAPPLE
IN A TURBULENT MARKET
Many back Ethernet and Starlan; others get
behind Token Ring, MAP, Arcnet; afew eye FDDI
not only comparable speed, but equivalent
or better hardiness in the electrically noisy
industrial environment."
Claiming a dominant position in the LAN
market, National offers a three-chip set that
allows a designer to devélop a product that
supports any of the three options available
within the IEEE 802.3 specification—Ethernet, Thin Ethernet, and Starlan. Under development is an interface chip that will allow it to work
with the newly emerging twisted-wire Ethernet Currently, the chip set offered by National includes the
CMOS DP8390 network-interface controller, the DP8391
low-power Schottky bipolar serial network interface, and
the bipolar advanced-Schottky-logic-based DP9392 coaxial transceiver interface.
The transceiver interface is designed to receive signals from the coaxial cable and send them to the network interface, which decodes the signal from Manchester code to the nonreturn-to-the-zero format that it understands. The network interface then converts that signal from serial to parallel so that it can transfer data
through the system bus. There are plans to move to an
all-CMOS implementation of the chip set within ayear or
so, as well as to incorporate the 8390 as a core cell in
the company's standard-cell library, Nelson says.

1. With its own on-board EPROM, Seeq's CMOS 8005 Ethernet Datalink
controller can support up to six unique Ethernet addresses.
87

For two years, the main competition to National's
chip set has been Intel's 82588, a CMOS-based LAN
controller designed to work in conjunction with the
system central processing unit. Based on asophisticated linked-list direct-memory-access architecture, it is
designed to work with the 82C501, aCMOS-based Ethernet serial interface chip, and the 82502 Ethernet
transceiver chip. Earlier this year, the 82588 was followed by a second-generation 8-bit-wide LAN controller, the 82590. The 82590 supports both Ethernet and
Thin Ethernet (Cheapernet), the IBM PC baseband and
broadband networks, and Starlan. In addition, Intel
plans to offer a 16-bit version, the 82592, for higherspeed applications.
A more recent player is AMD, with its Am7990, a
local-area network controller for Ethernet (Lance).
The CMOS device is designed to work with the CMOS
Am7992B serial interface adapter and the bipolar
Am7996 transceiver. A key feature of the AMD offering is the ability to interface both multiplexed and
demultiplexed data buses with aminimum of external
logic and the ability to support four different node
addressing schemes allowing considerable flexibility
in the way the network is configured.
Going head to head with the larger companies is
Seeq Technology Inc. of San Jose, Calif. In an attempt
to broaden its product offerings beyond nonvolatile
memory, Seeq has introduced the 8001 and 8002, nMOS-based LAN controllers. They were followed more
recently by the 8005, a CMOS-based Advanced Ethernet Datalink controller, which can be configured to
support up to six Ethernet addresses stored in its own
on-board erasable programmable read-only memory
(see fig. 1).
The fast-growing Ethernet market has attracted
more competition and the gang of four—National, Intel, AMD, and Seeq—must now fend off Motorola and
Western Digital, among others. Western Digital is

aiming to be a broad-based supplier of networking
products, says Steve Ford, manager of protocol products. The Irvine, Calif., company has just introduced
an Ethernet chip set for both coaxial and thin coaxial
media. A three-chip solution, the Western Digital offering includes the WD83C690, aCMOS-based network
interface controller; the WD83C691, an Ethernet data
separator; and the WD83B692, an Ethernet coax
transceiver. The chip set is fabricated using a twolevel metal bipolar process.
In addition to continuing to support the MAP architecture, Motorola is also developing a board-level implementation of its own version of Ethernet. The technical
and office protocol will be followed by achip-level implementation should the market justify it, says Motorola.
Alternatives to Ethernet are still lurking about,
however, including systems based on Starlan, IBM's
Token Ring, and Arcnet. The 1-Mbit/s Starlan protocol
remains a competitor, despite the emergence of the
10-Mbit/s hub-based, twisted-pair Ethernet standard.
At least three chip makers plan to continue to support
the standard with chip sets: AMD, Exar, and Western
Digital. What's more, rather than develop a separate
chip offering, three other companies—Fujitsu Ltd., Intel, and National—have designed their LAN offerings
to incorporate the Starlan protocols as well.
AMD's offering is the Am7961 [Electronics, June 25,
1987, p. 89], asingle-chip Starlan transceiver. Exar, of
San Jose, Calif., supports Starlan with its XR-T82515
and XR-T82C516 transceiver chip set, which is designed to work with Intel's 825886 and 82588 LAN
controllers. Western Digital offers a two-chip set: the
CMOS WD83C603 Starlan codee and mini-hub controller and the WD83B604 dual Starlan transceiver, fabricated using its two-level metal bipolar process.
But don't give up on the IBM Token Ring, says Leon
Adams, LAN market manager at TI in Houston. TI is
actively supporting the architecture with a five-chip, 4Mbit/s solution. The chips include the
TMS38010 communications processor,
the TMS38020 protocol handler, and the
ing 1988 is in fielding evaluation boards
TMS38030 system interface. They also
and development software to attract
incorporate ring interface chips: the
designers. The most recent such effort
TMS38051/52, which handle transmisis from Intel Corp. The Santa Clara,
sion and reception of data, monitor caCalif., company this month introduced
ble integrity, and control network inserthe ISP'88, an ISDN software package
tion for twisted-pair, shielded twistedfor the 80188. Also introduced was a
pair, and fiber-optic cabling.
PC-based coprocessor board that allows
In addition, Adams says the compaa user to establish a voice call and si- ny has just announced the availability
multaneous circuit switched data or PCof preconfigured application-specific into-PC file transfer through ISDN
tegrated circuits for TMS380-based Toswitched access.
ken-Ring adapter cards. This will elimiDemonstration subroutines are innate much of the glue logic previously
eluded to show examples of the same
required, make it easier to adapt the
capabilities in a back-to-back PC envichip set to specific system applications,
ronment with no switching involved,
and reduce chip count by as much as
says Mammohan S. Passi, Intel's tele50%. Two preconfigured ASICs are becom marketing manager. A debug
ing offered: a dynamic-read-accessport is provided on the board and supmemory expansion unit and a PC-famported by software so that diagnostic
ily-bus-interface unit, both built using
messages can be sent over a stanthe company's ASICLAN tool kit. The
dard RS-232-C connections.
-B.C. C.
DRAM memory expansion unit re-

COMPETITION HEATS UP AS ISDN SORTS ITSELF OUT
With all of the frenzied activity in

local-area networking, chip makers are
not ignoring the integrated services
digital network. There are at least seven vendors, including Advanced Micro
Devices, Intel, National Semiconductor,
Northern Telecom in cooperation with
MM, Motorola, and Rockwell vying
for a piece of the ISDN market
Despite the competition ISDN is
churning up, though, the market is
not moving as fast as many expected.
The problem is that there are too
many offerings, says Ron Ruebusch,
director of marketing for communications products at AMD in Austin, Texas. Many original-equipment manufacturers are holding off until they can
evaluate all the alternatives, or until
the market sorts itself out into afew
basic architectures, he says.
As a result, most of the effort dur88
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places the glue logic required to interface the chip set
to DRAM expansion memory, providing a 14-to-1 parts
saving, Adams says. The PC-family-bus-interface unit
replaces the glue logic required to link the chip set to
an IBM PC or clone input/output bus, providing about a
22-to-1 parts savings.
TI is also aware of the perceived advantage of the 10Mbit/s Ethernet data-transmission rate over the current
4-Mbit/s Token Ring, Adams says. TI is developing a16Mbit/s version, scheduled for introduction in the fourth
quarter, that will more than quadruple the current Token-Ring transmission rate and outperform the Ethernet
specification by 60%. In addition, the new Token-Ring
offering will reduce total component count, excluding
glue logic, from five to two chips, he says.
Nor will TI have to go it alone as the only other
source of Token-Ring chips, other than IBM itself. As
part of its overall networking strategy, Western Digital also plans to introduce a two-chip Token-Ring implementation late in the year. Ford says it will be
capable of implementing a Token-Ring scheme at either 4 or 16 Mbits.
Meanwhile, Motorola remains the only supplier for
MAP, once heralded as the wave of the future in U. S.
factories because of its high 10-Mbit data rate and the
use of a token bus architecture to insure reliability in
the noisy environment. Undaunted, the Schaumberg, Ill.,
company has moved beyond its initial offering—the
CMOS-based MC68824 media access controller—to include the MC68184, a broadband controller chip.
Introduced early this year, the BIC chip (see fig. 2)
reduces the cost of aMAP broadband modem by combining the functions of 50 small-scale and mediumscale integrated circuits into a single chip, says Bob
Franklin, protocol products marketing manager. It is
designed to handle both data manipulation and management control for an external r-f transmitter and
receiver. The MAP market has not expanded as fast as
expected because it was an evolving standard until
recently, Franklin says. "With the formalization of
MAP 3.0 and acommitment by General Motors to keep
the standard relatively stable for the next five years,"
he adds, "I expect to see MAP establish a position in
the industrial market."
Going it alone with Arcnet is Standard Microsystems Corp., with a 2.5-Mbit/s baseband deterministic
token-passing protocol developed by Datapoint Corp.
in 1977. Since developing its first Arcnet controller
chip in 1981, the company has introduced awide array
of board-level products for coaxial, twisted pair, and
fiber-optic media. Standard Microsystems claims to
have installed more than 500,000 Arcnet nodes all over
the world.
In the PC LAN market in particular, SMC's Arcnet
products now constitute 15% of the installed base and
25% of new installations, says Geof Karlin, director of
marketing. He says he expects market penetration to
continue unabated, especially with the introduction in
December of the company's newest Arcnet chip set.
The chip set includes the COM9026, a CMOS-based
local-area network controller; the COM90C32, aCMOSbased LAN coax transceiver; the HYC9068 LAN driver;
and the HYC9058 high-impedance transceiver, which

2. Integrating 50 SSI and MSI circuits onto a single chip,
Motorola's MC68184 chip greatly cuts the cost of aMAP modem.

allows system designers to use virtually any wiring,
including twisted pair. With the development of the
new chip family, the company expects to make significant inroads in the industrial and manufacturing environment, especially in combination with MAP. Also in
development is a 5- to 6-Mbit next-generation version
of its Arcnet chip set, scheduled for introduction next
year.
Waiting in the wings for the next round—when customers begin looking beyond the current 10 to 16 Mbits
of present LAN technology—is the 100-Mbit/s FDDI protocol. Currently only one company, AMD, has made a
significant commitment. Its Supernet chip set includes
three CMOS devices: the Am79C81 RAM buffer controller, the Am79C82 data path controller and Am79C83
fiber-optic-ring media-access controller; and two bipolar
circuits, the Am7984 receiver and Am7985 transmitter.
Most other companies—such as National, TI, and
Intel—have put FDDI on the back burner, especially
as the market for copper-based coax and twisted wire
LANs continues to grow. National's Nelson says the
growth of FDDI depends on the media. National is
hedging its bets too, though, by having two FDDI chip
sets in development. "Optical fiber is just now being
considered as a LAN media alternative, but only in
applications where the higher cost of the media is not
a factor," Nelson says. "When the cost of the media
comes down and becomes more widespread, we expect
FDDI to take off very quickly."
-Bernard C. Cole
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NOBODY TOOK US

But then, we were shooting for the stars.
We felt, though, tnat that was the only way to

SERIOUSLY,

show the world that something extraordinary could

WHEN WE ANNOUNCED

come out of Europe:
So in the beginning we prepared alist of pro-

THE MT RELAY.

posed functions that would silence absolutely any
critic.
Firstly we rather boldly decided to make the
MT relay monostable. The non-polarized building
principle in which no parts are premagnetized
requires a significantly higher material cost. The
advantage of a significantly increased packing
density seemed to us to be worth it.
Then, the relay had to be compatible with the
world standard. We wanted to offer our customers
the maximum flexibility.
Re-adjustment was an additional point. We
thought this should be completely done away with
in the MT relay.An operating temperature range of
from -55 to +70 degrees centigrade as well as a
failure rate guaranteed never to exceed 0,5% (of

course over the lifetime of the relay) also seemed to
us to be aforegone conclusion.
But what really brought down the house for our

The new MT Relay with its record-breaking minimal power consumption: 150 mW at 48 volts e.g. And all that at adelivery price
right in the middle of the price spectrum. We would be happy to
send you additional information about this extraordinary product.

critics in the beginning was our audacious assertion that one day this relay would be available with
apower consumption of 400, 200 and 150 mW.And

Company

E

at 5, 12, 24 or 48 volts.
Truly an ambitious claim.
Firstly, we had to invest heavily in material

Address

research in order to also guarantee in the world of
micro technology that optimal corductivity and
contact security could be obtained.

Responsible Party

On the designer's drawiig board, we had to
lay the foundation for acompletely new production technology. After all, no one liad yet been

Standard Telephon und Radio AG, CH-8055 Zurich

capable of spooling a25 micron thick copper wire

Friesenbergstrasse 75, Switzerland

without the danger of breaking it.
Yes, we had to do quite afew new things. Carefully examine new things. Find new methods.
But it was worth it.
Electronics/April 14, 1988
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We have ways to make
p‘3
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Premises wiring now is acombination
of many technologies. Rapid
advances in facilities management
and communications have complicated
all of them—and increased the
importance of thoughtful planning.
The connectors you specify
are critical; anetwork can work only
as well as its components. So finding
asupplier who can meet your needs
across abroad spectrum of connector
types—assuring you of asingle
reliable source—becomes amajor
factor in premises wiring and
network development.
AMP offers acomplete
undercarpet wiring system for power,
phone, data, and video. We also have
afull range of telephone connectors
as well as awide selection of coaxial
and fiber optic products.
An extensive list—but more
to the point, they're from AMP. We
manufacture in very high volumes,
to exacting standards, and distribute
worldwide. Our products are
designed to reduce the time and skill
requirements of installation —and
therefore the cost.
As the world's largest
interconnect systems supplier,

C

Ce.ESLE SINC3L.

AMP works closely with major
electronics manufacturers and
telecommunications companies.
We're energetically involved with
standards committees and industry
organizations developing current
and future design practices.
Our products can save you
time, and money. Our knowledge
and experience can make your
decisions' easier. Our name and
everything it means can assure

you of quality
products, readily available, to
support your planning into the
future.
To find out more, call
1-800-522-6752.
Or write AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608.

IFD
Circle 93 on reader service card

Interconnecting ideas

BUS
RIVER.
Matrox Offers Low-Cost Way
To VMEbus Image Processing.

di ACanadian company has beefed up its
graphics board set without adding much
fat to its price, by combining real-time
image processing with hardware-generated
graphics. The MVP-VME from Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd. provides an easy way
for VMEbus systems designers to include
both image processing and high-end graphics capabilities in their designs. The
two-board set, however, costs $6,000, just
one half to one quarter of the price of
competing systems.
The MVP-VME is the Dorval, Quebec,
firm's second image-processing and
graphics-combination board product. The
first brought real-time image processing
and graphics to the IBM PC AT..
By combining basicfunctions in derent arrangements, the board set provides awide
variety of real-time image-processingfunctions.

Excerptedfrom an aclusive article
in the May 14, 1987 issue.
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NETWORKS

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

I

fthe Manufacturing Automation Protocol is ever to
catch on as a mainline factory-networking scheme,
users will not only need MAP products—they will
also need tools that can help them with the complex
task of MAP-network system integration and operation. That's the rationale behind MAPcon, an expertsystem network configurator from the Industrial
Technology Institute in Ann Arbor, Mich., for use
with the forthcoming version 3.0 of the MAP specification. The final version of MAP 3.0 is expected to be
released this summer.
A tool like MAPcon will be a virtual necessity for
MAP-network designers. Products that are built to the
full seven-layer MAP 3.0 specification will typically
require users to specify 62 separate parameters for
each station on the network in order to link that
station to aMAP network. "Some of these parameters
are hard to set. Some of them are pretty trivial," says
Andrew H. McMillan, director of the Institute's Communications and Distributed Systems Laboratory.
"But nonetheless, the sheer magnitude of the task is
not trivial. And when you multiply [62] by a few
hundred nodes, you've got quite a task."
That's where MAPcon comes in. It queries the user
on about ahalf-dozen key parameter settings for each
network station. Then it graphically constructs the
remaining parameter settings. Alternatively, if a particular set of devices cannot be configured together,
MAPcon alerts the user and suggests alternatives
[Electronics, March 31, 1988, p. 22].
The MAPcon package features an icon-based user
interface and is implemented in Knowledge-Craft, an
integrated set of software tools from Carnegie Group
Inc., Pittsburgh, for rapid construction of knowledgebased systems. It currently runs on a Texas Instruments Inc. Explorer Lisp Machine. By next month,
the package will be adapted for use on Sun work
stations. Eventually, it will be joined by an entire suite
of MAP network-management tools that are now in
the works at the Institute. All of the tools will ultimately be spun out as commercial products. Although
the Institute is a not-for-profit corporation, it plans to
enter partnerships with vendors who will develop the
tools into products. But the Institute also plans to
provide early availability of prototype versions of
MAPcon and other tools through alow-cost industrialpartnership program that begins in June.
In operation, MAPcon will run as a plug-in module
to a network-manager platform, a software package
that is now being developed at the Institute. It will
address the first of three categories of network management covered under MAP 3.0—configuration management, fault management, and performance management. Knowledge-based modules handling the latter two categories will come later. Like MAPcon, they
will also run on the network-manager platform, eventually providing a totally integrated, intelligent, control environment for MAP 3.0 networks. (The tools will
also work for version 3.0 of MAP's sister protocol for
the office, the Technical Office Protocol.)
Featuring integrated use of screen graphics, popElectronics/ April 14, 1988

MAPCON TAKES ON FACTORY
NETWORK CONFIGURATION
Industrial Technology Institute's tool uses Al
to lay out networks that meet MAP 3.0 standards
up windows, menus, and a mouse, in addition to help keys on a standard keyboard,
the MAPcon interface is flexible enough for
use by either novices or seasoned network
engineers. Users can switch back and forth
among applications by clicking the mouse
over the appropriate icon.
The MAPcon user starts by creating stations and organizing them into a proposed
network topology using the system's graphics capability (see fig. 1). MAPcon supports both broadband and
carrier-band systems, and can also handle multiple
topologies incorporating subnetworks connected by
bridges, routers, and gateways.
Once atopology is created or, with an existing network, modified, the user supplies key parameters for
each functional component and other connections to
the proposed network. He then invokes MAPcon's configuration function, causing the system to generate
the remaining parameters. If problems within the proposed configuration exist, MAPcon alerts the user to
them. Or, if some key parameters are still needed to
complete the configuration, MAPcon will ask for what
it needs (see fig. 2). The user then enters the additional necessary parameters or makes configuration modifications as needed, and again invokes the configuration function. This process is repeated until MAPcon
signals a successful network configuration.
MAPcon currently operates only in an off-line mode,
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1. MAPcon allows users to create stations and organize them into proposed
topologies, using agraphics-oriented interface.
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providing the user with a listing of parameter values
that then must be physically set on the factory floor.
Since MAP networks will typically link equipment supplied by a variety of vendors, this means that users
will be required to deal with a number of different
interfaces during physical parameter loading. But
within six months, the Institute plans to convert MAPcon to an on-line system attaching directly to a MAP
3.0 network. For MAP networks that are already running, this will allow configuration parameters to be
directly downloaded to new nodes over the network
itself, eliminating the chore of physically entering the
parameters.
MAPcon will not only speed up and simplify the
MAPcon 3.0 network-configuration task; it will also
help users head off incompatibility problems among
equipment supplied by multiple vendors. As MAP 3.0
enters the real world, such problems will crop up,
MAP backers concede, despite the fact that such incompatibilities among varying vendors' equipment is
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2. MAPcon alerts users to problems within proposed configurations and, if key information is missing, asks for what it needs.
the very thing that MAP aims to eliminate. One potential trouble spot comes in layers 1and 2of the sevenlayer Open Systems Interconnect model developed by
the International Standards Organization, upon which
MAP is based.
Those layers include what is known as the mediaaccess-control slot timer, a key parameter affecting
overall network timing. For layer 1, "the [MAP] 3.0
specification calls out the IEEE-802.4 standard, and
the standard says the slot time can be set anywhere
within a certain range," says McMillan. Equipment
from some MAP equipment vendors allows for avariable slot timer, McMillan says, but other manufacturers fix the slot-timer value in their hardware.
That opens the potential for incompatibility. MAPcon, however, "allows you to specify an anticipated
network in theoretical form before you actually buy
any equipment or put anything in place," says H. Van
Dyke Parunak, manager of the Institute's Communi96

cations and Distributed Systems Laboratory. "It allows you to enter the kind of constraints that individual manufacturers' boxes would have, and saves you
the embarrassment of buying a box, only to discover
after the fact that there's no way you can make it run
with something else you bought."
MAPcon, under development for about two years, is
the first of several knowledge-based modules for use
with MAP 3.0 networks. All are planned to attach to
the Institute's network-manager platform. Unlike the
modules, the network manager will not employ artificial intelligence. But it will provide users with analysis
tools for performing configuration, fault, and performance management based on human direction. The
MAPcon module will automate the configuration portion of the network management task and subsequent
AI-based modules will automate other portions.
A prototype version of the network manager—with
an attached MAPcon module—will go into beta tests
at an unnamed industrial site in November, McMillan
says. The Institute is currently talking with several
potential industrial partners about converting the prototype network manager into product form, and is
also looking for partners to commercialize MAPcon.
The network manager will be available as a commercial product from at least one vendor by this
year's fourth quarter, or next year's first quarter,
McMillan predicts. MAPcon itself will come later, he
says, followed by a second knowledge-based module,
called MAPfam, which will automate the fault-management portion of the task. The Institute's plan calls for
a working MAPfam prototype by March 1989, McMillan says. Formal work has not yet begun on athird AI
module to automate performance management, he
says.
McMillan declines to make a prediction as to when
MAPcon will become commercially available. "Because
it's an expert system, the more expertise you build
into it, the better it gets, and it's hard to say when it
will be good enough to put out there and say, 'Use
this tool and make your networks depend on it' ," he
says. The beta site testing that begins in November
will provide information on how well MAPcon meets
real industrial requirements, he says.
Industrial users who want early access to the prototype version of MAPcon can get it, though. Development of MAPcon was sponsored under an Industrial
Technology Institute partnership program known as
GAINS, for Group for Advanced Implementation of
Networked Systems. The members of GAINS now are
General Motors, Eastman Kodak, and Siemens, who
already have access to MAPcon. In June, the Institute
plans to announce a new GAINS structure by which
new members can join for less than $1,000, says Stephen W. Schweer, the Institute's GAINS program
manager. These memberships will include the right to
purchase MAPcon and other prototype tools developed
under GAINS. That prototype MAPcon purchase price
for new members has not yet been set, but is expected to be between $4,000 and $5,000. The networkmanager platform, though it was not developed under GAINS, will also be made available to new members, Schweer says.
-Wesley R. Iversen
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

SEMICONDUCTORS

INTEL'S AMBITIOUS GAME
PLAN IN EMBEDDED CHIPS

A

fter months of industry speculation and rumor,
Intel Corp. has dropped the shoe—three shoes in
The chip maker is embracing both RISC and
fact. The chip maker is revealing its strategic
flash EEPROM technologies as part of its strategy
response to the burgeoning market for embedded conto grab a bigger market share in the high-end
trollers, the rapidly increasing popularity of reducedinstruction-set computer processors, and the growth
embedded-controller arena; it's also scaling down
of flash nonvolatile reprogrammable memory technol- the 80386 for general-purpose-system designers
ogy. Now Intel plans to expand its role in the embedded-control marketplace by introducing three product
by Bernard C. Cole
families that offer designers processors geared to application niches.
signed to be the high-end follow-up to the company's
Several challenges faced the Santa Clara, Calif.,
8- and 16-bit embedded microcontrollers.
chip maker. A wide range of new processor chips
In the 80960 series, Intel is attempting to meld elebased on RISC architectures have hit the market. In
ments of RISC architecture, application-specific designs,
high-end embedded control, the emergence of several
processor alternatives are challenging Intel's technol- and its know-how as a major supplier of single-chip
microcontrollers. The family's first devices include the
ogy lead. And in nonvolatile memory, competitors
20-MHz 80960KA and 80960KB (see fig. 2) and the
such as Seeq Technology Inc. and Toshiba Corp. have
been working on anew technology called flash electri- 80960MC. In addition to RISC design features, 80960KA
cally erasable programmable read-only memory [Elec- and 80960KB use an instruction mix that also reflects
the requirements of embedded-processing applications,
tronics, March 17, 1988, p. 149].
says Vinod Mahensdroo, director of marketing at Intel's
In response, Intel is introducing the 80376 family
(see fig. la) to expand its position in a still-growing microcomputer division in Chandler, Ariz..
Unusual for a RISC chip, the 80960KB incorporates
market for embedded controllers based upon generalan on-chip 32-bit floating-point unit. Also on-board the
purpose processors such as its 16-bit 80186 and 80286,
as well as the 32-bit 80386. A scaled-down version of 80960KB is a 512-byte instruction cache, a register
cache consisting of four sets of 16 local registers, a
the 80386 central processing unit, the 80376 is paired
with a new multifunction peripheral circuit, the 82370 32-bit internal data bus, a proprietary 32-bit external
(see fig. lb), which itself is a derivative of a similar local burst bus, and a 32-bit address bus that allows
up to 4 gigabytes of linear address space. The
device, the 82380, used with the 80386.
The two devices in the 80376/82370 family
are designed to serve an existing market that
THE GROWING EMBEDDED CONTROL MARKET
accounts for practically all of Intel's more than
2,000 design wins with the 80186, says Bill
EVENT CONTROLLERS
DATA CONTROLLERS
SYSTEM CONTROLLERS
Rash, product marketing manager for Intel's
32-BIT
microprocessor division in Santa Clara, Calif.
1988
32 BIT
1988
10.7 MILLION
1988
32.811
d:I UNITS)
UNITS)
10 UNITS)
About 20% to 30% of the general-purpose 80286
.7
and 80386 have reached the same users. In the
80376, the user gets the same instruction set
16 BIT
16-BIT
16-BIT
and internal architecture as he does with the
17 MILLION
17 MILLION
(2 MILLION
UNITS)
UNITS)
32-bit 80386. In addition, the user obtains the
UNITS)
32-BIT
32 BIT
32-BIT
15 MILLION
105 MILLION
0 MILLION
same 2.5- to 3-million-instruction/s perfor1992
UNITS)
1992
UNITS)
1992
UNITS)
mance. What has been eliminated internally
are the programming modes not needed in embedded applications, Rash says.
The second product offering, the 80960 family of RISC-like 32-bit embedded processors, in/
16-BIT
16.BIT
16-BIT
cludes three devices that perform up to 7.5
150 MILLION UNITS)
03
MILLION
UNITS)
(7 MILLION UNITS)
mips and feature a burst rate of 20 mips at a
SOURCE INTEL CORPORATION
20-MHz clock rate. The 80960 family is de.
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cated using the company's 1.5 h
um CHMOS Ile process.
Intel's thrust into the embedded-controller arena is
not happenstance—the company thinks the market is
set to take off. Based on market numbers from Dataquest Inc., San Jose, Calif., Intel estimates that the
overall embedded-control marketplace for 16- and 32bit processors will grow to almost 72 million units by
1992. In dollars, sales of 32-bit embedded processors,
which constitute about one-fourth of the total 32-bit
market, which will grow to $740 million by 1992, says
Dave House, vice president and general manager of
the microcomputer components group.
The embedded-processor marketplace is more diverse and niche-oriented than the relatively monolithic
general-purpose
programmable-CPU marketplace,
which requires commonality of architecture, instruction set, and software compatibility, House says. The
embedded-control market breaks out into three specific segments, each of which has its own subsets of
performance, architectural, and instruction-set requirements. House says the three segments are event
control, data control, and systems control (see chart,
p. 97).
In event control, House says, most of the market
needs are now served by Intel's 8- and 16-bit microcontrollers, the 8051 and 8096 architectures. By 1992,
however, more powerful solutions will be required, he
says. The market for such high-end processors will be
in applications such as motor, engine and machine, or
SEGMENT UNIT
EXECUTION UNIT
instrument control. Intel estimates that in such event32-BIT
oriented applications, where considerable numberREGISTERS
SEGMENT
REGISTERS
crunching is required, the total market will be about
64-BIT
50.5 million units a year, about $200 million, with 16BARREL SHIFTER
bit bus-oriented architectures constituting the lion's
MULTIPLY/DIVIDE
SEGMENT
share of the market.
TRANSLATOR
ARITHMETIC
Another important segment is data control, where
LOGIC UNIT
protocol handling, data formatting, and input/output
BUS
control is required in applications such as mass storINTERFACE
age systems and graphics-oriented systems. Now
IMI
TCH
SI
UNIT
served by such general-purpose programmable archiP
lI
DEC001.11111M
ER
PREFE
QUEUE
tectures as Intel's 80186, this subsegment will constitute about 9 million units a year by 1992, or about
INSTRUCTION
PREFETCHER
$180 million a year.
QUEUE
But it is the third category—system controllers,
PREFETCH UNIT
DECODE UNIT
(a)
aimed at applications like image processing, robotics, process control,
CONTROL
A1-A23
SIGNALS
BHE, BLE
DO-015
and telecommunications—that will
have the largest dollar volume, Intel
says. Although unit shipments of 7
BUS INTERFACE
BUS ARBITRATION
million a year is less than the other
32
-BIT,
AND CONTROL
EIGHT CHANNEL,
two categories, annual sales of alDIRECT-MEMORY-ACCESS
WAIT-STATE
most $370 million are projected, apCONTROLLER
GENERATOR
proaching that of the other two cateDRAM REFRESH
gories combined.
CONTROLLER
Anticipating that the embeddedTIMER 0
control market will grow significant20-LEVEL
TIMER 1
INTERRUPT
ly, Intel has developed a threeCONTROLLER
TIMER 2
pronged attack. The 80376/370 proTIMER 3
CPU RESET
cessor combination has particular
advantages for designers of embedb)
ded systems who are cost/performance-conscious.
Cost reduction
1. Intel's new 80376 processor (a) and its associated 82370 multifunction peripheral device (b)
comes from two sources, Rash says.
combine an internal 32-bit architecture with an external 16-bit address bus.
80960MC also has an on-chip 32-bit floating-point unit.
In addition, the 8096MC incorporates features such as
virtual-memory management and support for multiprocessor systems that Intel says will be useful in
many military embedded-control applications.
Devices to follow the 80960KB will extend both upward to higher speeds and possibly wide word sizes as
well as downward into applications areas now served by
Intel's existing microcontroller families, Mahendroo
says. In addition, the follow-ups will diversify with a
proliferation of application- and user-specific processors.
The third part of the plan is Intel's new flash EEPROM family, which includes a 28-pin 8-K-by-8-bit device, the 57F64, as well as two 32-K-by-8-bit devices:
the 32-pin 27F256 and the 28-pin 28F256. They are the
glue to Intel's embedded strategy. The new family of
flash EEPROMs was designed to offer low-cost, insystem, alterable-code capability for storing the large
programs required by many advanced embedded applications. In embedded applications such as graphics,
robotics, and real-time processing, the devices will aid
rapid prototyping and updates in the field, says Bruce
McCormick, flash EEPROM marketing manager at Intel's memory operation in Folsom, Calif. Like the other two product groups, the flash EEPROMs are fabri-

SCALING DOWN THE 386 FAMILY
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series of application-specific standard processors.
Whereas the standard processors are market-segmentdriven, the ASSPs are application-driven, with instruction sets and features targeted to specific applications.
"The advantage of this second approach is that for
the same process and architecture you can get ahigher performance than a comparable RISC design," Mahendroo says. Ultimately, the 80960 will be incorporated as acore-processor macrocell into Intel's standardcell library, allowing customers to develop their own
user specific processors, he adds.
The 80960 series is available now in sample quantities.
The 8096010 in a132-pin leadless pin grid array is $390
each in 100-lot quantities. The 80960A, which will be
available in the fourth quarter of 1988, will be $230
each. Twenty-five MHz versions will be available in the
first quarter of 1989. Military-temperature versions of
the 80960MC will be available in the third quarter for
$2400 each in 100-unit quantities. Fully qualified STD
A NARROWED APPROACH
88C versions will follow in the fourth quarter.
As a scaled-down version of the 32-bit 80386 CPU
The 80960 architecture has many RISC-like characterunit, the 80376 also offers anarrowed approach. "The istics as well as many advantages over complex-instruc386 in essence was given a split personality, with a tion-set computers: it operates at higher clock rates,
protected mode designed for Unix-oriented full 32-bit has a reduced number of cycles per instruction, uses
applications, and three modes—the real mode, the deeper pipelines and parallel instruction-execution tech80286 mode, and the virtual 8086 mode—for PC-orient- niques, and contains more registers and on-chip register
ed systems," Rash says. In the 80376, only the 386 and instruction caches. Where it differs, Mahendroo
protected mode has been retained, considerably simpli- says, is in the use of an instruction mix that reflects as
fying programming. Taking into account the require- much the requirements of embedded-processing applicaments of many embedded applications, the external tions as it does traditional RISC machines.
An example of Intel's reluctance to follow RISC dicdata bus also has been scaled down to 16 bits rather
than 32 bits, and the address bus also is pared, from tates is its decision to use afloating-point unit on board
32 to 24 bits. The reduction results in a total address the 80960KB and 80960MC, Mahendroo says. "When
space of only 16 Mbytes rather than four gigabytes.
you look at the broad range of applications for embedded processors, you will find a significant percentage
To match it to the architecture of the 376, the 80370
multipurpose peripheral retains all of the 80386's fea- require some sort of advanced floating-point capability."
tures, except for a 16-bit data bus and a 24-bit address
bus. The number of direct-memory-access channels and
interrupts available to the designer now using the 80186
is increased by four times. This is accomplished by incorporating the functions of eight DMA channels, three
interrupt controllers, four 16-bit programmable interval
timers, a wait-state generator, and bus-control logic.
In the 80960 series, which includes the 20-MHz
80960KA and 80960KB and the military-oriented
80960MC, Intel is offering system designers a mix of
RISC architecture and application-specific designs geared
to the embedded control marketplace (see fig. 3).
In adapting RISC, Intel has followed its own ideas
about how the technology should be used. "RISC is
not aset of architectural edicts that must be followed
blindly," says Mahendroo, of the microcomputer division. "Rather, it is a set of techniques and principles
to be applied where appropriate, when designing a
processor, to achieve higher speed." What must also
be factored into the equation, he says, are factors
such as cost, application specificity, and ease of use
and programming.
Using the 80960 family as the starting point, Mahendroo says, Intel expects to generate a variety of
standard product offerings with the same basic instruction set but with features that optimize them for
2. Intel's new 80960 RISC-like 32-bit embedded processor packs 350,000
particular market segments. Also in the works are a transistors into a390x 390-mil die using its new 1.5-pm CHMOS-Ile process.

At prices of $99 and $57 each in 100-piece quantities,
he says, the 803'76/370 combination is considerably
cheaper than other embedded alternatives of equivalent performance, because it takes advantage of the
economies of scale already achieved with the current
386/380 combination. With sample quantities expected
in June, the 80376/370 combination will be in production by the end of the year. Both 100-lead fine-pitch
gull-wing packages for surface mounting as well as
88-pin grid arrays, where hermeticity is required, will
be available.
In addition, because it is essentially asubset of the
full 32-bit configuration, the 80376 has access to virtually all of the software-development tools and compilers used in the 386. Most industry standard real-time
operating systems will also be available for it to run
on. Even now, existing 386 real-time operating systems can be run with minor changes.
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The processor provides support for both mandatory and
recommended portions of the IEEE 754 standard for
floating-point arithmetic, exponential, logarithmic, and
other transcendental functions.
The 8096MC's on-chip virtual-memory management
facilities include support for demand-paged memory
with a two-level protection scheme as well as page
swapping and on-chip translation look-aside buffer circuitry. To support multiprocessor systems, the
9060MC also incorporates such features as external
message passing, to allow preemption of activities
running on other processors, and high-level process
management, to handle scheduling and dispatching.
Even in its RISC-like features, the 80960 improvises

To support operation in a 20-mips burst mode at 20
MHz, the 80960 incorporates a proprietary wideband
cal bus (L-BUS) which consists of a 32-bit multiplexed
address/data path and control signals for data transactions. Because of the large amount of on-board caching:
the L-bus supports up t
o f
our successive data words
with one word transferred every clock cycle. Transactions on the Llus can use 8-, 16-, or 32-bit data types
and address up to four gigabytes of physical memory.
Also unusual in a RISC machine is the 80960's sophisticated interrupt controller, similar in concept to
techniques used in Intel's low-end 8- and 16-bit microcontrollers. The technique allows the 960 to use either
the on-chip facilities, an external interrupt controller,

or both, with the type of structure specified by an internal interrupt vector register. And for
systems with multiple procesFLOATINGPOINT
sors, the 80960KB provides a
REGISTERS
fourth method, called inter32 BIT
LOCAL
GLOBAL
INSTRUCTION
REGISTER
agent communication, where the
REGISTERS
EXECUTION
CACHE
processor can interrupt another
UNIT
80-BIT
FLOATINGone by sending an IAC signal.
POINT UNIT
Not to be underestimated in
Intel's overall strategy is the
third product group—the new
flash
EEPROM
family
(see
p. 103)—which links these diverse
processor efforts into an inte32 BIT
INSTRUCINSTRUCTIONBURST
TION
grated whole. This integration is
FETCH UNIT
BUS
CACHE
obtained by giving the user a
nonvolatile memory of sufficient
density to incorporate the large
MIMS
,nge.
•ns.....“.fflumm.
amounts of code necessary for
many complex embedded applica3. To address embedded-control applications requiring 32-bit functionality, Intel's 80960
tions and by allowing in-system
combines RISC-like features with an on-chip floating-point unit.
programming without removing
the circuitry.
to net performance gains. As with most RISC maBy combining the hot-electron write feature of
chines, the 80960 architecture uses load and store inEPROMs with the cold-electron erasability of full-feastructions to access memory. In addition, however, the
tured EEPROMs [Electronics, March 3, 1988, p.47], the
architecture uses a simplified instruction format to
64-Kbit 57F64 and 256-Kbit 27F256 and 28F256 flash
ease hardwired decoding of instructions. Specifically,
EEPROMs will revolutionize embedded-control system
the instructions are word aligned, so that all instrucdesign, says Bruce McCormick, flash EEPROM markettions are one word long, except for one class that uses
ing manager at Intel's memory operation in Folsom,
the subsequent word as a 32-bit displacement.
Calif. "What is needed is alow-cost, in-system, alterableThe 80960 has a core of 51 instructions out of 184
code capability for rapid prot,otyping, and updates in the
that are designed to be executed in a single clock
field," he says. In most embedded applications using
cycle, Mahendroo says. But unlike other RISC maultraviolet-erasable PROM, this can be done only by
chines, the 80960KB also supports anumber of imporremoving
the board and replacing the memory, a diffitant multicycle instructions, such as 32-bit multiply
cult task in many applications. EEPROM is an alternaand divide instructions. Integration of such operations
tive only in less price-sensitive designs and where a
on-chip eliminates much software overhead and the
large amount of program memory is involved, McCornegative effects of code density. To further optimize
mick says. Because it incorporates a single transistor
performance, the 80960 overlaps instruction execution,
cell, similar to an EPROM, the flash EEPROM will track
making use of special on-board logic for write bufferEPROM densities very closely.
ing and register scoreboarding. Write buffering alMcCormick says the flash EEPROMs will allow new
lows a write instruction to proceed as soon as it is
programming approaches that were either too cumberplaced in the buffer, rather than waiting for the actusome for EPROM or too expensive for EEPROM. Applial write operation to occur on the bus. Similarly, regiscations would include telephone line transfers of new
ter scoreboarding allows the processor to continue
code, the use of local-area networks to provide code
execution of instructions when it encounters a load
updates and the use of floppy disks to download new
instruction, reducing the effect of slow memory speed.
code to embedded peripheral controllers.

ARISC-LIKE EMBEDDED CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
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MILITARY/AEROSPACE NEWSLETTER
SHOULD THE U. S. LIMIT FOREIGN OWNERSHIP OF DEFENSE CONTRACTORS?

Thenies for key defense technology, posing the threat of amajor breach in

U. S. may be leaving itself vulnerable to dependence on foreign cornpa-

national security, defense analysts worry. Alan Benasuli, amanaging director
and defense-industry specialist at Drexel Burnham Lambert, New York, says
Congress should protect U. S. defense companies from foreign takeover by
limiting the extent of foreign ownership. "We should slap alimit on foreign
acquisitions of defense companies, like the 20% limit the British have," he
says. "In defense electronics alone, we have seen six acquisitions by foreign
firms, primarily British companies." Benasuli says that without government
intervention, such as the pressure used ayear ago to get Fujitsu Ltd. to drop
its bid for Fairchild Semiconductor Corp., foreigners will continue to buy into
the U. S. industry. Electronics firms are particularly vulnerable, he says, because of the high cost of research and development. "They need parents with
deep pockets," he says. Moreover, big defense contractors will "need a
defense electronics capability in order to compete in the future."
D
PLESSEY GETS A BIG INCENTIVE TO SAVE MONEY
British Army is trying to save money with anew contracting scheme as
Theit aims
to upgrade its Ptarmigan battlefield communications system. The

prime Ptarmigan contractor, Plessey Defence Systems Ltd. of Hampshire, UK,
has won the UK's first incentive-driven contract—a deal that offers Plessey
financial rewards for bringing the job in under budget. If Plessey completes
the contract below the $160 million price ceiling, the company and the Army
will split the savings evenly. The deal calls for Plessey to add high-integrity
data communications to the battlefield system, develop an interface to allow it
to tie into the communications networks of other North Atlantic Treaty Organization armies, and produce aversion for armored vehicles.
D
MAGNETEK'S SHIP—BOARD POWER SYSTEM WON'T QUIT WHEN IT OVERLOADS
Today's Naval ships are much smaller and lighter than the battleships of
IWorld War II, and because they are not heavily armored, they depend far
more on active electronic navigation and defense systems than ever. But
when the power systems shut down, even momentarily, the ship becomes
vulnerable, says Lawrence Schaffer, director of business development at
Magnetek ALS Corp., Anaheim, Calif. The company's Fault Isolation Unit and
afamily of frequency converters called PACE, for Pulse-synthesized Advanced
Conversion Equipment, together are 20% to 33% lighter than traditional shipboard power equipment and provide for 300% overload capacity. The systems can recover from 50% load changes in just 1.25 ms—twice as fast as
traditional ship-board power systems. They are also reliable. The mean time
between critical failures—those that actually take the system off-line—is
D
15,000 hours, or twice that in adual power-train setup.
PENTAGON SETS DEFENSE MANUFACTURING BOARD TO SHARPEN U. S. COMPETITIVENESS
With an eye toward sharpening U. S. industrial competitiveness, the Den, fense Department is creating a Defense Manufacturing Board to help
identify problems and offer solutions to build amore effective defense industry. "We must find new ways to help industry help itself," Robert B. Costello,
undersecretary of defense for acquisition, told the House Subcommittee on
Economic Stability at the end of March. The board will be made up of
members from both defense and nondefense industries, Costello says, as well
as from labor and academia. The new board is modeled on the Defense
Science Board, which advises the Pentagon on current scientific issues. E
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MILITARY/AEROSPACE NEWSLETTER
NOW THERE'S A FAST WAY TO PRODUCE CHEAP COCKPIT PROTOTYPES

N

orthrop Corp.'s Aircraft Division in Hawthorne, Calif., has developed a
rapid prototyping tool for designing advanced airplane cockpits that it says
allows it to produce cockpit prototypes for pilot testing 100 times faster and
for 10% of the cost of current methods. The Reconfigurable Cockpit is based
on custom software running on a pair of Silicon Graphics Inc. 3120 work
stations and a custom-built close-focus high-resolution projector that displays
an image of the cockpit for pilot testing. "We can reconfigure this thing in as
little as 10 minutes and design from the ground up in less than aweek," says
Paul Pencikowski, manager of Crew Systems Integration and the designer
and technical manager of the Reconfigurable Cockpit. "This tool allows you to
get meaningful man-in-the-loop design data prior to baseline," he says, referring to the point, early in the development cycle of any aircraft or upgrade,
when contractors must submit a final design proposal. "If you've got to build
these things out of hardware, you can do two design iterations," Pencikowski
says. "In that same 90- to 180-day period, Ican do 200 designs easy." D

MARINE CORPS PROCUREMENT IS IN A SHARP DECLINE

U

S. Marine Corps procurement spending, which tripled in the first year of
the Reagan military buildup, has fallen hard ever since, and at the present
rate of decline will reach the 1981 spending level by 1991, says Maj. Gen.
Ray Franklin, commander of the Marines' Research, Development, and Acquisition Command in Washington. Franklin's 1989 budget proposal calls for
about $1.15 billion in Marine Corps procurement, of which roughly one-third
will be for stand-alone communications and electronics equipment. That's
about $80 million less than the Marines will spend this year, and almost $300
million less than the $1.44 billion the Corps spent in 1987. Adjusting for
inflation, the Marines have taken a 48% cut since 1983, when spending
peaked at $2.4 billion in 1989 dollars, Franklin argues. He warned the House
Subcommittee on Defense in March that "If future procurement budgets
continue to decline, new starts will be almost nonexistent, and we will be
faced with the block obsolescence and technological shortfalls that we encountered in the 1970s." It could happen. Joseph Campbell, a defenseindustry analyst at PaineWebber Inc. in New York, says, "History shows the
numbers [for defense spending] can get lower—a lot lower." The decline, he
adds, could continue beyond 1991.
El

BOEING PUTS ITS TOUCH ON THE NAVY'S P-3 ANTISUBMARINE AIRCRAFT

B

oeing Aerospace Co. is using touch-screen technology and a heavy complement of custom software to make the five terminals in Update IV of the
Navy's P-3 Anti-Submarine Warfare system generic. P-3 is an airborne system
that monitors submarine traffic with remote sonobuoys and other sensing
equipment. In its present form, the system's five crew stations are each
unique. That's caused problems in the past when one terminal went down,
and vital data such as the P-3's imaging radar, infrared detection system, or
acoustic input from sonobuoys was lost for the rest of the mission. But Boeing
designed a high-bandwidth data bus so that each terminal can now access
any data available on the aircraft. The touch panels—the first prototypes use
IR touch panels, and later versions will also include a pressure-sensitive touch
technology—replace the keyboards that earlier P-3s used, and can be used to
quickly change any terminal to perform any function, says H. W. "Pete"
Peterson, international product development manager for Air ASW Programs
at the Seattle company. "With this system you don't have a whole lot of
different display terminals," he says. "You've got one type of display, and it
really cuts down on spare parts costs."
0
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NEW PRODUCTS
INTEL'S FIRST FLASH EEPROMs
MAKE IN-CIRCUIT REPROGRAMMING EASY
Targeting embedded-control applications, the 64- and 256-Kbit chips boast 150-ns access times
Intel Corp.'s first flash elecerasability. Using the QuickItrically erasable, programmapulse programming algorithm,
ble read-only memories boast
the devices reprogram in less
access times as low as 150 ns
than 4s.
and incorporate special circuitThe fast erase/programming
ry to make reprogramming
capability provides considereasier in embedded applicaable time and cost savings to
tions where physical access is
embedded control system mandifficult.
ufacturers whose EPROMIn addition to the conventionbased applications require the
al programming mode with an
added flexibility, says Pashley.
external PROM programmer,
For example, some applications
the 64-Kbit 57F64 provides an
require a device that can upon-board mode that maintains
date code or parameters, or acsupply voltage at 5V. The chipcumulate data in-system.
enable and output-enable sigFabricated in the company's
nals are maintained at standard
1.5-µm CHMOS-IIE process,
logic levels. As aresult, devices
the 256-Kbit devices have acsocketed or soldered to circuit
cess times of 170 and 250 ns;
boards can be erased and prothe 64-Kbit device has speeds
grammed via an edge connec- Intel's 256-Kbit flash EEPROMs have access times of 170 and 250 of 150 and 250 ns. Those
tor to aPROM programmer or ns; the 64-Kbit device comes in 150- and 250-ns versions.
speeds eliminate wait states
board tester.
for most 8- and 16-bit microIn the 256-Kbit devices—the 27F256 etary EPROM tunnel-oxide technology.
controllers, says Pashley.
and the 28F256—new command-register
Intel's new chips are part of the SanThe 256-Kbit devices cost $29.90 for the
circuits have been implemented that are
ta Clara, Calif., company's broad strate170-ns version and $22.00 for the 250-ns
directly compatible with the write inter- gy to capture the embedded control
version in 1,000-unit purchases. The 64face of most microcontrollers. In this
marketplace (see p. 97).
Kbit device costs $12.00 for 150-ns access
approach, a 12-V signal applied to the
To further enhance their use in emand $10.00 for 250-ns speed. The 28F256
programming pin can access all func- bedded applications, the flash devices in- and 27F64 are available now in volume,
tions associated with altering memory
corporate proprietary high-speed pro- while the 271'256 is available only in samcontents via the command register.
gramming and erase algorithms. Using ple quantities.
-Bernard C. Cole
Commands are written using standard
a new Quick-erase algorithm, the conIntel Corp., Literature Department, W-424,
microprocessor write timings.
tents of the flash devices can typically 3065 Bowers Ave. Santa Clara, Calif.,
CONTROL. As agroup, flash devices tarbe erased in less than 1 s, compared
95051.
get embedded control applications
with the 10 to 20 min. required for UV
Phone 800-548-4725
[Circle 360]
where the system central processing
unit provides occasional code updates
over the lifetime of the product. Intel's
devices offer 100-cycle program-anderase endurance rates. Reprogramming
failure is less than 0.01%, says Richard
Pashley, general manager of Intel's
flash memory operation in Folsom,
isk-memory subsystems for IBM
controller functions—the PC, PC/XT,
Calif. A device capable of 10,000 reproCorp. Personal Computer ATs and
and PC AT interface, buffer manager,
gramming cycles is under development.
compatibles can achieve a sustained 2- and formatter—onto a single chip. The
By combining the hot-electron writabiMbyte/s data-transfer rate using Cirrus
chip can handle peak data rates up to 20
lity of ultraviolet erasable EPROMs and
Logic Inc.'s CL-SH260 controller chip— Mbits/s—fast enough to operate the
the tunnelled cold-electron erasability of that translates into a twofold boost in
system's read-and-write functions in a
traditional EEPROMs, flash devices de- overall system performance compared
1:1 interleaved mode instead of the more
liver both high density and in-circuit with present solutions that need up to
conventional 3:1 interleave mode.
electrical erasure and reprogramming eight integrated circuits.
Disk controllers with bit-transfer rates
[Electronics, March 3, 1988, p.47]. InFabricated in 2-µm CMOS, the new
less than 20 Mbits/s cannot process infortel's method for providing these basic
controller supercharges overall performation fast enough to read consecutive
features is primarily its use of propri- mance by integrating three major disksectors on the disk because the disk is

CIRRUS DISK-CONTROLLER IC
DOUBLES PC PERFORMANCE
D
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RELIABLE SUPPORT
FOR ISDN
Surviving in the
complex and competitive world of
ISDN will depend
on vital problemsolving capabili- MP1601A 5GHz
Pulse Pattern Generator
ties like quick
response, quick recovery and preventive
checking. This requires comprehensive
monitoring, rigorous testing and exacting
quality control of transmission systems.
Anritsu's accuracy, quality and reliability
are based on decades of experience in
electronics, optical technology and laser
research. Our focus is on the advanced
optical devices and test equipment
necessary for ISDN.
Anritsu excels in optical and digital
communication test systems. We have
shown our commitment to quick response
to practical ISDN applications by introducing high-resolution OTDRs, 5GHz pulse
pattern generators, high-performance
error rate measuring equipment for digital
transmissions, and many more.
Anritsu also designs industrial automation systems, applying lasers in many
new ways. Feedback from every area
enables us to develop ground-breaking
new products.
For any network, one name provides
the reliable support to keep it running smoother...
Anritsu makes you asurvivor.

Anritsu
ANRITSU CORPORATION
10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J
Circle 105 on reader service card

FOLDING THREE ICs INTO ONE
SYSTEM MEMORY

LOCAL PROCESSOR

INPUT/
OUTPUT

_DRIVE
CONTROL
DRIVE
STATUS

CL -SH260
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PC XT/AT
IN

BUFFER
MANAGER

FORMATTER

BUFFER MEMORY

ENCODER/
DECODER

SERIAL
DISK DATA

VOLTAGE
CONTROLLER
OSCILLATOR

The CL-SH260 combines three major controller functions, attains speeds of 4Mbytes/s on its
host bus, and features automatic wait-state generation for compatibility with host processors.

rotating too fast for them to react, says
Cirrus President Michael Hackworth.
Consequently, they must read every third
sector and wait for subsequent revolutions to access the other consecutive sectors. Until the arrival of the SH260, only
high-end, expensive board-level systems
could offer its level of performance, says
Hackworth, but this custom solution had
the additional disadvantage of occupying
aslot on the PC's backplane.
The SH260 operates with enough
speed to handle the new generation of

hard-disk drives that must interface the
fastest desktop and portable personal
computers. Its host bus, which can attain sustained data rates of 4Mbytes/s,
features automatic wait-state generation
for compatibility with all speed grades
of host processors from 6-MHz 80286
systems to 20-MHz 80386 systems.
In addition to its performance advantage, the SH260 saves manufacturers of
disk controller boards, motherboards,
and embedded drives fabrication costs
by replacing up to eight medium-scale

integration and VLSI devices. Since it is
fabricated in CMOS technology, the device is a power miser, consuming 250
mW in typical operating mode. Maximum power consumption is 500 mW.
The Milpitas, Calif., company used its
proprietary silicon-compiler technology
based on 35 "microtile" building blocks
to custom design the SH260.
Cirrus expects the chip to have its
biggest impact in the market for 3V2-in.
drives, a market that is expected to
grow from 4.2 million units in 1987 to 21
million in 1990, says Hackworth. "We
looked beyond the traditional market for
disk-controller boards into amarket that
is rapidly moving toward systems with
disk control on the motherboard, or disk
drives with embedded control intelligence," he says.
Another advantage the SH260 offers
manufacturers of embedded intelligence
drives is amaster/slave control capability that allows them to install multiple
intelligent drives on the same PC bus.
Moreover, the chip is compatible with
standard Basic Input/Output Systems.
Available now in sample and production quanties, the SH260 costs $30 each
in volume purchases. -Jack Shandle
Cirrus Logic Inc., 1463 Centre Point Dr.,
Milpitas, Calif., 95035.
Phone (408) 945-8300

[Circle 363]

POWER HYBRIDS SAVE DESIGN TIME AND MONEY
trio of packaged power-hybrid cir- boarding time, and between $70,000 and
mounted. Pricing in quantities of 100 is
Acuit
functions from Teledyne Philbrick
$90,000 in NRE costs with these pre- $443 each for the 2473, $502 each for the

needs only a few additional components
to become a complete power supply instead of spending a year or more on a
custom design. The Dedham, Mass., company is targeting designers of power supplies for high-reliability military and aerospace applications with the package, and
it's willing to make custom modifications
for application-specific critical specifications. The company says it can deliver a
custom power supply much faster and at
afraction of the cost of in-house design.
The three hybrids are the 2491 regulating pulse-width modulator, the 2473
power driver/switcher, and the 2478
full-bridge/half-bridge power Schottky
rectifier. A complete power supply can
be configured by combining these functions and adding a transformer, input
and output filters, and two capacitors.
Along with Omnirel Corp., Leominister, Mass., Teledyne Philbrick is one of
the first companies into this market
[Electronics, March 31, 1988, p. 91].
"Building custom power supplies involves alot of nonrecurring engineering
cost and delay in getting to market,"
says Paul Burgarella, project engineer.
"We estimate customers can save aminumum of a year in design and bread106

designed functions," he says.
The 2491 pulse-width modulator incorporates all the control functions for a
dc-to-dc converter. Included are a frequency-compensated error amplifer, a
voltage reference, pulse-width modulator, oscillator, output drivers, and special current-limiting circuitry. The chip
is designed to operate at 167 KHz. Compensation can be modified for frequencies up to 500 KHz.
Integrated into the 2473 power driver/switcher are two high-current PET
switches and snubber circuitry supplying a minimum of 30 A of continuous
current (120 A maximum, pulsed) over a
frequency range of 50 to 500 KHz.
Thermal resistance is a low 1°C/W
maximum. Burgarella says the 2473 is
designed for a100-W converter and can
easily deliver 85% efficiency. It can also
be used in motor-drive applications.
Rounding out the trio, the 2478 fullbridge/half-bridge power Schottky rectifier offers 40-A continuous output current, 900-V forward voltage drop, and
thermal resistance of 1.0° C/W.
Each of the power hybrid functions
comes housed in a 1-in. 2,30-pin metal
(Kovar) flatpack that can be surface

2478, and $292 each for the 2491. The
devices are available now in limited
quantities.
-Lawrence Curran
Teledyne Philbrick, 40 Allied Dr., Dedham,
Mass. 02026.
Phone (617) 329-1600
Circle 361]

CACHE CONTROLLER
BOOSTS SPEED BY 25%
Austek Microsystems Proprietary Inc.'s
A38152-25 memory-cache controller for
Intel 80386-based systems delivers a25MHz clock speed-25% faster than its
predecessor, the A38152—but remains
pin-compatible with the earlier chip.
Aimed at applications in high-performance personal computers and work stations, the A38152-25 supports 32 Kbytes
of zero-wait-state cache static-random access memory using only four 64-Kbit
SRAMs, which saves board space.
Sample quantites are available now in
84-pin plastic-leaded chip carriers for
$145 each, with production volumes
scheduled for July availability.
Austek Microsystems Proprietary Inc., 444
Castro St., Suite 1020,
Calif., 94041.
Phone (415) 960-1315

Mountain

View,

[Circle 345]
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EMUL51-PC
IN

EUROPE
SWEDEN, NORWAY, FINLAND
Nohau Efektronik AB tel. 040 92 24 25

GERMANY

8051

iSystem GmbH tel. 08131 1687

FRANCE

PC based emulators for the 8051 family
0051. 8751, 8052, 8752. 8031. 8033. 8344, 80C452. 8=52, 80535. 80C451)

OPTICS CATALOG

•PC plug . SHOd.

•%earful Mums wen 1,ELSE. REPEAT.

•Command Omen User IMentece
Ann steic madams
•16 WI. reel lime emulation

WHILE etruCarree
•Single steo m PUMA , and C.51
•Symbolic debugging AIM inane assembler

•128a emulation memory

Free 130-page catalog from largest supplier of

"off-the-shelf" optics. Product descriptions,
photos, data, graphs, ordering information for
lenses, prisms, optical flats, reticles, mirrors,
etc. Rolyn Optics, 706 Arrow Grand Circle,
Covina, CA. 91722-2199 (818) 915-5707

ere Oisesserneer

•48 bit rode 16/C deep 'rue botler
aile Icop counter

•No extern.' boxes
•Execution time count«

•Program pePormance analymn

•Trace can be Armed durmg emulate«.

PRICES: 32K Emulator for 8031 81790, IK lhee 81495
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!
Ask about our demo VIDEO!

noHau
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ROLYN OPTICS

DENMARK
Tage Olsen A/S tel. 02 65 81 11

SWITZERLAND
thau Computer AG tel. 01 740 41 05

PORTUGAL
Fatronica Ida tel. 01 83 56 70
We are currently seeking representatives in:

CORPORATION

51 E

Emulations s.a.r.l. tel. 01 69 412 801

Campbell Ave 0107E, Carnpbell, CA 95008 (008) 868-1820

Great Britain, Italy, Spain, Holland,
Belgium and Austria
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AP100 HIGH PERFORMANCE
UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMING SYSTEM

.FAST, EASY TO USE: MEMO DRIVEN

-The power of the 68000, in conjunction with
the 12 menu keys and 2X 40 char LCD display
provicb for fast, simple operation.

.EXPANDABLE: PROGRAIA OVER MOO DEVICES

-SINGtE OR MULTCOPIES: EPROMs, EEPROMs, MORO.
bipolar PRCMs, R.D s, ERN, EEPLDs.

•HIGH PERFORMANCE. RELIABLE: 2 YEAR WARRANTY
-PowERFLA_ screen & mem editor on video compcsilei
512k x 8 RAM. 2 serials. 1 parallel interface..
Vector. arc, checksum and atm testing mdie the AP'00
efficient in both development and production.
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GP ELEGTPOGiCS Inc.
W. 26th street TEL (312)442-50'29
North Riverside. IL 60546 TLEX 2838 ail_
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BUSTRAK MICROSYSTEM BUS
ANALYZER, THE $1495.00
TIME MACHINE!

ELECTRONIC CAD

Save REALTIME in XT1AT. system and
peripheral design. Resident BusTrak sets up
in minutes for routine bus data capture.
Features flexible triggering, advanced post
processing, captures 80 channels, 8 K deep.
CALL TODAY FOR FREE DEMO DISKETTE!
Applied Physics, Inc. (317)497-1718, P.O. 2368,
West Lafayette, IN 47906

Experience powerful, easy to use electronic
design with the Douglas CAD/CAM Professional System. This fully integrated package
takes you from schematic to final routed
board. Runs on the Apple Macintosh. Features
unlmtd multilayers, SMT support, digital
simulation, net list generation and multi-pass
routing. Layout $1500, Schematic &
AutoRouter $700 ea Douglas Electronics, 718
Marina, San Leandro, CA 94577 (415)483-8770.

APPLIED PHYSICS INC.

DOUGLAS ELECTRONICS INC.

CIRCLE 251

CIRCLE 243
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MULTIBUS II SCSI HOST BUS ADAPTER

NEW STATIONARY INPUT —
MOUSE-TRAK

The RIMFIRE 2500 adapter provides high performance and flexibility for MULTIBUS II compatible systems using the SCSI bus. 4 MB/s
sync. and 1.5 MB/s async. transfers. Supports
disconnect/reconnect. Pass through SCSI
command interface. Full message passing
support with 32 MB/s MULTIBUS II burst rate.
Includes floppy port. Quantity one price of
$2495. Ciprico Inc., 2955 Xenium Lane, Plymouth, MN 55441 (612) 559-2034.

•The space saving input device that emulates
both Microsoft and Mouse Systems RS-232
mice. •With asingle connection to your cornputer, no power supply is needed. • MOUSETRAKs ergonomic design puts complete control
of cursor and input at your fingertips. •Speed
control allows the user to toggle the resolution
with a 4:1 ratio. • User defineable keys adds
versatility and comfort. For Further Information, Contact: 3121 Benton Drive, Garland, TX
75042 800-533-4822. Fax # (214) 494-4159.

CIPRICO INC.

ITAC SYSTEMS, INC.
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WE PROVIDE SOLUTIONS TO MANY
INTERCONNECT PROBLEMS ....
* Test Adapters (Socketed LCCPLCC/PGA)
* Test Clips (Surfaced Mounted SOIC/PLCC)
* 150 Types of Prototyping Board Adapters
* 125 Types of Programming Socket Converters
* Many Types of Emulator Pod Converters
* PGA/PLCC Extraction/Insertion Tools
* And Much, Much More...

rEmulation Technology. inc.

2368-8 Walsh Ave • Bldg D • Santa Clara, CA 95051
TEL

14081982-0660* FAX

14081982-0664

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY, INC. CIRCLE 250

93C46 CMOS 1K Serial E2PROM
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Commacia1, Industrial sod Mrl.ryLeroons

Universal Linker, Librarian

Z-LINE® POWER DISTRIBUTION &
CONTROL SYSTEMS

1024-13IT SERIAL CMOS EEPROM
The 93C46 is a CMOS EEPROM configured as
a 1K bit serial access, 64x16, 5 volt only. The
device draws only 3milliamps max. active and
100 microamps in standby. For applications
requiring up to 10,000 erase/wire cycles per
register. The 93C46 is in stock at all Marshall
Industries locations. Pricing is $1.66 each for
100 pieces. International CMOS Technology,
Inc., 2125 Lundy Av., San Jose, CA 408/434-0678.
INTERNATIONAL
CMOS TECH.
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PC/MS DOS, VAX VMS, UNIX
•Fast Version 2.2
•Conditional assembly
• Binary or ASCII Hex file output
• New expanded Manual
• Powerful macros
•Relocatable or absolute code
ENERTEC INC, 19 Jenkins Ave.
Lansdale, PA 19446
215-362-0966
telex 4948709
MC/V
CIRCLE 208
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TAKE THE APTOS CHALLENGE
WE'LL PUT OUR MONEY
WHERE OUR MOUTH IS!

A/C POWER DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
MODEL TPC 115-10A MTDTM, SPACE SAVER DESIGN
FOR CLEAN POWER UP WITH MULTIPLE TIME
DELAYTM PREVENTS HIGH CURRENT INRUSH BY
SEQUENCING YOUR COMPUTERS POWER UP,
FILTERS A/C LINE VOLTAGE AND PROTECTS YOUR
SYSTEM FROM VOLTAGE SPIKES AND SURGES.
PRICED FROM $422 TO $296. TO ORDER CALL (714)
540-4229 FAX (714) 641-9062 OR WRITE PULIZZI
ENGINEERING, INC., 3260 S. SUSAN ST., SANTA
ANA, CA 92704-6865
PULIZZI
ENGINEERING, INC.
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DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

PGA & LCC PROTOTYPE TEST
ADAPTORS — VLSI

Call and order your FREE CHALLENGE KIT
containing IC cell design software and two-way
GDS-II file transfer. Receive a $1.995 DeskTop
CELL PRO cell design system FREE, if you can't
transfer your existing cells in and out of our system. CELL PRO operates on an IBM PC/AT/PS2
or 386 with EGA graphics. (408) 438-2199.
APTOS SYSTEMS CORPORATION
5274 Scotts Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA 95066

The dDCM53x family of intelligent BITBUS
compatible analog and digital opto-coupled
I/O racks allow OPTO-22 compatible termination modules to be integrated with a fully
DISTRIBUTED CONTROL NETWORK which
supports up to 250 nodes over 8 miles. An
integrated DCBASIC, C Compiler and network
programming tools are available for DOS,
VMS, or XENIX based host systems. DATEM
Ltd., 148 Colonnade Rd., Nepean, Ontario,
Canada K2E-7R4 (613) 225-5919

Ironwood's line of VLSI prototype adaptors
allow prototypeing of devices from 24 pin
(video RAM ZIP) Shrink DIP, to 240 pin PGA.
MP families 80X86 and 680X0 along with many
other patterns. Annotated test adaptors for
68010, 68020, 80186, 80386. Gold Machined
pins/most wirewrap panel patterns. Customs
— quick turnaround. Bum in sockets. IRONWOOD ELECTRONICS, INC P.O. BOX 21 -151
ST. PAUL, MN 55121 (612)-431-7025

APTOS SYSTEMS

DATEM LTD.

VLSI ADAPTORS
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INTRODUCING A "FAIL-SAFE" HIPOT
An inoperative fault sensing circuit in your hipot
may allow you to inadvertently ship electrically
unsafe products.
Our Model 1306 fail-safe hipot lets you know if
there's a sensing problem. Audible and visual
alarms prevent further hipot testing until the
fault sensing problem has been corrected.
For more information, write P.O. Box 1805, Ardmore,OK 73402 or call 800/421-1921.
SLAUGHTER
THE PROTESTERS

CIRCLE 201

NEW LOW POWER MINIATURE,
TCXO
SERIES C65 — 1Hz.20MHz
•Microelectronics and Crystal Technology
•Small Hermetic Package; Resistance Welded 16 pin
— .960" X.520" X .200"
•Frequency Stability:
±1PPM (— 10 to +60 -C)
Optionally: ±1PPM (-40 to +85°C)
•Operating Voltage: 5to 15 VDC
•Low Aging: ±1PPM/yr
•Environmental: Meets MIL-STD-883 and MIL-0-55310
•Outputs: CMOS, TTL, SINE
Time & Frequency Ltd., 55 Charles Lindbergh Blvd.,
Mitchel Field, NY 11553
Call Sandy Cohen at 516-794-4500
TIME & FREQUENCY LTD.
CIRCLE 207

TRANSCEIVER MODULES FOR
ETHERNET
Compact, saves board space. Fast, saves time.
Sure, saves testing. And all at a price competitive with discreet production. All transceiver
circuits are contained in one chip with no
tedious analog design required. Extremely
small and lightweight construction conforms to
DIx2.0/IEEE 802.3. Highest reliability at low
cost. Fujikura America, Inc., 455 One Allegheny
Square, Pittsburgh, PA 15212 (412) 323-9696.
FUJIKURA

CIRCLE 202

6809 SINGLE-BOARD COMPUTER
6809 MPU, 2 serial ports, 4 parallel ports,
RAM, EPROM, real-time clock, watchdog
timer, 44-pin 4.5" x 6.5" PCB
EXPANSION MODULES: RAM, EPROM, CMOS
RAM/battery, analog I/O, serial I/O, parallel I/O,
counter/timer, IEEE-488, EPROM programmer,
floppy disks, cassette, breadboard, keyboard/
display.
Wintek Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette, IN 47904-2993
(317) 742-8428 or
(800) 742-6809

Software driven by IBM PC/XT/AT. Loaded with
software features. No RAM modules ever
needed. Rugged, industrial quality. Free demo
disk. Sailor PAL: Now supporting over 10 mfrs
and 500 PLDs: bipolar, CMOS, EPLDs, GALs,
PEELs etc. Universal electronics. $1295 complete. Sailor-2,-8: 2 and 8-socket Set/Gang
EPROM programmers. From $575 complete.
1050 East Duane Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
408-984-8600. TLX 5106005624 ADVI N.

WINTEK CORP.

ADVIN SYSTEMS, INC.
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SMART PLD & EPROM PROGRAMMERS

CIRCLE 205

IEEE-488

all
dipMOM

PC AT P
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GP-1B, HP-IB CONTROL FOR YOUR PC,
PC/AT and IBM PERSONAL SYSTEM/2 ."
• Control instruments, plotters, and printers.
• Supports BASIC,C, FORTRAN and Pascal.
• Fast and easy to use. Thousands sold.
• Software library. Risk free guarantee.
Capital Equipment Corp.
99 South Bedford St.
Burlington. MA. 01803

FREE demo disk. Call (617) 273-1818
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
Electronics/April 14, 1988

ZIPPERTUBING CO.

CIRCLE 225

Analog Circuit Simulation

enroll

cec

ZIP-ON SHIELDING PROTECTION
Zippertubing is a fast, economical means of
adding shielding to new or existing wire &
cables. Available in a wide range of outer
jacket and shield materials, it can provide
protection against almost any combination of
EMI and environmental conditions. A patented,
360° shield, plus ground braid and new termination complete the package. Fast, zip-on
installation. Send for brochure. Box 61074, Los
Angeles, CA 90061.

CIRCLE 241

NEW

'C sininuniestions Specialties, Inc.

4

t'onroa.k. Noo York

SPICE_NET
$295.00
Make SPICE input
files from schematic
drawings using pull
down menus and a
mouse to draw and connect parts. Use an IBM PC
with any UC Berkeley compatible SPICE program.

Simulation Programs
•IS SPICE, $95.00. Performs
AC., DC and Transient analysis.

for

IBM
PC's

•PRE SPICE $200.00: Adds
Monte Carlo Analysis, Sweeps,
Optimization, libraries and algebraic parameter evaluation .

intusoft

•Intu_Scope $250: A graphics
post processor works like adigital oscilloscope. Easy to use
with all the waveform operations
you will ever need.

P.O. Box 6607
San Pedro, CA
90734-6607

INTUSOFT

from

(213) 833-0710

CIRCLE 203

ENC-1

CONVERT RGB INTO COLOR
COMPOSITE VIDEO
Now you can convert RGB computer signals
into NTSC color composite video with the
ENC Series of RGB Encoders. Three different
models for Analog RGB, Sync-on-Green RGB
and TTL RGBI. Compatibility with most computers and graphics boards having 15 kHz
scan rates. Output of ENCs can drive VCRs,
projection TVs, and monitors. Interface cables
and application assistance available. ENC
encoders are only $395.00 each.
Communications Specialties, Inc.,
6090 Jericho Tpk., Commack, NY 11725.
(516) 499-0907.

CIRCLE 254
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What is aBest Western?
COMPUTER

MARKET

PLACE

MICROCONTROLLER
The ulliMale develOpirreilt tool

•

Mole

$199

leatures for greater ytusaInly

8052—BASIC (80C31) • SINGLE 51/ PS • LOW POWER • COMPACT SIZE
EPROM PROGRAMMER • 2SER r 3PAR • 96K • RTC IC • EXPANDABLE
PHONE (6041656-9163 to order your MC-5213 (BASIC) or MC-52C (CMOS)

'nno •Ii.e Inc.
DEVICES

c/o 2366 Eastlake Ave E
Seallle. WA
98(02

RELIABILITY PREDICTION
SOFTWARE
ARE YOUR PRODUCTS RELIABLE?

RelCalc 2automates MIL-HDBK-217E on your IBM PC!
Very easy to use. Demo package $25.
T-CUBED SYSTEMS
(818)991-0057

31220 La Baya Drive. ,t110
Westlake Village, CA 91362

RESUMES
Resumes by PREP — Harvard MBA/Yale experts. Professional resumes and employment placement. Satisfaction guaranteed.
For
free
job
change
packet,
call
1-800-533-2814.
Resumes — Complete instructions and
examples; $4, Consultants, Box 567—J,
Bergenfield, N.J. 07621.

The right place at the right price.
Make reservations at any Best Western,
see your travel agent, or call toll-free

1-800-528-1234

Score One

INVENTIONS WANTED

Inventions, ideas, new products wanted! Industry presentation / national exposition.
Call 1-800-288-IDEA. Canada, 1-800-5286060. X831.

SPECIAL SERVICES

Switching Power Supply Expert for hire.
State-of-the-art designs in less time and less
expensive. Also consulting. Call for information (519) 837-1646.

Cleaning up the environment is easy when we
work together! So, Team
Up and take the Woodsy
Pledge: We Give aHoot,
so We Won't Pollutet

Confidential Design, prototype, short production run services. CAD PCB layout.
Micro-P Control Systems, Interactive Video,
Smart House, Telecom. Communications
Systems Labs, 23 S. Kam Hwy, #206,
Wahiawa, HI 96786 Telex 6502990026MCI
or Toll-Free 800-521-1364.

SPECIAL SERVICES

P.C. Board Design and Prototyping. Plotting
Services; Schema, Smartwork and E.E Designer. Call 609-586-4469.

Forest Service—USDA

'14,brld's largest cham
independently owned
and operated
hotels, motor inns and resorts' .
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ELECTRONICS WEEK
IBM BUILDS FASTEST
SILICON CHIP EVER...
I
BM Corp. scientists claim
they've built the world's fastest silicon circuits using nMOS transistors designed
with 0.1-p.m geometries. The
chips, which are still in the
experimental stage, operate
only when cooled in abath of
liquid nitrogen. They can
switch on or off in 13 ps-75
billion times/s. IBM says its
next challenge will be to
build more complex CMOS
chips using the same electron-beam lithography developed for these first chips.
... AS CORNELL MAKES
FASTEST GaAs DEVICE
A team of researchers at
Cornell University in Ithaca,
N. Y., and the Siemens Research and Technology Laboratories in Princeton, N J,
say they've built the world's
fastest gallium arsenide transitor, adevice capable of running at 113 GHz. The transistor uses avariation of amodulation-doped FET technology
called ModFET, which consists of several layers of silicon-doped GaAs and aluminum GaAs deposited with
molecular-beam epitaxy. The
highest previously recorded
switching speed for aGaAs
circuit was 80 GHz.
MOTOROLA ADMITS
TO OVERCHARGING
Motorola Inc.'s Government
Electronics Group pleaded
guilty in U. S. District Court
in Phoenix to three counts of
making false statements to
the federal government in
connection with "improper labor charges" on Navy contracts in 1983. Motorola will
pay $10 million to settle the
case, and in return the U. S.
Justice Department will not
prosecute Motorola on other
programs also under investigation. The settlement won't
hurt the Schaumberg, Ill.,
company's government business, though. It says the
Pentagon has determined
112

that as acurrently "responsible government contractor,"
Motorola should not be
barred or suspended from
government business.
JAPAN'S EXPORT
LEAD IS SLIPPING
Japan still has afirm grip on
its lead as the top exporter of
electronics products to the
U. S., but other Pacific Rim
nations are eating away at
its share. The U. S. imported
$24.5 billion worth of chips
and assembled electronic
gear from Japan in 1987, the
American Electronics Association says, and Taiwan held
on to second place with $5.6
billion. But Japan's dominance is eroding. The AEA
says Japan accounted for
63.5% of U. S. electronics imports from the Pacific Rim in
1985, but only 57.1% in 1987.
AT LAST: ROM BIOS
FOR PS/2 CLONES
The first read-only memory,
basic input/output system
products for manufacturing
hardware equivalent to IBM
Corp.'s Personal System/2
models 50 and 60 are appearing. They were jointly developed by Faraday Electronics
Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif. and
Phoenix Technologies Ltd. of
Norwood, Mass. The ROM
BIOS serves as the interface
between operating systems,
applications software programs, and hardware components for PS/2 machines. The
BIOS will be marketed by
both Western Digital Corp.,
Faraday's parent, and Phoenix Technologies. An evaluation kit will be available this
spring for $2,500.
CONTROL DATA BUYS
INTO GRAPHICS FIRM
Control Data Corp. plans to
pay $68.9 million for a20%
stake in Silicon Graphics Inc.,
in adrive to become amajor
player in high-end graphics
work stations. The Minneapolis company already markets
work stations built by Silicon

Graphics, of Mountain View,
Calif., and expects to purchase an additional $150 million worth of Silicon Graphics
work stations over the next
three years. The firms are
expected to launch ajoint development effort aimed at future-generation work stations. But Control Data has
no plans to acquire control of
Silicon Graphics; it is prohibited for 10 years from raising
its stake over 21%.
UNISYS ROLLS OUT
386—BASED SYSTEMS
Unisys Corp., which sold $500
million worth of Unix hardware and software last year,
has added another family of
Unix systems to its line: the
U 6000 series, based on Intel
Corp.'s 80386 processor. The
first system from the Detroit
company is the U 6000/50,
which starts at $24,500 and
supports up to 32 users. The
new family fits into the Unisys line between offerings
based on Motorola 68000-family processors and superminicomputers built by Computer
Consoles Inc.
THERE'S RISC IN
STRATUS' FUTURE
Stratus Computer Inc. will
use Motorola Inc.'s 88000 reduced-instruction-set computer microprocessor as the
foundation for the new generation of fault-tolerant computers it plans to ship in the
early 1990s. The Marlboro,
Mass., supplier's RISC-based
online transaction-processing
systems will be source-codecompatible with today's
68000-based family. Such
systems are used in real-time
applications such as automated bank tellers, brokerage
trading systems, and factory
floor control.
PRINT ENGINE RUNS
AT 180 PAGES/MINUTE
A new printer aimed at minicomputer and mainframe
original-equipment-manufacturer printer distributors

uses apair of ion-deposition
nonimpact print engines to
deliver 180 pages/minute on
two sides of paper. The
S9000-2C from Delphax Systems uses two engines in series to print two-sided copies
but only one engine to print
single-sided pages at aslower 90-page/minute rate. The
system will sell for between
$180,000 and $225,000, depending on quantity. The
Randolph, Mass., company
claims that comparably fast
printers for data processing
and on-demand publishing applications typically sell for
more than $400,000.
MOTOROLA SLASHES
VME BOARD PRICES
Motorola Inc.'s Microcomputer Division in Tempe, Ariz., is
tightening pressure on competitors with across-the-board
price cuts on VMEbus computer boards of up to 38%—
on an interface module—on
24 products. Pricing for two
boards based on Motorola's
MC68010
microprocessor
were reduced 23%, to $995,
and the price for several
boards using the MC68020
processor were cut 14%. Motorola, which owns a 30%
share of the VMEbus board
market, says the price cuts
were made possible by higher levels of integration that
led to more economical
production.
ALLIANT BUYS
RASTER TECHNOLOGIES
In amove to broaden its marketing base, minisupercomputer maker Alliant Computer
Systems Corp. will acquire
Raster Technologies Inc., a
leading supplier of high-performance two-dimensional and
three-dimensional color graphics systems. The two released
aletter of intent for the sale
in late March calling for Alliant, of Littleton, Mass., to issue about 2.2 million shares of
its common stock in exchange
for outstanding shares of the
common stock of Westford,
Mass.-based Raster.
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RF
transformers

3KHz-800 MHz
over 50 off-the-shelf models
from $2 95
Choose impedance ratios from 1:1 up to 36:1,
connector or pin versions (plastic or metal case built
to meet MIL-T-21038 and MIL-T-55631 requirements*).
Fast risetime and low droop for pulse applications;
up to 1000M ohms (insulation resistance) and up to 1000V
(dielectric withstanding voltage). Available for
immediate delivery with one-year guarantee.
Call or write for 64-page catalog or see our catalog in
EBG, EEM, Gold Book or Microwaves Directory.
"units are not QPL listed

finding new ways ...
setting higher standards

LZ; Mini-Circuits

A Division of Scientific Components Corporation

P.O. Box 350166, Brooklyn, New York 11235-0003(718)934-4500
Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 620156
C71 Rev. A
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1. Courtesy of Noesis

Crented bq \latro\ nith Imager-1T

isibly superior.
When we introduced the MVP-AT, the most powerful image
processor for the IBM AT, we saw the importance of establishing amajor
program with 3rd party software developers. Now that it's in place, the
MVP's superior features are available for awide variety of applications.
Medical imaging • Machine Vision • Electron Microscopy
•Training/Simulation •Satelite Imaging.
Application software that takes advantage of the
sophisticated MVP-AT design can provide
advanced image processing functions
and superior performance.., perfect
vision. And this support is also
available for our VMEbus version.
But that's not all. New developments
with our 3rd party program are soon
to be released.
To receive a copy of our 3rd party
imaging software guide just call:

(ay.> 1-800-361-4903
In Canada, call (514) 685-2630.
A LEADER IN VIDEO MCROTECHNOLOCY

motto
ELEC-SOFT/488

IBM AT is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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